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“To those of you who came from the four corners of the planet 
to celebrate this great festivity that is being celebrated by 
Harar, which is our nation’s model for the future era, I say, 
welcome! I strongly believe by holding hands together that we 
can make the coming era, the era for rejuvenation of the famed 
Harar.” 
 

H.E. Meles Zenawi 
Prime Minister of the  

Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 
 

 

“Harar is a deceptive place. The old city is curled in its walls, 
the jugol as if it still wanted to avoid the curious gaze of 
visitors. Yet, it greets you with a series of fugitive smiles. It’s 
is beauty does not strike at once, it does not assault you with 
overwhelming evidence. It rather penetrates you slower, step 
by step, house by house, street by street as you turn a corner 
and discover brilliantly colored door the midst of white wall 
or the elusive glance of a receding girl.” 
 

Stephen Gompertz 
Ambassador of France in Ethiopia 
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1.1.  PROLOGUE 
Historically and Environmentally Favored Walled City    

 with MOSAIC of Diverse Scenery 
 was in grade nine 1969, my geography instructor, an Indian 
teacher, was telling the whole class, what he had personally 

experienced of the city of Harar. I heard him say, Harar has 
“Mediterranean type” of climate. I understood it that such climate is 
presumed quality, convenient and optimum to most people in the 
world, a climate that warmly welcomes people from any weather/ 
climate zone. Currently few people compare Harar’s climate to  one 
particular climate in Italy. And so does the walled city Harar 
welcomes any body from any place around the world. The 
geographical fact expressed by Sir Richard Burton perhaps expresses 
Harar realistically. Harar is "Warm but not hot, cool but not cold." 
Yes, of course, Harar is “cool and cute” call it, “hot” if you like in 
new generation colloquial English to mean a lovely city. Geography 
has favored the walled city.  

Once again, just from my personal experience, in 1979 this time, I 
was a teacher in Sugdad Beri (c<ÓÇÉ u]) school where I used to 
stare at Ato Mitiku, the school director, who spreads to dry the 
coffee beans. Mitiku significantly older than me, fluent speaker of 
Harari, and polished in English pronunciation informed me a fact, 
describing the quality of that particular coffee, he spreads everyday. 
He oriented me to "Coffee Arabica", a type of coffee that grows in 
close vicinity and peripherals of the Harari gates. Actually the area 
of this school is right at the gate. By and by, I confirmed for my self 
the quality of “Coffee Arabica” after I came to Dire Dawa 25 years 
ago, I saw coffee hunters even from Dire Dawa looking for the 
“Coffee Arabica” in Harar. In those old days, to my recollection, the 
coffee was sold in the open market Grand Market (Ñ>É` SÒL) by 
subsistent farmers. 

I
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The “Coffee Arabia” as a quality coffee developed to commercial 
term trade mark in “good will”, benefited the whole Hararghe coffee 
farmers duly. Interestingly, now a days, I watch on certain 
International TV that “Harar Coffee” as real trade mark to make 
image of quality brand, to be sold on International Market. The 
following is geographical elaboration and justifications,   
“The optimum, natural and environmental factors that sustained the 
“Coffee Arabica” in Harar is because of a mild climate through out the 
year, “fertile soil with abundant water to establish a sustainable 
agricultural system,”…“Harar is also considered the original 
cultivation center of the world famous Coffee Arabica”,… which 
provide the Ethiopian economy with substantial financial sources,”  
(Ahmad Zakarya:1995:3)   
Harar with the beauty, the soil and mountains, .. the environment 
in glazing and so projected in fascination chromic dark green 
mountain from afar with natural biodiversity in flora and fauna at 
everybody’s disposal is the geographical embodiment reality of 
Harar.  

The dialectical and natural interwoven phenomenon depict the 
beauty of Harar inclusively, “inside the old wall, the colors and 
shapes change in variant. The city in beauty, as well as the Harari 
girl blaze in hot color, and vibrate in proactive fluidity, portray the 
Harari society and its people who are always in motion. In its 
surrounding, no other people in the region is as sensitive as Hararis 
in manipulating color, in choice, in fact with out denying the 
symbolic meanings, effectual as joyful and consistent astonishingly 
reflected to staring eyes, in Harari costume make up.  
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A careful observer stares at except two colors of red and black in 
de jure that symbolically allude to Harari history, consistently; 
every other color in variance prevails in de facto. Colors describe 
the feeling of Hararis emotional and rational situation, as witnessed 
by researchers who ascertain; the gleaning and the colorfulness 
from, "glimpse of the beauty of walled city, a mountain top view of 
Harar reveals a mosaic of diverse scenery. One sees a great natural 
beauty in contrast to the beauty of the human built environment. The 
colors are remarkable. Out side the city walls the lush green foliage 
with meandering streams remands one of the Persian carpets 
according to “(Ahmed Zakarya:1995:60) Emphasis Ali Naji.  

The individual feelings too, the persistent and prevalence 
environment of Harar, adorable in hospitality as a guest stated, 
“One can not say goodbye” applies to Harar a vow, position to a 
self pledge to come to it. I maintain and am acquainted to 
expression to, “you can not say goodbye to Rome.” I therefore, 
have learnt, that one could also maintain and vows to himself that, 
“He comes to Harar again!!” 

Further, the Harari residential house, the inside of the walled city, 
apparent to be congested viewed from afar, and yet does not deprive 
rather assures the individual privacy of its inhabitants. The housing 
walls of hashi unn (Ng= ›<”), the masonry stones furnish every 
residential house to absorb  maintains the family privacy, in addition 
to regulating the optimum room temperature. Each residence is 
walled in fence and still in connection through 340 path to furnish 
inter link in a pattern of spider web and interesting narrow alley of, 
megera wiger (SÒ^” ©Ñ@`) benefit socially to bring together 
people who come across in such narrow paths urges, the quarrelsome 
individuals to event of reconciliation as the Harari lexical tells by 
itself.  
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The Harari houses compounds are interconnected. The view into the 
residence from the illustration of Paul Henze, who describes the 
Harari house diverse range of geometric shapes and sizes. Yes indeed, 
“color, shape and size” are the consciences of Hararis. Every Harari 
Household father, is his own architect to build his own house, as prime 
witness capability. The house, mosques, even the two churches the market 
place and the narrow streets form this magnificent work of art.”   

Paul Henze, further goes on to the unique quality on the construction 
of geygar (Ñ@Ã Ò`). "The Harari house reveals a sense of proportion 
and a mastery of building, technology, perfected over the centuries, that 
is both warm and inviting. Inside the house, on the walls of living room 
one is overwhelmed by the balance and color compositions of the display 
of baskets. The colorful dress of Harari women is another dimension of 
aesthetic beauty that permeates Harari life!!”.  

Paul Henze description in aesthetic beauty reminded me the three 
Harari painters of the then era: Tibebe Terfa, Abdulmuhmein 
Abdunasir and Muhamed Sherif self established team by their own 
were in reality inside Harar. They used to paint on residential walls 
of Harar. The artistic portrayal cherished in the natural gift, 
bestowed on the ancient walled city deserves the title “Harar the 
Jewel of Eastern Ethiopia”.  

May I wrap my prologue, just to reveal the impact of the 
environment that enshrined to Hararis inspiration and ambitions has 
encouraged learning to broaden their knowledge, was to the benefit 
manifested. “Harari individuals and groups proudly and passionately 
carry on studies on different aspects of their culture, increasingly 
promoting Harari identitary revival. Because of the city’s historical role as 
a center of learning, Hararis population more than any other in the region 
is a highly educated and counts an extremely remarkable number of 
literates and scholars:”   (Haria Sortori:2007:19) Emphasis A.Naji  
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As to my individual endeavor, subsequently I engage to high light 
the traditional associations, the literature and writings in few 
samples, in an analysis and interpretations. This is what the text is 
about, to bring out the value, norms and customs in Harari self 
identity, in fact, the substantial prime important goals that drove me 
crazy to consume my feelings, and so do I welcome Abdulmuhmein 
Abduaser and Haria Sortori concern as my issues too. 
Finally, I do have right from the above facts to surmise, Harar is not 
only historically and environmentally favored walled city, but also 
“a heaven favored city”, according to a Persian poet.     
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IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN 

his writing is to explore the Harari traditional associations of pre 
revolution, to trace the shared notion as the string of fiber and 

fabrics from past to present, to disclose the strength of the 
ingredients embodied and subsequently, unfold the Harari self 
identifications inherent in the mind setup that distinguishes and 
identifies Hararis. The text secondly, intends to have reflection 
inculcated in the conscience, from social perspective, furnished and 
depicted in the historical phenomenon, and so the text endeavors to 
get across these ideas to the contemporary generation. 
Thirdly, I explicitly express my own understanding and feeling, on 
the above two basis conclusively share with others, and reach the 
concerned generation to sustain it subststantialy conclusively. Thus, 
I focus on few important factors, to function and maintain as factors 
unifying embodied in Harari social institutions of afochas, bahas, 
mugads, as well as the Pan-afocha-firmatch.  

This text, is not an analysis of a historian nor is it societal assessment 
and evaluation of sociologist. It is just a text interested in the 
traditional associations of old days and few writing randomly picked 
as samples in the time period before 1966EC, and tries to the general 
exploration to analyze and describe them in expressive approach 
with in literary dimenision.     

In much succinct, not detailed text, it is difficult to bring out every 
feature of the social activities Harari traditional association, thus, it 
is just more focused and selective on inherent elements in nexus to 
Harari ways of life, subsequent to the portrayal of dominant 
ingredient that established the Hararis self identification. The 
traditional associations of Hararis by themselves were assertive 
enough to show their own conscious levels, measured in paradigms 
of fairness in justice, morally justifiable to the norm, and strongly 

T
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engrained in the mind of Harari people, and so existed and prevailed 
the associations as well as sustained the culture in duration, more 
importantly to dug in the rock foundation and emerged from springs 
(fountains) to transcend the time barrier and got in a river flow from 
past to present and determined to flow to posterity as historical 
phenomenon..    

Further, the aggregate embodiments in traditional associations with 
the extension to the inter associations, elevated them historically 
develomeat to seek higher conscious body to the ad hoc, quasi Pan 
afochas. Justice to render as value and prime need of Harari society, 
embraced and benefited the associations duly resorted to enact and 
enforce, inclusive to the optional alternative dispute resolving 
mechanism (ADR) to the court system only attained from developed 
system in paralegal service of modern legal clinic which was 
attempted inside afochas indicated Hararis adherence to law, might 
have its source, perhaps  from the historical Harari dewan (Ç=ª”) in 
particular to the very tradition from the lady justice ‘qadi’ (nÇ=) 
already documented in history. The discussion, in exchange of ideas 
in afochas, and Pan afochas, (the quasi conference) presupposes to 
the recognition of the equality maintained, natural right to express in 
entire performance of meeting of five gates manifest the democratic 
feature, and the social awareness, discloses the strong intents to 
values  commenced in trial paths of democracy and justice.  

The culture persisted and reflected, in the social events were in life 
of Hararis, unfolded and maintained in birth, marriage and death in 
the triple pillars were phenomenal for all time historical and 
monumental engraved deep inside the Harari culture for sometimes 
now.  
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The significance,  and the rationality in the justifications define 
Hararis way of life spiritually, compulsive enough to survive by 
themselves, cumulatively built rock stone foundation and so 
prevailed the Hararis. Hence, the reason deter to my justification 
portray to make the content in this text, VALUES, NORMS AND 
CUSTOMS IN HARARI SELF IDENTIFICATIONS. 

The then Hararis were organized in grouping, in traditional 
institution, and promoted developments and so manipulated the 
current bestowed opportunity in holistic dimension sometimes now. 
The “contradiction and compromise” contained in unity of opposites 
in mugads had been established as natural pertinent feature, in 
developing Harari society and the endeavor to resolve the 
contradiction in effectual toleration and flexibility; as two sides 
afocha were vehicles to continuity sustained the mugads to 
modernity. The natural phenomenon of social development in the 
usual, to the happening and inevitable the new over riding the old 
values, with the concurrence events in transition is spectrum to 
develop the culture, reflected the inner makeup of afochas and the 
quasi conference of Pan afochas. The two natural indispensable 
factors in diversity and unity were unavoidable natural 
contradictions, subsequent to careful handling and the due 
management depict the wisdom attained in competence. The 
phenomenon to exploit, the favorable condition to actualize the 
Harari behavior, discipline, tasks and duties that emanated from the 
collective leadership on its turn display not only the social level of 
institution and but also suffices to mark the developments as well as  
the real actors (the people) who established them, and so do these 
features makeup the Harari values.  
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Lastly just to offer an abstract to the current text book, organized in 
two parts. The first part is Reflection on Traditional Association and 
Part II is Analysis and Interpretations of Harari literature and music. 
To the detail in brief next to the current introduction, chapter two, 
deals on the main traditional association, Afocha, and the mothers 
Afocha follows in chapter three. The fourth, deals on mugad  (male 
and female) with Edd and Arfa celebration. Chapter five extends to 
Mugads in general, the teams, leaders and the art in their works. The 
last chapter of part I, is  The Firmatch the quasi conference apparent 
hegemony for time of afochas in ad hoc comes next. Pan Afocha 
discussed, decided and passed resolution, formally and subsequently, 
signed it as abiding document in addition the recent information on 
firmatch is included.  In part II, I handle the generic writing of 
Hararis, in four chapters comprising samples from the old and 
ancient writing of Hararis in chapter seven, Poems and on modern 
Harari Poetry are contained in chapter eight. The traditional music of 
Harari is emphatically high lighted in chapter nine. To extend to the 
Harari modern music from the perspective of  scripts are discussed, 
and analyzed in chapter ten, ofcourse with two love songs (samples) 
followed by critical appreciation.    

* * * * * * * * * * * 

 “Harar evolved its unique social organization based on Ahli 
(›IK=) kinship, merignnet (S]˜’ƒ) male or ghelnet Ñ@M’ƒ 
(female) friendship, and afocha ›ö‰, community association. 
This social system is governed by gai ada Ñ@Ã ›Ç the culture of 
Harar and communicated through a unique language.”                                                                                                                    

                                                                     Ahmed Zakarya  
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  TTWWOO  TTHHEE  AAFFOOCCHHAA  
  
ABSTRACT: The Haranis had traditional associations, social 
organization, of afocha. The afocha does coordinate and participates in the 
main task of wedding and mourning. It had a latent function of conciliation 
maintained the behavioral inheritance, and devolution. Politics of the then 
time walled city of Harar was discussed in one way or another. 
 
 KEY TERMS: afocha, functions, mourning, wedding    
                         latent function, reconciliation, devolution,   
 

[The spring board from agreed goal, the ball bounces, but 
transcends to (another) latent goal.]   

n Harar there were numerous traditional associations that existed 
before 1966 E.C, and some exist till now. These traditional 

associations were jemaa (ËT›) the close friends union, the mugad 
(S<ÒÉ) the youth association and of course, afoha 
(›ö‰)organization for funeral and wedding. I will spare this chapter 
to discuss the main traditional association afocha (›ö‰) and to 
commence my discussion. 

What was afocha? What did afocha mean to Harari people? Had 
afocha’s significant function and tasks focused on social concern of 
Hararis? Had they had peculiar features to the handling of the Harari 
issues in wider level? Did afocha undertake an immediate task or just 
limited to permanent measure to the service of Hararis?. Did the 
indulgence, went beyond the bare minimum basic function (agreed 
goals) for the traditional institution. Were all events fell under the in 
power and privilege of afocha?  

 

I
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I commence with definition of afocha, state the main functions, high 
light few tasks and duties, and touch up on the modus operundi of 
afochas prior to 1966. I will also fly take birds eye view to explore, 
in a limited aspect, the important social behavior spinning around the 
“internal control mechanism” of afocha members. The significant 
performances to characterize afocha revealed few events that went 
beyond the social set up defined (agreed) functions.  

2.1 The Prime Agreed Functions of Afochas:  
                                    Wedding and Mourning  
 
In brief few and simple words, afocha is a funeral and wedding 
observance association. Wolf Leslaw states afocha as “an 
association of neighbors participating in various social activities”. 
The comprehensive, inclusive definitions of Peter Kohen and Sidney 
R. Waldron complement the defintion as follows. The community 
organizations called Afocha are the most important…old institutions in 
bringing together person from different families and friendship group 
regardless of difference in wealth or social status. Afocha have been 
primarily concerned with formal celebration of wedding and funeral. 
                                                           (Kohn and Waldron:1978: 15) 
 
To create and establish consensual ideas that persists through out this 
text as definition, is thus; afocha is an institution to gather people for 
realizing wedding and funeral on the basis of Harari culture. In 
Afocha affairs members mainly share sorrows and happiness. The 
sin qua non to afochas in its standing are two elements prioritized 
and actualized. In the belief of Hararis every other issue come either 
next to or hinged to Afocha affair. Events of wedding and funeral are 
vital phenomenon because they are “Hararis ways of life”. Yusuf 
Ahmed in his document justifies and illustrates the magnitude of 
Afochas including its intensity, in connection to the psychological 
feelings of Hararis.  
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“The Afocha is indispensable for every Harari…in Harar a man can live 
without relatives and friends, but never without Afocha…The Afocha has 
an emotional expression as an extreme effect on happiness which each 
person enjoys and the sorrow that befalls him..” 
                                                                         (Yusuf Ahmed: 1955: 15) 
 
The description of Yusuf Ahmed’s is holistic in dimension of  
Hararis women feeting towards Afocha in physical and 
psychological bondage. Hararis consider Afocha prevails over any 
institution to ascend to the top of the ladder high in hierarchy. Even 
individual connection, close relatives or friend attachments in 
bondages are subservience to come next afocha. What is assured 
from Afocha? Is it just the intended, share happiness and sorrow  
compel Hararis to depend on? 
The answer for the main question and other related issues come from 
Professor Abdi Khalil, responds in general as follows. “The 
community Afocha is always the community in action. One of its 
dynamic commitments is the continuation of the viability of the society’s 
verities and virtues through marriages. Afocha plays a huge role in all 
sorts of social engineering.” (Khalil:2007:25) 
 
2.1.1 Afocha the Traditional Institution  

Factual in context in the provision, as to the background data in 
general, the distribution of Afochas, the procedure how to attain 
membership and the situational obligatory functions need be clearly 
established. To move inside the data sheet (fact and figures), of 
afochas in the fifties, historians persist male and female Afocha in 
Harar were estimated to be about 100 and each had about 70 
members distributed through out the city localities, except in some 
cases where one is a member in distant locality. Afochas were with 
the distinet names, as in few instances that take the names of five 
gates of Harar, show proximity and vicinity in destination in 
coverage of every members.  
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However, proximity did not limit members to participate in 
respective afocha.  
Membership in Afocha was simple. According to sociologists who 
studied Harari Afochas of 1950; an adult, married individual with 
sense of responsibility, presumably becomes a member. An 
individual joins his fathers Afocha or he can choose one. The choice 
could be affected by proximity to his residence, relative or friend and 
yet one joins with his own full consent in freedom of “to be or not to 
be” afocha member. Even though choice in such cases is almost 
always socially affected in one way or another, there was no 
membership in duress. Yusuf emphasizes just one weighted 
emphasis, crucial element in obligatory nature implicitly understood 
as the requirements to join the afocha. “The choice of which particular 
Afocha one joins theoretically voluntary, although there are predictable 
influences over this choice…Member ship is through invitation only” 
(Yusuf Ahmad:1955:15) Emphasis- Writer 
 
The socially concerned elderly Hararis particularly afocha members 
are aware that one should not be left alone and earnestly encouraged 
to join. An offer or an invitation and so the needy applies to the 
benefit with out any imposition. The path to travel through, Harari 
“ways of life” the sense of responsibility that commences 
shouldering the family by it self creates the necessity and persuades 
individuals to join afocha to the full consent.  

The family too insists on, that the house hold needs afocha, that 
subsequently amount to convince to the determination of the desire 
increasingly, particularly the very presumption that newly married 
couple ought to join afocha not later than the birth of the second 
child is urging to compel that, it is not comfortable socially to prevail 
with out afocha .  
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2.1.2  Rights and obligations of afocha members 
he paramount importance of Afochas socially lies in its 
functions, comprising two major categories. The first category 

in its prime function is the purpose of its establishment, achievable 
to accomplish the immediate duty, to discharge the specific 
obligation  in anticipation to maintain the burial of the dead; and the 
second function is the observance of wedding rites. For the purpose 
of this text, these two functions are referred to as ‘agreed functions’ 
just to distinguish them from other functions, I pursue and narrate in 
due development of my elaborations. 

Discharging the obligation in performance in burial of the dead, is 
characterized in attending the funeral ceremony that  comprises three 
procedural tasks (events). The first event in a mandatory degree is 
attending the burial place at grave yard and residence. Each able member 
(the competent) according to age arrive at graveyard to dig cemetery. 
Regardless of the elderly others are engaged to dig the burial place and 
prepare the niche. On completion a group of members fetch the corpse and 
all male afocha members in full attendance bury the dead in religious 
manner. Every afocha member attend the actual last consolation on the 
grave of the deceased, duly read Yasin (Ác=”) and Tabark, (}v[¡) two 
Suras from Quran and conduct duwa  (Æª°) that ends the grave yard 
event of the burial.  

The Second event as a task, each member stays (three days), in the 
mourning house, recite Quran and do the Khatem (conclusion) on the third 
day of the consolation. The termination on the third day is accompanied, by 
an event in which three members from afocha, erect small rectangular 
stone “qebre unn” (kw] ›<”) on the grave to establish identification to 
the significances, as the main function. These specific events 
uncompromisingly are assumed with out exemption to any afocha member, 
characterize the seriousness an indispensability of afocha to the proper 
and credible social institution that rests up on the traditional 
association.   

T
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The Third task (event) of afocha ,of course, is the provision of food, 
the meal afocha members provide to the family of the deceased. In 
actual reality food is in provision, for close relatives from afar as 
expected to come from close friends of the host in consolation. 
However, such provision, on voluntary basis, is in discretion just in 
presumption that food may or may not come; consequently the 
“benefit of doubt” justifies the responsibility to provide meal falls on 
the shoulder of afocha.  
Despite the fact afocha members in provision of food, “in 
generosity” does not curtail the afocha to maintain regulation and 
conduct the follow up, substantially the food and the due anticipated 
quality afochas assume to probe it rigorously under complete 
scrutiny. Yusuf Ahmed in his article, “The Afocha Association and 
the Funeral”. emphatically discloses the magnitude, seriousness to 
meet the standard, quality of food by afocha members and the due 
consequences failure to meet accordingly. Yusuf realized. “In some 
Afocha members will come and eat with the bereaved. There is someone 
to inspect the quality of the food that is provided. If it is not a good meal, 
it is put aside, then the head of the Afocha will inspect the food, and if he 
finds that is not good, the person who provided it will be fined. The 
reason for their having this regulation, is so that people who provide food 
should not, through carelessness bring food that is tasteless and inedible 
and thereby cause people to have stomach ach” (Yusuf 
Ahmed:1955:127) 

The second main function in category of afocha is, “the participation 
in the wedding.” The Afocha purposefully attends in the wedding 
family for two days (Saturday and Sunday). On Sunday, members 
read the religious moulud (S¨<K<É) yet on the preceding day, 
Saturday members prevail in discretion to show up at the disposal of 
host with the assumption to render service particular help per the 
request of the host. Availability on such occasions of Saturday 
personally does creates sense of attachment and intimacy.  
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During wedding, period of two days close friends and close 
neighboring members come with bundle of chat (Catha adulis). Few 
Hararis consider ‘chat’ as an object of social gathering to furnish the 
sort of mood to stay at certain place for two or three hours. 

2.2 The Latent Function of Afochas 
We have seen the afocha in funeral and wedding performed in two 
mandatory events. However, there had been events, within the 
events, in this case the afocha peculiar was bestowed with the 
accomplishment of specifically events to occur and go beyond the 
defined set up and framed basic events.    
 
In spite of the fact the traditional association, serve two ‘agreed 
functions’ of death and marriage did not limit them, whether by facts 
or by law so deem to assume the self extension to the upper limit 
boundary  but only remained with in the context and so did they 
transcend to the latent functions, for the best interest of Hararis. 
Subsequently; afochas of the then time acted and reacted inside few 
events apparently perhaps you call them tacit and yet socially 
welcomed in consensual understanding of each other, to consider 
issues that compelled me to flash light into such commitment and 
duly disclosing them in brief few points spinning around such 
subject matter, more focused on, with out any deviation of Harari 
issues in particular.     

2.2.1 Reconciliation of “deadliest quarrelsome” 
The impressing and worth mentioning occurrence that took place in 
and around the accomplishment of wedding and funeral from the 
best close observance is here under precisely briefed by Yusuf 
Ahmed, who reveals what happens during the afocha attendance.  
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“The interesting thing here is that even the deadliest enemies go to each 
other’s house to carry out their obligations as long as they are members 
of same Afocha. Usually reconciliation takes place in such occasions”                       
                                         (Yusuf Ahmad: 1955:130) Emphasis – Writer 
  
I would dare to Yusuf  himself and take his ideas to clarify it to what 
he means: firstly, “the deadliest enemies come to the house of the 
afocha member.”  Absentee in afocha is not tolerated at all, it is the 
bare minimum requirement duty vehemently adhered to 
uncompromisingly compel members. If member keeps himself away 
in absentia; afocha assumes the measure, the absentee dismember 
himself as though he did it explicitly and expressly, in decision 
through his action, case perhaps similar to “leaves without” in a 
regular court, thes, such absence is for good, consequence that 
amounts to a hard decision to make in context of Harari social 
institute. More than any other consequence of the case, such decision 
drives mad the women in the family, be it in whatsoever condition 
Hararis do not want to be with out afocha.  

To attend afocha is an avoidable social event on any circumstance; 
on the other hand, to attend is in provision to come across “the 
deadliest enemies” afocha members enshrined with the honorable, 
golden opportunity of reconciliation”, fortunate to bold decision to 
embark on and thereafter no more enmity significant to a “bless in 
disguise” an eventuality for Harari society benefits, extended in 
provision of strong string in bondage, link to maintain close 
attachment.    

The unique character from event in the wedding and funeral 
extraordinary platforms of social significance is the link, through the 
invisible string stretched to pull, the Harari identifications and 
spinning around the psychological make up, eventual in 
communications, in this case that “even the deadliest enemies”, 
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offered an opportunity, to forgive each other,  obviously to be deep 
in the heart, the accomplishment inevitably pull back every bondage 
to the status quo ante.  

There is always some one by intent or by surprise to facilitate such 
reconciliation. The undeclared social function in its implication 
depicts the levels and status of afocha, constituting the social 
conscious and concerns on issues to its actualization. The 
accomplishment transcends the initial agreed and presumed goal, the 
role to play with a ball that falls in field of afochas court, but  
bounces into another latent function deem to the ultimate benefit of 
Hararis.  

Second, the social solidarity in Harari society assuming such 
responsibility stems, from members conscience, to merit in the 
spectrum of management to bring out solidarity maintained in the 
social control. The Hararis social issues in nut shell, inter alia  are in 
behaviors disputes, and conflict with in the people, realized in the 
issues of inheritance, devolution as well as divorce, and whenever  
such dispute retrieved in critical stages, they were dealt by afocha in 
similar to paralegal aids or institutions legal clinics of modern 
society, such necessity urged afochas as the only institution to 
manage disputes to conflict resolution. 
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2.2.2 The legal subject matters  

he issues in dispute, such as inheritance, will, and divorce are 
categorically legal subjects matters where “judgment rendered” 

pre conceive fairness, impartial, balance and equality before law, and 
maintained in a given time to the competent leadership are to the 
success. Besides; the event revealed that outsiders were not invited, 
nor allowed to meddle into Hararis affairs, even when Hararis were 
in critical conflicts. These were few of elements to establish values 
with in cultural dimension meant to be proud of.  

The position of those days as to the decision they had taken, in such cases 
as principle to “No need of the outsiders judiciary and its instruments” 
were simple and clear; in this instance the judiciary (the legal system) and 
its instruments in substantial or procedural instruments of that time 
including afocha were in traditional level, and yet justice was rendered on 
time, at least to the benefit of relief in peace of mind. In practical sense of 
the idea, even in cases of flagrente delicto, where crimes committed with 
in Harari individuals right at the spot, where legal principle justifies 
immediate custody by law enforcement of legal institutions, Hararis did not 
call or plead to the law enforcement, at least they could call the police, but 
why not? “Calling the police”, even to critical disputes to call outsider to 
settle disputes between two or more Hararis is seen as a threat to the 
integrity of the Hararis ethnic group. (Kohn and Waldron:1978:9).   

The, outsider in sheer Harari affairs, was assumed as "threat to 
integrity", to the unity of Hararis physically and psychologically. 
The integrity to group and society are obviously to the rationality in 
due knowledge develops to social awareness, to the faith in Harari 
contextually. It is realized, historically and to the consequence, 
perhaps to the benefit, that Harar had been the center of learning 
historically favored them to the extension, broaden and increase their 
awareness to law subject matters in perception from dewan (Ç=ª”).  

T
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2.2.3 The Harari current affair in covert discussions  

n amazing and fascinating social function revealed in platform, 
vividly portrayed emanated from the social consciousness in its 

complexity in chained interaction, learnt from news and information 
spinning around the interest of Hararis. Interestingly, what goes 
inside Hararis mind, individually assists, to draw mini conclusion 
based on the current affair of Hararis in afocha platform. The fact 
was magnificently observed in the report of two foreign writers as to 
what goes in the afocha.  

For instance gossip is important in passing along information about 
the condition of Harar to its citizens and a great deal of strategic 
information is thus conveyed in context of Afocha meeting. However, 
Hararis feel that gossip is rude. To hold formal forums for gossiping is 
unthinkable in Hararis but to return from an Afocha meeting with out 
some un usual conveyed information is highly un usual. 
                                                                     (Kohn and Waldron:1978: 23) 
 
The event, delicate as it was politically, and so overwhelming 
socially and legally in the happening categorically was impact full  
political phenomenon, no doubt, where free speech is deprived; in 
what so ever reason, gossips, rumor and unverified information, in 
hear say turns into the politics of the day. In the actual established 
Harari faith of Islam, according to the researchers, gossip is rude; 
however; the fact on the ground consciously or unconsciously 
compels in subservient manner to surrender to gossip.         
Of course, News and reports of social irregularities of Hararis were 
discussed, according to informants, for the sake of preserving the 
order of the city, the accepted fact and concern of the people at 
times, down to grass root level of family and well being of the city 
were discussed. Here is a point in history as reported:   
 

A
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A citizen of Harar is aware of the activities of fellow citizens and of the 
city affairs by virtue of his or her daily participation in social events with 
family members and friends and in the frequent meeting of one’s Afocha 
organization.  
                                                                      (Kohn and Waldron:1978: 9)  
 
In conclusion, Afocha in context of Harari the then traditional 
association was an institution established to discharge the 
responsibilities of wedding and mourning. However, members 
consciousness furnished the afocha phenomenon in transcending 
leap, to the explicit tasks, accepted and admitted due to the conscious 
level of people. As history showed, Afocha was a platform that 
succeeded in bringing together people in dispute. The interesting 
thing, Harari did not go to afocha with political agenda and yet did 
not come back without the latest political current affair of the city, 
and so did they informally exchange information, and updated 
themselves on news of the Hararis, according to published writers. 
Thus, one can surmise that Afocha was both traditional and 
phenomenal in Harari history.  
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Afocha           

“The practical social services and community, 

In the City State of Harar since second century. 

                           “The community, Afocha, is an exemplary, 

                             That sets the highest standard 

                              Of human character and social viability 

“The fundamental integrity 

Of Afocha characterized by, 

Its commitments of applying the high degrees of intimacy, 

Moral commitment, emotional depth and social unity; 

Most of all, showing to Allah its complete accountability 

                           “ The identity of the Afocha equally centers 

                             Upon the principles of consistent balance 

                             And unity of purpose, reciprocity of feelings, 

“Solidarity, positive and exemplary conduct; 

Teaching continuous harmony 

With practicing of all in effect to the generations…” 

                                                                       By Abdi Khalil 
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HARARI AFOCHAS IN HORIZON 

Agreed Functions 
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ADR: Reconciliation 

Ball struck to goal agreed bounces transcendent to another goal 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  TTHHRREEEE    
  TTHHEE  MMOOTTHHEERRSS  OORR  WWOOMMEENNSS  AAFFOOCCHHAA  

 
ABSTRACT : The Harari mothers afocha practically complemented the 
main afocha. The mood and material reflection of mothers afocha was in 
wedding ceremony and in the consolation during mourning. The food and 
kitchen management to fix food,and their peculiar Baha, vN the 
contribution of self help fund raising and qahwa mahaliq kQª SNKp. 
were pragmatical. The Harar women are artifact makers.  
 
KEY TERMS: mood, baha, qahwa mahaleq, artifact makers 

 
“Most of all Harari women play an indispensable role for the 
survival of Harari identity. Their social economical dynamics are 
immeasurable. They dominate the market scene” 

Ahmed Zakarya 
 

n Harar there were numerous mothers Afochas, parallel to the 
main afochas, both complemented each other functionally in 

wedding and funerals and so prevailed the Harari culture and 
traditions. The purpose of their establishment was similar yet, there 
were minor differences such as the requirements of membership, 
range of activities, and obligation adhered to over come in 
responsibilities. The current chapter unfolds the Harari mothers 
Afocha as social organizations, explores and brings out the 
connecting bondage to the scope that built the self identifications of 
Hararis. The unique and peculiar feature of mothers afocha; that is, 
the strong connection and the inherent notion they established as 
well as the role they play in funeral and wedding are high lighted. 
The moody and fascinating choral songs, and the artistic artifacts 
they produced to promote Harari culture and custom too are the 
subject areas in the chapter.    

I
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3.1 First and for most my Afocha “mÖ?g= u?kÉ ›ö‰” 
 
The unique feature of Harari women with the notion inculcated, 
engraved in mind setup, established around Afocha, the reason to 
adore Afocha assertively, the extraordinary attention emanated from 
strong belief sustained for long time now, are the focal points in my 
commencement.  

Harari women more often articulate their loyalty to their Afochas. It 
is usual to hear from Harari adult women asserting as axiom or 
motto mÖ? g= u?kÉ ›öŠ. “my afocha first and for most.” (Yusuf 
Ahmad:1955: 125). The declaration is commitment from due 
attachment and belief that might occur, and so not to be consumed in 
the actual happening and inevitable events  in particularity of funeral 
and wedding. What is the substantial driving force to such par 
excellence commitment to afocha?  

Harari women adoring afocha in conviction emanates from the anticipation 
to maintain happiness or sorrow, important events inclusive and effectual 
as shared notion, was some thing backed by the whole family. The events 
of Harari wedding and mourning in occurrences and eventualities are 
hardly accomplished with out unlimited support of such institution. The 
extra ordinary contribution, basically afochas provide man, material and 
mood for wedding and funeral events. The social events are embodied in 
myriad and serial tasks and so presuppose accomplishment in accompany 
of dedicated persons, with coordination, and leadership.  

The wedding ceremoniously starts on Thursday, the day intimates 
appear, but the formal duty of afocha members in close friendship 
starts on Saturday. The compulsory in the proper belechu (uK‡) is 
on Sunday, the bride and groom take the pick on Sunday, and 
extends to post wedding sort of resolution on Tuesday to serve with 
inay gebeta (›=“Ã Ñuታ), whereas; Thursday is in aruz mewta 
(›\´ S¨<× እ).  
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The episodes are real, and so consequential, utterly challenging multi 
faceted in money, material and human aspect.  

The human aspect in provision particularly, by no choice is 
accomplished, other than the afocha men or women, and so realized 
and specific with in Harari tradition and custom. The social activities 
need group work, coordination and delivery in time. The material 
aspect too is huge and burdensome in pari materia neither is it easy 
to enter kitchen, nor convenient to fix, by self sufficient person, 
assumed to persist with out any exemptions but only prevail in 
Harari woman, test of standard and norm. The Traditionally 
anticipated compulsory tasks, just to have one instance to elaborate 
in the inay gebeta (እ“Ã Ñuታ ) so increasingly unconceivable to 
accomplish by an individual efforts judged by Harris who know each 
other well to the full anticipation and presumption, to the 
determination, failure is not an option at all.   

The funeral, too is no less in its impact, three days of the afocha; 
members to serve the bereaved family. The only institution 
surprisingly and immediately to arrive as soon as called as, the bell 
tolled, before the arrival of close relatives ‘with this and that’ reason, 
to why they were late. Hence, sufficient reason to Harari woman’s 
bondage Afocha and justify the clear and loud articulation  
(›=ŸõL³¦ ›öŠu? ²”p`Ÿ<ƒ”ታ). “I pay not to be left out of my 
Afocha, in life and death.” The social magnitude events of Hararis 
women  is elaborated by Abdi Khalil who sufficiently illustrates, that  
“Women’s Afocha Mother’s Afocha equally participate and play a 
role in social engineering, especially in imparting knowledge about 
family life, morally correct behavior and advising the young ladies 
who form  the core of a family. In Harari society, it is said that a 
young lady filled with intrinsic qualities reflects her mother’s 
verities and virtues.“ 
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The women Afocha constituted few peculiarities worth to mention. 
First, although functional in funeral and wedding, women do not go 
to cemetery during the burial event. Instead, they show up at the 
mourning house court yard up to the street, keep themselves seated 
until the corpse is taken to be buried. When the male afocha arrives 
to take the corpse completing the preparation of burial place women 
weep and cry loudly to the last departure of the deceased. The 
presence (the attendance) at this event is obligatory.  Every sharp 
eyes of the mourning family, particularly women unnoticeably do 
check attendance some thing that indicates the seriousness of the 
event in general, and so engraved in the mind set up Harari 
psychology.  

The second task, the funeral (mourning) event, the women afocha 
members stay in the deceased family for three days, except when 
they leave to check their homes. Besides, afocha brings food for the 
host of deceased family. 

“No fire is started to prepare meal in the house of mourning. Because of 
members feed the bereaved for three days they provide break-fast and 
dinner” (Yusuf Ahmad: 1955: 103) 

The main actor to serve the afocha with food happens the 
responsibility of women, who prepare food for male and mothers 
afocha members. The support to the host financially so as to serve 
food is maintained partially through the mothers afocha by its own 
contribution known as ‘Qahwa mehalq’ (nQª SNKp) such 
event to what ever amount materially and the intention to boost the 
moral of the host in consolation.  
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On the third day the female (mothers) afocha prepares ‘Quran 
gebeta’ (l^” Ñuታ) accompanied by ceremony, to praise with the 
duwa Æª እ  in Harari languages and yet in Islamic faith, so to 
manifest “blended feature” of the faith with the culture. 

Moreover, the income earning aspect of the (mothers) Afocha is 
practiced in fund raising paid in rotation is more or less 
institutional and organizational. The contributed money is offered 
to the needy members and duly covers all members. Such 
contribution centralized in ‘baha’ (vN) is remarkable in many 
aspects. The money they own from baha  (with or with out the 
knowledge of the husband), is to support the family with the 
purpose not to fall under the economic mercy of the husband. More 
importantly it is the means as a trial, effort that unfolds the stride to 
the track of empowerment of women.  

3.2 Survive Harari Identity  

ost of all, “Harari women play an indispensable role for the 
survival of Harari identity. Their socio economic dynamics 

are immeasurable.” According to Ahmed Zakarya. Harari women 
are characterized and defined in various studies in contrast. 
“Harari treats its women better than many other societies around 
the world. Most of these studies reflect on the beauty and hard 
work of Harari women.” The historian does not simply state the 
important statement. The fact is evidential from third party. Ahmed 
refers to Muhamed Mukhtar, an officer who was in Harar during 
the Egyptian occupation in the last quarter of nineteen century. 
Ahmad in published Harari Magazine informs the fact for the 
reader, the society recognizes and treats women better, this might 
have been accomplished, perhaps due to the relentless efforts of 
women who sustain the family.  

M
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To get back to prime function and role of women, a guest or any 
body from proximity, for that matter, realizes the mothers Afocha 
through its members control the in and out of kitchen, in funeral 
and wedding to fix and serve the food. In every case of the service, 
with full consent of host. In such ceremonies, obviously, priority in 
the service is the privilege of Afocha members. I could say it in 
literary humor that this is the power and privilege vested up on the 
mothers afocha.  

The survival and the makeup of Harari identity as process is 
maintained through the moody image in glazing and fascinatingly 
appear during wedding ceremonies. The host provides pre arranged 
separate place (room) throughout the stay, exclusive for members, 
access to the service conveniently furnished. The women afocha take 
up space exclusively and prevailed at the supposed place by it self 
commences and creates the intended mood. The colorful depiction, 
the functional mood of wedding duly ascends to elevation. Here is an 
event prior to, just to substantiate, the old and respected members of 
women afocha gather around the compound and enter together, 
singing (in chorus)  praise to the Islamic faith, illuminates the glaze 
and glamour. The moody and artistic, visual image in beauty 
astonishingly established firmly in prioritizing criteria for recruiting 
members. Yusuf Ahmed, explains that “women (Afocha) give 
priority to those who can sing well or who can say blessing duwa. 
Thus, it is realistic and pragmatic women promote culture, and so to 
consider the women afocha’s embodiment practical both in faith and 
art enrich the Harari culture comprehensively.   
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The specific, in the enrichment and develop the culture, they sing, 
dance and bless parents of the bride or bridegroom. In an event in 
anticipation portray the mood in a non-verbal mode of 
communications, ‘sight and sounds, fascinatingly expressed in body 
language, according to Yusuf  Ahmads:   
 
Whenever the women (Afocha) see a relative or friends (men or 
women) of the brides or groom family, they make a thrilling sound 
(ululate 2/1/) and that man or woman must then put some money 
(from 1- 20bir ) in a basket the Afocha sets to collect the money. 
(Yusuf Ahmed:1955:105) 
 
Further, the mothers afocha few selected members who had been in 
girls mugad, in old days, boost the mood and atmosphere dramatized  
high lighted show in the traditional dance, meslah (SeKQ), 
performance, sophisticated dance disclosed, acted by a woman and 
two persons in attractive and dramatic rhythm. Few old men of once 
up on a time mugads are in delivery provoked to the dance floor, 
emotionally driven and compulsively consumed to digress in 
nostalgia. The mood in such occasions elevates the moment of the 
dancing that comes to its apex, ascends to crescendo in drum and 
clapping that over flows the emotion of the wedding parents, to feel 
proud of themselves, the women Afocha, perhaps accounts to the 
justification, the Harari woman devotion to afocha, as institution 
presented itself, and coordinated the moody event to the 
extraordinary reflection.. 

The inter communication with in the woman afocha is dominantly 
in complementary service. They realize, death as surprise 
occurrence, and so members approach to the host with burning 
wood and similar materials that mourning family needs. The 
devout message death presumed as serious event, and issue to the 
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determination, to share the sorrow as an event clear in 
manifestation as a magnitude learnt from the fact that women do 
not eat or drink any thing until the corpse is buried.  

Finally, the mood in mothers afocha reflect the artistic side is the 
aspect that promotes the Hariri culture, in dressing, singing and 
dancing. Members please themselves and the host in weddings, 
vividly show the shared feeling consistent to the idea of Ahmad 
Zakarya. Women “give a lively atmosphere to major social 
interaction such as wedding, mourning and many ritual 
practices. They also shoulder the responsibility of preservation of 
the colorful traditional custom and making of the city renowned 
basketry. (Ahmed Zakarya:59). Pragmatically, the women afocha 
generally complement the male afocha in every aspect.  
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  FFOOUURR  
HHAARRAARRIISS  MMUUGGAADD  

  
ABSTRACT : Harari boys and teenagers were in grouping of mugads, 
an agent of change representing new values. Names and actions depict 
dynamism. Effort to learn skill of fighting, grouping in musical teams, to 
organize show and play in tunsus were high remarks. A consistent feature 
of mugad to confront, antagonize and contradict few events the old: value 
and the compromise in flexibility were revealing. They extend horizontal 
and ad hoc relation with girls mugads, in Arafa celebration besides, 
mugads girls promoted culture in dressing, they made grass works and 
embroidery.     

KEY TERMS: mugad, contradict, compromise          
                       flexibility, grass works, embroidery. 
   
(The dynamic agent of Hararis swimming in contradiction and emerging  

in compromise) 
 

he role in dominant performance of Afocha as well as the 
mothers’ afocha take us to the historic events that concurrently 

prevailed with the ‘traditional association’ the mugad. This chapter, 
high lights the Harari mugad (S<ÒÉ), the youth (male and female), 
and discloses the inter association communications. The mugad and 
its counter part, the girls mugad in connection to issues, are viewed 
from the perspective of traditional associations. Subsequently, I 
endeavor to explore briefly, the mugad, to create nexus, and display 
the shared factors assumed to be integrated. The chapter is inclusive 
to show the "Edd and Arafa" celebration that enhanced the cultural 
identities of Hararis.  

 

T
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4.1 The Male mugad  

What was the image of pre 1966EC mugad to Hararis? Did 
friendship in Hararis context cast any light in significance? Hararis 
friendship commences in child hood and extends to adolescent. 
Elderly Harari informants Ahmad Fesih speaks how friendship 
sustained. At the age of 16 and above, the Harari teenager friends 
form association referred to as mugad (S<ÒÉ). The event as 
deliberate device out of necessity keep them together, happened to 
be institutionalized. In facts from historical and in pragmatic point; 
the mugad was not as strong as afochas, not tightly configured 
organizationally, to maintain the agreed and latent social function. 
  
However, mugad was phenomenon as we see it in pursue. The 
mugad was dynamic, vibrant and complex multifaceted traditional 
association socially and culturally. Subsequently, the mugad 
played a role in promoting new values that was created and 
sustained the Harari artistic aspect. The mugads, peculiar to its 
aspect is the friendship an invisible string interwoven segment to 
depict the rock foundation of mugads. 
Duri Muhamed, in his Mugads of Harar in Ethnological Society, 
defines "the mugads of Harar were permanent groups formed of 
both boys and girls of the same age who are from the same 
neighborhood". The Mugads as an entity, in some cases, remained 
and prevailed after marriage of the individual mugads who had 
been friends. Currently, there are few mugad groups members of 
that time, people in late eighties now, still remained together as 
friends. They did pass through the sentiment of friendship. The 
elderly (aged) mugads have favored me as informants. I am 
grateful in gratitude for the string they extended for me, a 
responsibility I have to extend it too. 
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Curious and attentive person, who dares to get close to these Harari 
elderly benefits from the wisdom and unfinished personal experience 
on Harari issues. Often one hears, ‘yegedrebegnal’, (ÃÑÉ]u—M),… 
‘querni tena’ (k`’> }“), and ‘igedribahak’. (›=ÑÉ]uN¦) describe 
attachments and status in age so frequent expression persist in 
perception of friendship and so in recurring terms qurnach (k`“‹), 
mergnatchtena (S]—‹ ”}“) the strong bondage in so emphatic in 
(›ð` ›ð`  k`“‹}“) persist that the friendship prevailed ever 
since childhood.   
  
In Hararis context friendship is significant in individual and social 
life, so characterized with in closely tight community. Individuals 
know each other due to the prolonged friendship in nexus attachment 
overwhelmingly recognized and accepted in their time. People who 
studied Harar, insist the social string friendship as the rock 
foundation of mugad. In study Afocha: A Link Between Community 
and Administration in Harar, Ethiopia, Peter Khon and Sidney 
Waldron concluded that Friendship is an important institution in 
Harari society. Every Harari belongs to small closed group of one 
another. Harari belongs to only one small group of friend. 
Friendship is formed in early youth primarily among neighbors 
children of the same age. Typically friendships are life long in 
duration. (Koehn and Waldron:1978:7) Emphasis Writer 
 
The above extract is informative enough, that the Harar friendship 
was institutional in collective feeling. The second significant factor 
reveals, that friendship was exclusive, in sense of the word a person 
was only in one mugad, where the other mugads doors were closed 
from inside. In any traditional society like Harari society in 
segmentation grouping is closed, and hard to penetrate to assume 
identical and retain their own group the shared feeling to the make 
up of self identification.  
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The prime requirements to join mugads was defined: know each 
other well, close to each other, in the same age, of course, obviously 
to make mind setup of the group to unshakable foundation were 
notions that established the mugad.  
Here is a poem by Professor Abdi Khalil to the intent and impact, 
understandable from the surface and deeper meaning embodied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friendship 

The city of all elegant manners, 
The source of real friendships, 
Emanating from morality concepts; 
Unlike ephemeral based relationships. 
Mereegn’net means a double real friend; 
A double friend in need and indeed, 
Actualizing the unshakable brotherhood. 
Gael’net means real friends for the ladies 
Showing the emerald of sisterhood qualities. 

  A timeless friendship always, 
  Practical at good or bad times; 
  Always there in dire tribulation, 
  As it is in the greatest constitution. 
  No social status 
  Nor the shape of the face 
  Nor the color of the skin 
  Nor national supermanship 
  Determines a lasting intimate friendship 
  In the land of extended family and hope 

                                                                    Abdi Khalil 
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4.1.1 Mugad: Aspiration and Goals 

he general behavior of the youth as characteristic feature was  
depicted on Harari mugads. Features of "self assertion" as well 
as “group feeling” more or less are in universal and similar 

thinking and identical to every youth and so did they characterize the 
Harari mugads. The self identifications as an aspect well reflected in 
group names, assert aspiration in courage, superiority or strength. 
The names of Mugads draw images, engrave symbolic icon and 
disclose the grand and swift energy to act, extends to create the 
inspiration to presume respect and acknowledgement.  
 
The other feature significant usual to mugads as well as other 
teenagers, was feature that the young is associated with notion of 
strength and dynamism, visual as “ready to act” and “alert to fight,” 
feelings to urge as the driving force, in need of transforming the 
status quo to toll the bell the consistent to the anticipations. The 
dynamism reflected in mugads was visual in motion, in socially 
delineated behavior from an out come noticeably from curiosity, 
charisma and proactively built competence to realize aims 
immediately. To draw inference the magnificent peculiar feature is 
in the efforts to learn skill to fight was documented in history pages.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T
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The general mugad behavior, was effectual as understood from an 
extract elaborates how mugads wanted to be envisaged.  Every 
mugad had a name. They take the name of their own city gate and 
adapt such names as Asedenberiach. Asumberich and some others 
take the name of ancient warriors and adept such names as 
Shenanach, Debisach, Rorisach, Melesayach and so on similarly 
others have thought up such name as “the fearless”(Yusuf 
Ahmad:1955:116) 
 
Yusuf Ahmad in the extract describes explicitly and in simple 
language but the most important implicit ideas to realize are behind 
the mugads names, intended to show “the love for affinity and 
proximity,” unfold “image of warriors,” and so to “appear fearless” 
were ultimate inspiration to prevail and extend to futurity in 
purposeful dimension.  
 
In addition, the condensed and brief quotation communicate themes. 
First, the names express to Hararis to have purpose, defined and 
distinct role to play in the society vis a vis other societal segments in 
the presumed peculiar general feature of youth. Second, names in 
proper lexical dictions portray sense of competition in rivalry or 
antagonism, and to the consequential determination to emerge 
victorious from the struggle; and the society too consider them as 
uncontested and superiors. Subsequently, the ultimate intent is to 
envisage, paint image of celebrity, to attain trust and duly stand 
influential leaders and accomplish the self committed pledge. 
 

In addition to the above list of Yusuf Ahmad mugads informants 
provided few more names. To enumerate names specific in 
connection might be with or with out the musical teams were 
Mahbubach (TIu<v‹), Hilalach (H>LL‹) Farisach (ó]d‹) 
Raisach (^›=d‹) Imamach (›=TT‹) Mesfinach (Scõ“‹) 
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Aswanach (›cª“‹) Lubnanch (K<w““‹) Londonach (KA”Å“‹)   
Fananch (ò““‹) etc. I have come across adibach (›Ç=v‹) 
ameshna mugadach (›Sg“ S<ÒÇ‹) venusach (y?’<d‹) and 
(NÃª“‹) hywanach. I personally had come across, (g?’<d‹) and 
(NÃª“‹) who had musical teams.  

Further, names in their music teams describe emotion, shared feeling 
of the age group of the times, and allude to celebrity and names or 
fallen veterans in addition to few names are to the lexical meanings.  

The make image of Harari Mugad established musical teams 
(orchestra) extended from "apparently successful episodes of " fait 
accompli, allude to known countries, and star musical singers or 
vocalists. From instances of Mugad names in allusion to the 
intentions are indicated in parenthesis are as follow. Aswanach 
(Egypt’s dam on Nile civilization, and intent to act and appear as 
Fariedul Atresh ð]ÆM ›Ø[i and ›<T Ÿ<M~U (on the 
women’s side). Farisach (Persian - Ephratus and Tigrus civilization), 
Lubnanch, (advanced metropolitan city of Arabs, Beirut associate to  
Fairuz ôÃ\´ known singers in Mid East). 
 
Mugad names portray ambition, dream and search for model leader 
and consequently aspire to have better status in the society. Few 
instances show names and ideas in ambition provided in parenthesis. 
(1) Raesach ^›=d‹ (the leaders, president), (2) Immach ›=TT‹ 
the religious leaders (3) Debesach Èu=d‹ the defenders. 
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The girls mugads were no different, here the enumerations, go to the 
credit of my informant, Ali Mahmud Warfa. Few of the girls mugads 
were (1)Zebibach (²u=v‹), (2) Khalisach (¥Md‹), (3) Haytach 
(NÁታ‹), (4) Tunsulach (~”c<L‹),(5)Ferhanach (ð`P“‹), 
(6)Sabatach (cvታ‹), (7) Mulukach (S<K<"‹) etc. The name 
cvታ‹ in memory of the group appears in Dire Dawa. It is said that 
the Harari girls mugad too had musical teams. 

4.1.2 Tolerance, endurance & learning  fighting skill 
 

he curiosity in learning fighting skill was one of distinguishing 
features according to Harari elder Ahmad Fesih. The respected 

informant tells me, that there had been an exposure and opportunity 
for Hararis inspiration to the knowledge of skill of fighting. The 
learning, in “initiation age” as referred to Western culture to educate 
the royal and the nobility starts from childhood and goes stage by 
stage. In the current Harari context fighting skill the learning 
commences, in ‘Quran gey’ (l^” Ñ@Â) in typical Harari school 
children fight to win the ‘Kabirs immat’ (›=TSƒ) respected 
teachers head scarf, the Harari ortalam (*`}LU) fighting in sort of 
modern day kickboxing, the chinchah (Ü”ÝQ) fighting sort of 
wrestling and, above all , the popular (u`+ u`+), fighting with 
sticks were few exposures in engaging activities. The exposures 
were just for the orientation, to inculcate endurance, alertness and 
the courage to fight. The skill of fighting, of course, requires 
physical fitness and psychological strength to the determination 
engraved  inside the mind of learners. The actualization spark the 
light learning is embodied in contests, and then the learner learn for 
himself. 
 
 
 

T
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Informants persist, the skill learning in contest had purposes, and 
principles on the bases on the known axiom ›M›=KS< òcÑ>` 
S<’kg<M òMNË` to the benefit of, the early learning, that is, 
exploit the tabula raza (blank sheet) of the child’s mind. The 
contextual the teenagers fought each other in public areas, in the 
presence of ad hoc presiding judges who render judgment and 
consequently deliver summary and comments in post contest 
epilogue. 
Further, the elderly Hararis insist on, learning of the fighting skill 
were regarded vital social events of that time. They were well 
organized in time, place and the contestants too were checked to be 
fit with proper tools, (stick and shield) in addition to age 
requirements, besides over all contestants matching in balance were 
considered compulsory. The conditional terms were checked in 
prima facia, perhaps an event to show the norm (standard) and the 
sustained value in  side the tradition of Hararis. 
 
I do not know whether what I had seen in 1958 EC was part and 
parcel of such phenomenon. I was in grade 8, on 17th of Ramadan, 
(uÉ]ÁT‹) in the mid morning in area of at the gate of Bedro beri 
(uÉau]) right at the out skirt the City Wall. A lot of people men, 
women and the teenagers including girls were there with sticks. It 
was apparent for me, as if that event was every day’s fight.  
 

After a while the fighting broke out, sticks in right hand and piece of 
cloth wrapped on left arm perhaps to absorb the robust strike from 
the other party. Fighting sustained, advanced, retreat and then total 
retreat. Consequently the out come in facts were ‘broken forehead’ 
and ‘bleeding head’ in my witness. On the morrow or after, I did not 
hear any law suit or any such intent at all. It was perhaps “justice by 
ordeal” accepting consequence by prior agreements, similar to what 
now a days seen events on movies, occurrence in universities 
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(Oxford & Cambridge) the young fight in styles of Shakespearean 
drama with sword and justice rendered by ordeal. The resmblant for 
me here is as to the justice rendered. My personal account of Bedri 
yamach (uÉ]ÁT‹) is my eyewitness experience, I hold the 
principle the bitter and hard fact of sacrificial nature, price paid to 
attain traditional knowledge, call it analogous to old days 
“Initiation”, that start in child hood and goes on stage by stage to the 
point of completion in graduation at adult hood. In this context, the 
skill learning starts in Qaran gey (l^” Ñ@Ã) and goes on and on, 
until fighting in public places like bedro beri (uÉa u]) events.        
 

I need to extend this event, a little bit to crucial issue in the norm in 
this peculiar episode of mugads feeling, there was no revenge in 
action or sue in legal court such consequence was not accepted 
socially. I simply say, the fight was just in the spirit and desire to 
learn fighting skill, in the dimension of Harari standard norm and 
culture.  The mugad fighting for skill learning in inspiration with the 
happening and inevitable details of episodes were history per se. In 
an informative and precise language the what, when, and how of the 
berti berti (u`+ u`+) was documented as follows.   
On special days, for instance, during the New Year celebration and 
during the seventh month of Hijra, the boys gathered on plains 
around the towns and fought each mugad against the other. Sticks 
of about two inches in diameter were used as weapon and shields 
were used for protecting. (Duri Mahamed: 1955:19) 
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Berti berti was an event, defined and established in norms, (it has its 
own rules) you can call it in customary law Hararis maintained it 
phenomenal. So tell it as an interesting event, deliberated on definite 
day and place in confirmation from early documents and numerous 
informants, in addition to my personal experience. The event was 
established and recognized in a customary norm of its people. As the 
mugads were ready to act and react, they had fought "each other", 
first and for most, armed spiritually in deep hearted intent acted 
purposefully with sticks and shields. The spirit in courage, 
determination and self engagement could be said analogous to test 
tube with litmus paper to self learn activities to engrave the vital in 
the mind of Harari children tabula raza commences in Kabir’s court, 
that develops to the public court of (uÉau]) in an open fighting 
embodied basic perception in the norm develops to the anticipation,  
Tomorrow or  the day after, they live to fight for their country and 
people and so did we witness Harari military professionals in 
Ethiopian army.  
 
The very significant that kindles the mind in magnificent depiction is 
unfolded in how people handled the consequences of such events, 
how justice was done. As the fighting in practical engagement was to 
make a value by itself and so was the out come, its consequence and 
the management too depict value. The physical consequence of the 
fighting, in the situational context of the event is explicitly stated by 
a writer: If a rival mugad attack them together then they defend 
themselves with stick engage in combat holding shields in their 
hands and stick in their right hands. The old people of the city go 
out to watch the bout. Heads are split and teeth are broken.(Duri 
Mahamed:1955: 114) 
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Notice to the following imaginary scenario of the current writer of this text. 
At least the fact in physical evidence right in front of imaginary judges are: 
‘Heads are split’ and ‘teeth are broken,’ however, no one goes to file a 
claim, accuse with out any allegation to court of law. The legal 
presumption is there must be some one to sue in public or private. 
However, no one speaks about it at all. This particular fact could make 
legal issue case at least amounts to physical assault. However, it is 
already with “justice done” predetermined in “justice by ordeal” 
established here inside the norm of the Hararis traditional standard of 
judgment.  
 

4.1.3. The “devil in the detail” of the fighting 

 wish I could not discuss the detail of the fighting in kind for the 
reason, the fighting as unwanted event, the devil in the detail 

retrieves to surface out as journalists say. People of media and 
writers say the generalization is vulnerable to put  an entity in nut 
shell. The break down of the peanut brings out the inherent feature or 
characteristics to a close observation that might reveal unwanted, the 
spoiled nut, the dirt or the devil aspect of the entity, so to anticipate 
‘dirt in detail’ or the ‘devil in the detail’. It is presumable to serious 
intellect that generalization covers, rather puts a blanket to subject of 
descriptions. As routine probing goes on the detail, concise and 
precise the unwanted floats out the dirt or call it the devilish aspect. I 
utilize the phrase “the devil in the detail” to serve my purpose to 
refer to negative aspect to the types of the mugad fighting’s.      
 
In most of enumerating the value makeup in mugads fighting are 
welcomed positively that deem to appreciations. However, my 
seniors and the classical writers both duly treated the negative aspect 
too and so do I brief to provide one or two points of my explorations 
from readings.     

I
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The mugads in fighting were not always affirmative in purpose and 
out come. There were negative sides revealed in the detail of types in 
events of mugads fighting. As products of developmental age 
features specific to teenagers the mugads, could act other wise in the 
contradiction, or in antagonism with other mugads as well as 
confront the society at large. They indulge to swim in the current 
ocean of circumstances, pushed compulsively and dive to swim, 
however, for age endowed them to act in flexibility, and so emerge 
from the ocean in compromise with provisions of the solutions. 
Thus, to blunt generalizations, mugads fighting were not without 
their antithesis, for the reason that few of the events of fighting 
revealed the bad side, in certain situation possible to state fighting 
were emotionally misguided not to be accepted by Hararis.  
To mention the fight for supremacy in general (in tunsus,) houses 
and the confrontation with person of non grata were unaccepted and 
unwanted. Let us open the ‘devil in detail’ pages to have cross 
sectional picture of mugad fightings. 
 
A. The fight for supremacy the misguided fighting   
The very example, the contradiction in antagonism with in mugad 
fighting, to attain upper hand in supremacy, over other rival mugads, 
in deliberate ambitious driven conflict in pre wedding houses 
(tunsus), in an individual residence, were not appreciated by any 
standard.  
It is vital to notice how the mugad unleash antagonism and resolved 
it by it self. The mugad themselves confront the bad behavior and 
resolve to settle the dust in a situation of music delivery. As 
“members come […] to tunsus inconsistent to Harari values and faith 
celebration, and would crash any such celebration they heard of without 
waiting for an invitation.” The antagonism characterize  within or 
with out, sufficient to hold mugad attention in the conflict but in 
“Dutch Courage” fueled by bad spirit inevitably happen in physical 
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confrontation, settled by the mugad established as consistent feature, 
in provision of compromise in this particularity creates harmony.  
The misguided emotion, not controlled behavior of the 
developmental nature and specific to under take the consequence in 
circumstantial happening.  
 
The music to deliver before the beautiful sexual mate so as to win a 
lover might generate to infatuation, sensually blinds and drives the 
young crazy to madness. The preconception and compulsive passion 
compels, in addition to the real mood happen in provoking 
circumstance duly blindfold, might earn these teenagers sympathy to 
victim but never to justify. 
Have a glimpse to the inside of the ‘tunsus’ platform, in close 
description of the setting that causes and creates victims of 
circumstance, to trap the teenagers in this particularity. Notice the 
setting with agility of the circumstances. Harari girls and boys play 
and dance in a separate platform of tunsus, the mugad as a team or 
individuals poem writers inspire the delivery in self assertions just in 
front of the beautiful girls. Actually the illusion overflows to out 
shine the other (out smart) causes the break out of fighting. When 
one mugad played and watches the arrival of the other mugad “to a 
house of pre wedding party, the others will stay away, unless they 
want to fight and the strong mugad will sing songs”. (Duri 
Muhamed: 1955:117) 
 
Interesting to student of literature to describe and associate the above 
event to a device of writing  to connect to the above event. The inner 
conflict, as contradiction of mugads event in fighting is in rescue like 
a comic structure of modern anti novel,  character in disaster where 
an event to collapse in the story yet sustains by a certain occurrence; 
rescued by arrival of other character or happenings develops to the 
continuity of the story. The mugads over acting too curtailed saved 
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from and sustain the mugad to resolve factually to stay away from 
the floor, mugads in respect to each other, a compromise in 
recognition and more importantly in preserving reputation. The first 
mugad leaves the setting in compromise, not to engage in fighting 
cordially leaves the stage in an event resolves by itself.     
 
The other rescue measure from the ‘devil in the detail’ fighting, is 
disclosed in real contradiction in provision of compromise is 
maintained in the similar conflict that was settled by elderly Hararis. 
In the scenario that occur in setting, in the refusal of mugad to leave, 
at the juncture of the arrival of another mugad, the unwanted fighting 
breaks out.  
Here is the synopsis of the episode in nostalgic memory. The 
provoking first in slapping, followed by fisting two or three, pairs in 
fist fighting, then the out- door sticks in full strike suffice the wound 
to hurt, sustained in fighting followed by jumping fences, falling 
down and running in darkness to disappear 
.  
On the morrow, no doubt, every such clashes, and causalities were 
taken, possibly one anticipates and beget revenge. However, the 
conflict resolution is quite known, “justice by ordeal”. My readers 
learn it from the reality of that time, as to sue or not, to numerous 
issues and the facts of “broken forehead” and “bleeding head”  make 
issues on the table, and yet justice is done, in this case in sort of US 
legal system in precedence “justice by ordeal”. Thus, “When conflict 
or dispute occurs,” Again no Harari goes to court. What has 
happened in pre wedding in the night remains an issue of the 
mugad itself. If the mugad seeks revenges, it can; otherwise 
Hararis do not go to law suit,” (Khohn and Waldron:1978: 52)  
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How the Hararis look up on the police is in testimony by Kohen and 
Waldron in single effect telling statement, of fighting “the need to 
involve the police was considered disgrace and threat to the 
independence and internal solidarity of the Hararis”.  

(Khohn & Waldron: 1978: 52)                                  
Actors of the above events, by now elderly Hararis, since that time 
now parents of victims and third party, to the anticipation to render 
justice, when approached just “leave aside” the case reluctant to the 
law enforcement procedure, or to calling the police in such cases of 
mugads fighting. Presumable to Hararis thinking, ‘not calling the 
police,’ to take an action, not to sue the mugad was in bono fide, in 
good faith just consider  it as a family affair.  
 
What is the scheme, that the wrong doer should not benefit from the 
wrong doing. The absence of law suit, in case or on condition 
another fighting breaks out, to benefit and reinforces the wrong doer, 
not  to be rewarded as mechanism prevailed solution that was not 
meant to. In the scenario the fighting happens at the sight, to repeat it 
self consequently under goes to the expectation of elderly parents 
attempt, to calm it down; either confront the mugads physically with 
sticks, or the young fighting run away, in due respect of the elderly. 
The inherently built in compromise here in honor and dignity, in 
front of beautiful girls interestingly to unfold and expose factors, in 
morality and respect maintained to sustain and prevail the norm. 
   
B. “The Vanguard Committee” in provision as solution 
Another scenario, inside the ‘devil in detail,’ of mugads fighting, at time 
the fighting turns out rife and rampant in dimension in need of immediate 
solution in an intervention that could possibly urge the elderly to ban on 
the tunsus in its entirety. However, to ban tunsus completely was 
impossible and unacceptable not an option to the mugad that adores tunsus. 
In such determination, the dynamic force either stay away from tunsus, or 
provide compromising solution. Adamant and stubborn but considerate of 
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tactics to be flexible by the very understanding, facilitate the modality as 
solution to save tunsus from banning. The mugad categorically faces to 
stand on the polarity to be solution rather than a problem. The conflict here 
resolution by mugad itself how the conflict resolves itself in due 
provision of solutions reported as followes.  
"The solutions for such problems seem to come from mugads 
themselves that they offer solutions of their own problems. The 
mugad wants the tunsus badly. “Even though old Hararis decide to 
ban it, the mugads reject the decision of rather they try to patrol it 
through the establishment of the “vanguards committee of young 
people organized to police the tunsus celebration in order to ban 
the uninvited and those who had been drinking alcoholic beverage. 
(Kohn and Waldron: 1978: 55) Emphasis- A. Naij 
 

The clear, simple and consistent feature, engage in contradiction and 
the expected compromise duly in the sociological aspect, unfolded in 
vivid and dialectical string fiber and fabrics in an interwoven 
phenomenon. The particularity disclosed here precisely, mugad in 
contradiction but comes out to comply to parents ideas in principles 
show considerate and thoughtfulness. Another witness to the 
competence of the mugad pragmatically implementing, as Khon and 
Waldron documented; the mugad compromise to its own social group 
and the society, through the establishment of vanguards, to honor the 
tunsus gar (Ö<”c<e Ò`), as modus operandi, to advance and then 
retreat in flexibility is significant and fluxfull. The dominant featured 
fluidity  apparent to turmoil in vibrant contradiction and compromise, 
illusively in side the mind of youth as an opt and in frequent motion 
persists often in dynamism. For mugad, it is realistic in manifestation, 
actualized not to accept the domination of banning nor reject it 
absurdly.  
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The youngster’s courage to exploit the barely available window of 
opportunity, dares to do away to shyness, break the fear; 
consequently attain frankness so revealed in options to love as in the 
Shakespearian “to be or not to be” loved, right under the nose, so to 
decide in the prevalent atmosphere of socialization. The tunsus in 
reality was such un neglected social platform of both male and 
female mugads although at times activities in tunsus melt down to 
unwanted conflict, and parents maintain to abolish. Mugads consider 
such a decision of parents in prohibition, as sheer old idea versus the 
new, manifested in contradictions that calls to an intervention in 
compromise. Hence, the mugad did not revoke the principle but just 
maintain the “wait and see” in cease conflict as immediate solution 
in an anticipation of compromise. One should realize, the bride and 
the mother at time back the mugads, who dare to resist the banning. 
There is tell a tale legend of the princess who was in favor of such 
events of tunsus, they say so, on this affair, irrelevant to narrate it at 
this spot.  
 
Mugad needs the tunsus stage to meet his love, “the would be wife”. 
The reason deter to favor the mugad was, a position not utterly come 
to decision, unconditionally and never ‘to do away to Tunsus,’ rather 
strike the balance, remains inside to prevail with the team, as the role 
player and prevails its social grouping as well as the culture to sustain 
the segment and the identical feeling to posterity.     
      
C. Mugad fight the person of non grata  
One more before the finishing to narrate the discourse in the “devil 
in the detail” case in factual event of mugad fighting in misguided 
emotion was, in the case of conflict with the so called “outsider,” 
neighboring (youngsters’) who were accused to intrude the old 
walled city for girls. Harari parents as products of traditional society 
and more strongly believers of Islamic faith, are predetermined to 
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look after their daughters and want them to stay in total abstention 
from mixing to any sexual partner of any level or any kind of 
connection to,  Harari or not Harari. These “outsider”  in this context 
who so ever they were, in this case, were groups considered to be un 
invited so labeled in the status of person non grata. To what 
happened in such circumstance, Kohen and Waldron, state the fact; 
if any pertinent uninvited person attend in wedding parties, mugads 
come and crash such celebration. Whether to the acceptance or not, 
to this conflict resolution of mugads of the then society regarding the 
proximity neighboring persons of non grata, the established norm is 
just silent, as lawyers say, when ever they don’t have the provision 
from the rule to enforce.   
 

4.2. The Girls mugad 
The girls mugad were significant in Harari society for the role the 
played in promoting the Harar cultural aspects. They did have 
considerable contribution in the making of Harari artifacts. They 
make moot (V›ƒ:) the grass works, the embroidery (Scóó) as 
well as the basketry. With these productions the girls mugad 
represent the Harari artifacts creating, designing and producing to 
attract people inside the country locally and nationally.  
 
4.2.1 The glamorous (›\²=ƒ) accompanied by gelach   (Ñ@L‹)  
 
Despite extreme control of the family over the Harari girls that happened 
and confined them to limited access to communicate with the community, 
relentlessly endeavored and hardly achieved to make their own group to 
the level of main afocha and, mothers afocha or the boys mugad. Necessity 
imposed on them to make groups to cover close affinity geographically and 
only when the sin qua non encouraged in favorable and extraordinary 
situation are, urged proactively the close friends gelach ( Ñ@L‹) so to be 
and consider themselves as de facto girls mugad.  
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The significance of girls mugad lies in an indispensable role they 
play in marriage ceremonies, events comprising of successive events 
inter alia, in aruz mewalul (›\´ SªKM), aruz megba (›\´ 

SÓvእ) as well as aruz mawta, (›\´ S¨<×እ). All these event 
are socially accepted and recognized events to favor the girls to 
depict, the glazing, amazing, and astonishing colorful images of 
Harari girls in addition, the event promote Harari cultural dressing 
furnished to the achievements and in enhancement of displaying the 
typical cloth of the society.   
  
The girls mugad, here the gelach (Ñ@L‹) in colorful and much 
fascinating, on foot wedding invitation, aruz mewalul (›\´ 
SªKM), dress in special and unique costumes to match to 
bridegroom who is already dressed amazingly. The girls dressing is 
effectual to attract viewers and create the mood and manner to hold 
attention, one could not help but appreciate and enjoy the beauty in 
view focused to portray the Harari girls more beautifuly projected in 
the cultural dressing. 
The portrayal of such beauty reaches to its apex in ‘anqur mahtab’ 
(›”k` TQÖu) conducive to provide attractive costume in par 
excellence dressing, perfectly in stream line to match the wedding 
girl in the center of ‘gelach’ (Ñ@L‹) in addition to relatives who 
dressed in the same style .  
 
The girls mugads in particular, Harari girls in general promote Harari 
culture, delivering rarely dressed traditional and typical known ‘hula 
wa harir’ (OL ª N]`): and ‘atlas’ (›ØLe) added to traditional 
trousers ‘hurdi harir wa bumbuy’ (O`Ç= N]` ª u<UvÃ) reflect 
‘hot’ and colorful. They sing and dance in pairs, in groups and at a 
time in parallel line with boys during occasional ‘hafla’ (NõL). The 
performance earn them a little amount of money as an award in 
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‘metabq’ (S×up) specially when they perform in extraordinary 
stage show ‘Hafla’ (NõL) and  tunsus in addition to income earned 
by blessing the bride and the bridegroom.  
 
The events in ‘anqur mahtab’ (›”k` TQÖw), the unique sololiqi 
‘halas’ (NKe), and the peculiar dramatic dance ‘maslah’ (ScKQ) 
are really fascinating to cerate undimishing image in the mind. The 
music possibly to say similar to the contemporary “Western Country 
Song” substantially breath taking, penetrating, elevating and the 
more consuming in the’kootan kot ‘(¢*ታ” ¢*ƒ) otherwise 
referred to leley (K?K?Ã) which is much impressive to enjoy the 
deeper meaning from the poem lines. The cultural promotion of 
Harari songs and dressing are impossible to portray with out the 
lively and the human aspect in Harari girls full participation.  
 
The tunsus by itself is platform to deliver poem in (NKe) and 
songs. The mugads write poem and present it in platform of the 
tunsus that brings together girls and boys, the stage in search of 
“would be mate” favorable for the purpose. It was said but I am not 
sure, Hararis mates were selected and picked from such tunsus 
houses,  correlated to conducive exposures yet by their own choice 
and consent, in socialization and duly verified by parents 
accordingly.  
 
An assumption is to the hovering in the mind of mugads, that parents 
did not have the knowledge that the girls and boys in music and 
socialization prevail in separate room. Whether they know it or not, 
it was history in the traditional happening and inevitably it was an  
ipso facto subjects as events were in actual reality.  
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It was extra ordinary stage of boys and girls mugad. First, the tunsus 
room is contained of just girls (not married) and un married 
youngsters with the shared similar feeling of the age, in an 
atmosphere devoid of external imposition, realistic in an open and 
free discussion of socialization goes on in the moment, while the 
boys in group deliver their music to express and describe the deep 
hearted love, in the mean time, to the best of the girls group ‘gelach’ 
(Ñ@L‹) too, were in full concentration and unavoidable attention. 
Poems written for “would be lovers” enshrined to the quality of 
poetry in deeper meanings enhances the Harari music in depiction. 
 
Thematically the emotional, pleasing and amusing aspect in 
depicting the artistic manner of delivery event  in the tunsus, the 
manner of singing in a group (chorus), couple (male to male) and at 
time a melodious tunes by individuals.  
The audience, attentively listen to memorize. The witnessing 
researchers too are in appreciations. In the due process of sing song, 
“the mugad members pick the known girls to sing with them, in the 
circle such a girl is perhaps sociable and fond of the mugads. 
Thus, the mugad has finished its singing. After words another 
mugad comes and celebrates in the same way" (Kohon and 
Waldron)   
 

4.2.2 Girls manage the Harari Artifact productions  
 

he girls mugad, in particular and Harari women in general were 
producers of Harari cultural antiquities. At home, after 

completing the kitchen affairs, Harari girls prepare several kind of  
handicraft products such as mo ot (V*ƒ) particularly grass 
products of commercial objects. The Harari products by now turned 
into unique products, fond of tourists reflect Harari cultural level due 
to the sophisticated skill and beauty embodied in them subsequently 

T
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make market price, worth the endeavors of the girls and Harari 
women inclusively, in proactive participation, in sufficiency and 
efficiency worth to generate an income. 
 
The mo ot (V*ƒ) making, encouraging and engaging to the 
relentless effort is worth appreciation and deserve glimpse for 
considerate recognition that enhanced the artifacts. The Harari 
society too persists on to support these producers in status (not as 
hobby) as some thing intended and deliberate performance of its own 
society. A single event to symbolize support, and consider them 
relevant for the girls; as a passerby, or surprise visitor arrives, while 
gelach (Ñ@L‹) prepare the grass products, the visitor after due 
greeting offers (drops) few coins in sympathy what  Hararis refer to 
as metalika (S×K=n) that could buy them  stimulant such as gum 
(u=h) and mustaka (S<c}") so as to refresh themselves and get 
energized.  
 
The Harari girls job in the making of artifacts is magnificently 
monumental endeavor in fine art, despite the laborious and time 
consuming nature. It attracts every viewer to the appreciation 
including the Hararis themselves. Abdi Khalil a professor from 
Malwi is impressive   “Harari artifacts are various in kind and superior 
in quality. Depicting unparalleled sophistication in designs, and 
historical messages interwoven within each artifact and handicraft are 
amazingly enormous.” (Khalik:2007:35) 
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The dynamic agent of social group of a society is the youth and so 
was the girls mugad in Hararis society. The artistic cultural 
antiquities of  artifacts of grass products of girls, in the making has 
the substantial role in preserving art in addition to income that 
economically sustain the girls, the family, and the community as a 
whole. More than any thing else, the effort preserves the Harari self 
identification’ to define who the Hararis were and paints the image 
in the manifestation of the society both culturally and artistically. 
 
In succinct statement describing the Harari women’s role in the 
community, the historian vehemently persists that in, Harari women.  
“give a lively atmosphere major social interaction such as wedding, 
mourning and mange ritual practices. They also shoulder the 
responsibility of preservation of the colorful traditional costume and the 
making of the city renounced basketry.”(Ahmad Zakarya:1995:25)  
 
In the same shared feeling in pari material, Professor Abdi Khalil 
could not agree more, rather complements in the same tune, in 
relevance to the Harari girls and women role; in making the Harari 
Basketry. The girls  
“Mugad provides one of the mysterious fascinations, independent 
cluster of cultural and traditional values spanning over a-thousand 
year old. Some of these are colorful designs”.  
 
It is to my knowledge that the artifact making in hand craft are still 
source of income from ‘kaloyta’ (ŸKAÃታ) cape, ‘moatach’ 
(V*ታ‹) grass works etc. I am glad that these articles become 
more sophisticated in their art making designs, colors and value 
making worth to make more money currently. 
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Dynamism in Harari Mugads 
(Boys and girls) 

 Boys Mugad S<ÒÉ 
   
  Spirit of change 
  Skill of fighting 
  Harari music 
  Harari literature  
  Harari dance  

Girls Mugad Ñ@L‹  

-Harari music 

   -Harari artifacts 
 Basketry 
 Embroidery 

-Promote culture 

Arafa, Edd and Hafla celebration and 
Annual school music & drama 

In puts into the Harari 
Socio economic system  
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4.3 The Mugads in “Edd and Arafa” Celebration 

he Hararis in general and the mugad in particular honor and 
celebrate religious and traditional holidays in a special and 

magnificent performances. The holidays are: moulud, (S¨<K<É) 
Edilfiter, (›=ÉM òØ`) Shuwal Edd (g<ªM ›=É) and the 
extraordinary Edal Adha- Arafa (›[ó). The traditional association 
of Hararis afochas, the people and mugad collectively promote the 
ceremonies of Edd and Arafa in festivities of hafla (NõL) on the 
stage show, in interesting and dramatic events of Harai culture.  
 
Arafa was celebrated for three days formally. The main Afocha’s 
participation and Harari people men and women are confined to the 
religious observance. The Harari Arafa holiday is amazingly 
celebrated in an extraordinary mood and manner in different areas in 
numerous grouping localized in many vicinities. An extract from 
writer who documented the event in detail in much expressive over 
all picture.  
 
The celebration of Holidays such as Idd and Arafa was the longing 
carnival of the mugads specially during Arafa they dress neat and tidy. 
In the afternoon, they contribute certain amount of money to slaughter 
goat or sheep. They cook for themselves (each taking his) turn and eat 
together. When they eat and drink they start to sing mentioning the name 
of their friends they praise them in songs. They are proud of the love that 
exists among the members of their mugad. (Yusuf Ahmed: 1965:115) 
       
My sources, on these issues who passed through, in the real practical 
life had relentlessly documented the celebration.  
 
Accordingly, Mugads in neat and tidy dressing on the day appear in 
every Harari corner. One can read the mind of these youngsters in 
gratification. They contribute money to buy goat or sheep, occupy 

T
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hired room in the vicinity to cook for themselves, and stay for seven 
days. Arafa to the best of the best in festivity (carnival) to please 
individually or in group. Due to the family supervision and the 
Islamic faith, the girls do not as such go to the extent of hiring a 
room, rather use room of the neighbors to the convenience and in full 
cooperation of the host. The event according to Duri Muhamed,   The 
boys mugad send their meat. Should a young man see a girl carrying the 
meat in a plate during the festival of Idd or Arafa, he snatches it away 
from her. “According to the custom they should be serious but they 
offer very faint resistance”   
 
The body language categorically is more communicating, to disclose the 
confidence and the expectation in the acceptance, of the encoded message 
that is, the “snatching event” an act blunt and appear odd morally and 
presumably something not accepted in legal context that could even 
amount to robbery, to make criminal issue and yet the event is with in the 
Harar established norm in its justifications to defend it self maintaining the 
Harari custom and tradition built and enriched in time period as old as its 
history.   
 
The traditional value worth mentioning of girls and boys mugad 
relationship is the corner stone, in highlighting, the snatching episode 
channeled to disseminate message of priceless embodiment. Duri 
Muhammed, in his brief illustration elaborates the custom of those days, as 
to why boys snatch the mutton and the girls too responded leniently in the 
following description. 
According to the custom, they should be serious but they offered very 
faint resistance to the persuasive and friendly worlds of the boys and 
gave them the dish which the boys took to their assembling rooms. The 
food received from the girl was considered as a friends exchange which 
tried to gather the two mugads of the different sexes and brought them in 
to close contact for the evening games. The boys filled the dishes, 
with the best meat of slaughtered ox and sent them to girl.(Duri 
Muhammed: 1955:15)  
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The communicative action and reaction of boys, contained in body 
language, that is sending meat to girls, as well as the snatching of the 
meat established the central object, the meat,in this instance as an 
object of communication functionally to link the boys and the girls 
mugads. Reader should not be in any adverse idea to embark on for 
the reason the snatching does not intend to the extent of possessing 
the meat but only cerates an ad hoc chain extended and pull it later 
on to bring to gather the two boys and girls mugads and yet 
maintained through consensual recognition and extremely restricted 
in due respect that honors both the girl and more importantly the 
celebration.  
 
The holiday to honor joyfully and interestingly by the boys and girls 
in sufficient preparation and inherent desire to setup the prologue, 
for evening two fascinating  performances of celebration in cardinal 
Harari established culture. The boys send the best of what they had 
to build trust and confidence and the due response granted 
accordingly. The festivity in the proper holiday, free from any duty 
and task, for at least four days, comforts and creates ease with 
adequate time, furnishes the full concentration, to feel deep inside in 
conscience emotionally and rationally.  
 

Now in the time segment for performances happing is the rehearsal 
of boys mugad before they move to the girls destination of neighbor 
hood. The internal feeling of mugads in integrity unfolded through 
songs of “unity and love” is synchronized, as understood from 
sample song provided. (I have provided the Edd/Arafa song of 
mugads and the translation in parallel column as quoted by Girma 
Zenebe’s paper Preliminary Review of Studies on and in Harari: The 
Language and its Literature.) 
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}^PV ^QT+” Ã³MTL 
 
ÅÉ TÑÉ ”ታª 
ÅÉ²K?L c<u<` lK<›=”ታª 
²=ƒ¢› T>Ã”ታª 
 
›KU ›ÃK¾“ 
ÅÆ¨< ¾ÉvMK“ 
²=ÇuK?’ ÔÃ} 
lÉ`µu? Sec ¾”u=^“ 
 
ÅÉ Ç“ ÃÑ<w^L 
ÅÉ N[p ¿Ñ³L  
}^¤xƒ [QS+” ¾³MTL 
 

Our love is all pervading;  
A support stout stick to the shoulder. 
Like a fair garment it cloths us;  
                   our strength increases. 
Shining it gleans, unity produces  
A shower of mercy descends upon us. 
Love is a channel, the dry land redeeming.  
The loveless are pitches broken  
                            no water containing.  
May the good God unite us increase our affection.  
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fter the mugads headed to where the girls are in destination and 
the  sooner darkness falls, they start to sing songs. There were 

two types of songs, the occasional well as the songs of praise, to the 
‘unity and the love’ that existed among them. The songs continue 
usually joined by women of the neighbor. In such occasions both 
girls and women had their preference in peculiar songs categorically, 
“either the good old days of the women or the future marriage life 
of the girls.” In both the delivery traditional dancing warms. 
Imagine to your self the hals (NKe) and meslah (SeKQ) in such 
stages no doubt followed by the consuming debal 
 
The presence of neighboring women who join the celebration and 
the distinguished categories of music for each group are not sheer 
classification but deliberately intended inclusively and purposefully. 
The good old days music in category are chains strings from old 
days extended to bridge the past and link to be connected to the 
current time in addition to gratify the neighboring women. They are 
even symbolical in the time dimension. The category in the future 
marriage too indicative of future, representing the girls specific 
desire to the marriage life, worth as a burning issue, presumably the 
young worries for tomorrow, so situational to describe the 
conscience of both mugads, the issue inside the mind of every youth.   
 
To get back to the Arafa festival, Duri Muhammed again gives, his 
close observations to the detail of Harari boys and girls traditional 
dance in artistic and astonishing imagery. The writing has powerful 
effectual tune as if something happening right now and in front of 
our eyes. The dramatic dance of the meslah (SeKQ) is high lighted.  
 
 
 
 
 

A
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The dance is performed by two boys and a girl at the same time. The two boys 
faced girl with their “kutas” put on properly. The girl starts to move 
rhythmathically back ward and the boys  follow her in the same manner at a 
distance of about three feet, when  they reached  the end of the floor the boys 
started making backwards, while the dance is being performed the other girls  
clapped their hands and sing. The dance come to an end with a few circles run 
by the girl and the boy following her simulative a close. The rhythm of these last 
steps was quick and interrupted.  The songs and the clapping of hands stronger 
suddenly the playing stopped, when the girl run out of the dancing at circle to 
her feet   (Duri Muhamed: 1955:19)  
 
In the successive events, in Duri Muhammed skillful writing in 
elaboration goes inside the details step by step, and the moves of the 
two social segments of Hararis, as his concern, inclusive 
substantially to build themes for contemporary Hararis.  
 
In proper Arafa celebration in ad hoc stage for deliberation, the 
mugads get back to the scene where the boys mugad performs and 
terminates the dance. Notice they don’t disperse after the dance 
enjoyment with girls. Here is the definitive finishing that bears its 
own theme. Finally, the boys mugad returns back to its assembly 
after playing with the girls mugad. Again in their assembly’s sing 
last songs for the day. The songs differ from other songs. First, 
praise and gratitude to God,(1) and then, deal with devils of life (2) 
and speediness of time (3) third, address to beloved friends (4) and 
loyalty of faith fullness,(5) lastly repent to the evil of deeds they 
committed (6) during the day. (Duri Muhammed:1955:19) 
Emphasis- Writer.  
I would like to express my understanding in my own interpretation. 
First, the above poem in verse both in Harari and English, in 
portrayal of mugads express the psychological make up of Hararis. 
The ceremonies were chains, links and nexus in creating values 
founded, in this case from the emotional attachments of both boys 
and girls mugad. It was amazing to view the inside substances, the 
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manner as well as the soft connection manifested in the leniency of 
girls, and the respect for neighbors jointly to enjoy the songs of old 
days including the depiction of girl in ‘maslah’ (SeKQ) conducted 
in respect, and dignity inculcated in Hararis mind.  
 
Second, despite age and age behavior, mugads connect themselves to 
neighboring people, events convey the degree of the rationality in 
contrast to prevailing emotional phenomenon. The consistent feature 
of mugads behavior here in psychological feeling vis a vis the 
contradiction of emotion internally compromised in rationality  
strike the balance that develops to honorable resolution in the 
definitive finishing. It is further implied that the departure, the 
separation from the girls place with out emotional crisis adhered to 
sensual tranquility and full devotion in compromise lives up to 
reputation.  
The substantial horizon to faith and the attempt to do away to vice and 
repent with out the enchantment by timely virtue, reflect the integrity and 
the determination nurtured in Hararis society ever since ‘quran gay’ (l^” 
Ñ@Ã), where the awareness starts from, ‘gey medrasa’ (Ñ@Ã SÉ[d) 
develops the level the awareness to know one self that extended to the 
wisdom in higher level of kebir gar (Ÿu=` Ò`) cumulatively had already 
become the leading  principle and guide in the every day life of Hararis.  
 
Third, in Arafa celebration platform contents, of the songs, realized, the 
social segment are “worried of time” and “value of time,” stream of 
consciousness obviously deem to “race with time”, to establish concerns 
specific that “time flies”. Mugads are assumed and convinced enough of 
“no time to stand and stare”. Tomorrow foreshadows in uncertainty, 
socially, economically and politically compelled the mugad to worry. No 
social segment, as the youth mallgad girls and boys worry for education, 
marriage and job opportunity. The worry hovers  hectic in the mind of 
the young and so did the songs high lighted the social issues 
substantially.  
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The creed (faith) Islam in Harari society and loyalty to the faith, as 
shared value, strong unifying and connecting factor is to the 
significance that energetic youth tolls to good deeds. The remorse 
and regret committed, including the mistakes of the day doom to 
apology, of materialized in self criticism, not committed deliberately, 
but force major in circumstantial event and so did it deserve apology 
not to commit them again. 
 
In clear manifestation, the young is alert and quick to learn from 
mistakes bestow to prevail in compromise, surrender to values and 
norms significantly show the make up of, and the unique the inherent 
characteristics of the self identification. Yes, of course, the evil 
deeds committed contextually remain in pertinent contradiction 
resolute to compromise, in controlling repent and rejection vow to  
portray the consistent behavior of mugads. 
 
To condense the gist and get across Edd and Arafa celebration, the 
mugads promoted Harari culture in modus operandi of contradiction 
and compromise in two sides of a coin. The events displayed, that 
the muagad represent new values, in contradiction in dynamism and 
confrontations with out rejection to the old value nor did accept them 
as de facto, reality on the ground in principle but revoked when it 
comes to confront the efforts enhancing new values to maintain in de 
jure in both efforts could sustain the culture. The mugad rejects 
afocha decision against tunsus as it was to be banned, but wise 
enough not to reject the banning nor did they accept to materialize.  
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Mugad of Harari traditional association had its artistic group and 
individuals prepared, wrote, and delivered their creative works 
mainly in tunsus gar. Some mugad were admirable for their musical 
art. The mugad promoted Harari culture artistically from past and 
handle them to present in posterity. Poems composed for singing 
show objective reality of Harari society, besides dances show Harari 
cultural dresses as accompanied by dynamic actors, the girls on the 
stage.  
 
Researchers in very recent study conducted in Harar have arrived at 
findings.“…Starting from 1950 a wide collection of recording 
testified the fertility of mugad youth association in composing and 
performing both local traditional sung poetry and modern musical 
forms particularity inspired by international repertories…”     
                      (Sarority & Abdulmahmein: 2010:120) 
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Harari Mugad  Boys &  Girls  

In Societal Horizon 

Dynamics of  Harari 

 Mugads 

Contradiction 

Tunsus Vs Afocha 

Berti Berti /within 

Firmatch (Resolution) 

New value Vs old values 

Compromise 

Defend tunsus: Vanguard 

Respect elderly in principle 

Accept Resolution  de facto  

Flexibility & Tolerance 

Contradictions & Compromise 

Prevailed the Harari culture, norm & values 

 Two sides of coin in reflection: Harari Mugads   
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  FFIIVVEE 
HHAARRAARRII  MMUUGGAADD  IINN  TTEEAAMMSS  AANNDD  AARRTTSS  

  
ABSTRACT: The mugads, had their own grouping teams and 
leadership. Few mugads had accomplished magnificent works to their 
group, and society. Assessments show the ambition and inspiration from 
their names. Two mugads Hilal and Ded kamul confirm efforts and 
accomplishments to historical remarks. Bule Ahmad Durar and Hamza 
Kibo were leaders and poem writers. Hamza Kibo had already benefited 
from literary appreciation. 

 
 KEY TERMS: grouping, teams, inspiration  
                      accomplishments, literary appreciations           

  
he young in general, and the mugad in Harari community in 
particular were virtuous to be part and parcel of artistic 

developments of literature, music, and dance. Mugad’s and women 
group, and individuals did relentlessly to produce Harari music and 
dance. This section focuses on mugads grouping in general, picks 
sample from group, and orients two mugad leaders in connection to 
artistic works and extends literary appreciation on the works of Hamza 
Kibo and Bule Ahmad.  

I explore the mugad grouping in names, intentions and aspirations. 
Girls mugad names and the role of Shamitu is quoted. The mugad 
Hilal as a sample mugad is discussed in connection to Bule Ahmad 
Durar and Hamza Kibo, too mugad leader, and his poems are in the 
chapter for limited analysis and interpretation to literary appreciation.  

 

 

T
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5.1. Mugads in musical grouping (The orchestra)  

In art developments intellects of the society bestows the decisive role 
and shoulders the responsibility; in creating the nexus, (past and to 
present) maintain to preserve as well develop the art in 
standardization, to prevail and serve for future. Art in general and 
music in particular in its creating, organizing and modernizing, the 
historical responsibility falls on the shoulder of the youth, the dynamic 
social group naturally favored to accomplish such a task. In fact, the 
task of promoting Harari music pre 1966 EC was based on poem script 
and the dance performance as duty fell on the Mugads who wrote 
poems and performed on stages.  

Hararis music before 1966EC were in two types: ‘ada fequr’, (›Ç 
ðk`) the traditional music and ‘zeman fequr’ (²T” ðk`) the 
contemporary music other wise called dud fequr (ÅÉ ðk`) that 
contained the love songs. The prime ingredient of traditional music, 
which is the basis of the contemporary music categorically comprise 
the dominant the human sound (vocalist) in cultural themes and 
delivery had the power to prevail society, according to researchers, and 
so did they survive the Harari traditional society.  

The glimmering sparks of Harari traditional music preserved by the 
traditional society and association of youth, the mugad promoted the 
Harari tradition and culture. Muhamed Ebrahim Sulieman ascertains 
about the mugads and their contributions as follows: “1950 ‹u? ›’d 
Ñ>` ²QÖ˜ S<ÒÇ‹ ²=“`’ƒ Ãƒ›?SÇM Ñ@Ãu? N=LM TQu<w UF 
ðª´: gvv‹: SIu<v‹! uÉau[u?: ðª´ NÃª“‹ ›`Ôu]u?:... 
Ÿ<K<²=¿U ðK¡²=¿u? uK‡ Ò`u? Ÿ=M+ðk\... ›Ç¨< ²K?n‹ S¦’²=¿ 
Ãƒ›?SÇM::” (kÖw+ S<ÇÃ: 1997:269) Emphasis- Writer. 

Muhamed in Harari language informs, that there were at least nine 
mugads in Harar, who had been singing in wedding house and so duly 
promoted the culture.  The mugads as social group had offered beam 
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of light to develop Harari music with the substantial material 
produced, sustained the culture of the music for decades. Hararis 
culture  depicted through music with few components to self 
identifications were shining substantially as reflected in group songs 
that appeared on stages, such as Tunsus, (Ö<”ee Ò`) Aruzgar, 
(›\´ Ò`) and on certain occasions of hafla (NõL) conducted on 
stage show. 

Although, mugads as group or individual members delivered team 
songs described the status quo of Hararis in general. The culture of 
Hararis was highlighted from poem scripts, costumes, dressing dances 
performances, and more importantly the songs categorically developed 
the Harari language. 

The stages and the delivery time of the traditional music were the 
usual ones. The exception took place to the occasional delivery in an 
ad hoc body that organized the artistic show in the venue of choice. 
The teams of that time had been established by the voluntary groups 
such as "The Harari Muslim Students Association" which coordinated 
drama (theater) with music and showed them in auditorium of schools 
and at time rented cinema halls for Edd and Arafa. As student of that 
era, in late fifties, I was lucky to attend and enjoy two or three of such 
student shows. They were artistic in deliberation, I do not forget 
(theater) drama with theme of family love and much emphatic 
depicting the love for mother. Of course, love songs were also 
performed on the stage. I do also remember the song of Abdulwasi 
Muhamed ›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T” on the stage in addition to (Idris 
Muhamed, “Idris Ajaeb” friends called him after his play). He was 
comedian and play writer of that time.  

Mugad students had organized shows for many year on the occasion of 
Arafa and Edd festivals. The Arafa stage delivery were extraordinary 
ones. Names such as Remadan Duwale and later on Abdi Bekeri only 
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two to mention to my knowledge. The above mentioned and few 
others might have been products of those predecessor. I assume the 
latter ones had pulled the string to the time of 1970 EC. Abdi Bekeri 
was in his endeavor to write plays by himself and conducted rehearsal 
to deliver on Arafa. 

To add one event  to my personal experience of those days, I 

remember the ‘adibach’ (›Ç=v‹) mugad who staged show in (ታNÃ 
Ñ@Ã SÉ[d) in late fifties where (›Ç=w Ç=Í }eÁi¤<K?) Adib 
arrived to please you,  to echo in my mind as unforgettable line.   

An important and pivotal fact, I remember from Fananach (ð““‹) 
mugad an artist Abdusamed Abdosh, was on air with ‘Adeyay 
Netfeqrash Adeyay’ (›Ç=ÁÃ ’ƒôp[g ›Ç=ÁÃ), the Harari love 
song repeatedly released by Radio Ethiopia ever since 1955 EC. I  
heard it on Saturday afternoon Ethiopian Radio Program. I do not 
forget till now, the event, when ever "Adeya…" was heard, girls 
rushed towards the transistor radioset and get even closer physically to 
the sound and remain in gratifications. If I could surmise, perhaps this 
piece of music, might have taken much time to be heard oft and 
frequent through, the melodious sound attributed to develop and make 
up the Harari self identity artistically. 

I would not be irrelevant at this spot, if I connect the Harari diva for 
her music heard ever since in 1957 EC. Shamitu Ahmed, was the diva 
of Harari music released by VOA of Special English Programme. Her 
"Jaliye (ÍK=ÂÃ ) for me was master piece that echoes far and wide, 
elevates the soul and cools the emotion to tranquility. She passed away 
with her extra ordinary talent in melody, rich in variant tunes and 
rhythm to any standard. The Harari society benefited from her artistic 
work and so indebted to her attribution in gratitude. The two music 
researchers in recognition and appreciation describe her: 
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 Very few “clips keeps reminding the audience love the charming 
voice and poignant verses of the late Shamitu, a famous and 
reassured woman singer (also nicknamed” the ‘Homer of Harar’ 
because of her blindness and poetical ability) symbolized Harari 
culture for decades, inside the city walls as well as in the diasporic 
communities wide spread all through the continent” (Haria Sortori & 
Abdulmahmein Abdunasir: 2010:120) 
 

5.2. Hilal (N=LM) mugad as musical team 
 

any mugads existed as a group and did have musical teams. 
Hilal (N=LM) is one of the groupings, I concentrate on few 

ideas and the characteristics manifested as musical team. I am lucky 
to have live witness, Harari individuals, elderly Hilal members, who 
furnished my writing in credibility. 
  
According to ‘Abej’ (›u?Ï), Harari edited and published magazine 
by Office for People Organization Culture Social Issue, Year II, Vol, 
Sene 1999), there was a Harari musical team in the fifties, by the 
name Hilal (N=LM). The team as an orchestra claimed through its 
founders, that this mugad was the first of its kind to establish musical 
team in Eastern Ethiopia. Abej, (›u?Ï) attribute the information to a  
person by a name Aba Besh Besh, who also refers to one of Hilal 
founders, Bule Ahmed Durar. (u<K? ›ISÉ Æ^`) 
 
Bule Durar with Abdusamed Abdosh in joint effort succeeded to release 
Harari music by Radio Ethiopia in the year 1955 (EC). According to Abeji, 
Bule’s team had worked for the cultural promotion of Hararis. The band 
became popular from scratch. “Abej” in the same publications displays 14 
photographs of members with Bule in the center perhaps to show that he 
was central figure of the band. 
The other Hilal was Kamil Adus a singer who wrote songs for the 
team. In his interview with "Abej", Kamil speaks about Bule Durar 

M
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and the 18 youth who established Hilal with the aim to "promote" 
Harari language and culture through their music.  
 
In the time Hilal faced crisis, says Kamil, Bule merged Hilal to Dud 
Kumul to another musical team. As a role model, and leader Bule 
expended his own money for purchasing musical instrument for the 
team in an event that subsequently encouraged and paved the way to 
other to do so. My readers notice the usual and consistent feature of 
mugads in contradiction (in conflict) here in cracking to disperse 
however, prevailed in compromise, as Hilal merged to Dud Kumul 
(ÅÉ Ÿ<S<M) to prevail. Historically Hilal was the fore runner 
orchestra in the development of Harari music as well as the 
language. 
 

5.2.1. Bule Durar in two poems 
he Hilal founder Bule Durar, had interest in poem and music; 
that he wrote and sang to communicate the social concerns of 

Harari society. I have two of his works from Aner (›’@`) in general 
name (©m`) to mean poem.  I have named them (informed him 
duly) to my convenience in reference to assess the substance and 
style contained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T
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Bule’s (©m`) poem I named “²T”K? }U‰‡” (just from the 
first line of the poem) is social concern of the traditional society  
that he suggests to Hararis to comply to modernity to progress in 
pace of time. He presumably addresses the elderly to realize, what 
is going on in time as we read from his expressions (¨p+ 
²=Ç=Ëu?¨<) and so urges to do away to hindrance and comply to 

²T”K? }U‰‡ v¿ ›ª‹²=“! 
ª‚ JÍ=K?”ታ cS<° ›Á‹²=“ 
Ÿ<h Ç=ÍK?Ó` Ýƒ S”c›<U ›M} 
kNƒ ¤=j’²?¨< Ñ>Ç=`µ Vn”} 
¨p+ ²Ç=Î¨<u? ^Ò‹ ¤<’< ^Ç= 
¨Nˆª Å`TU G<K<õ ›’M NÇ= 
›?kÆU ›”©Öእ  ›?N?`u?U ²”p`Ÿ<ƒ 
’N?cu= ¨pƒuI T>Í ’>’pK=Ÿ<ƒ 
›\´ }e+µK? ²M¥’ uhh 
nUµ ¨ ^‹u? ›NÉµ }wLh 
›IL‹ }cÁK¤< }c+ÁU JÍ=”ታ  
JÍ= }e ²LÂ¨< ²=ÉÑ@u ›<’>”ታ  
kNƒ ¨MÇ= q`²? ›?KÉ ›SM”ታ  
oI’ƒ ¥’ ÖÃ’ƒ ÇS’~U +`ò”ታ  

q\U q`qa”  ›SM ²=oQ”ታ  
v¿ S¦T¤u?  ª‚ JÍ=K?”ታ  
*` ®SM NKgÑ>` ›=} ›Æ–>ƒu? 
^Nu?” +’w^i ¨^u N?Í ›õu? 
Ÿ<h Ç=Ë K?gÑ>` }‹N=w^i TN=Á 
G<Ã+u?” ÄKAJM Ãn•³M Ç=Á 
NÖ[ ›’c ›?KÈÃ  +Ã²i 
¨p+U G<Kõ ÃMT ›¤g<U ~ÖMÒg 
¨Ã T>cŸ=” ÃKA³M ›ôƒ ²K?L”ታ  
T@gµu? ÄM³M Ò`µK? ›T>`”ታ  
}"GKÓ^ Ÿ<ÈÃ ›õª +”óg= 
›”Ñƒ ›p’  Ág?M ›jÓ` ›<” Sƒ^g 
Ÿ=IK= ›?M“`Ó` ¿Ñ<TM Ö<Ø õ^g 
²=ƒð¤^ Ÿ<K<U }Ñ— Ÿ=M lhg 

“²T”K? }U‰‡” u<K? Æ^` 
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new value and act accordingly. He persists to take measure in 
progress, understandable from his phrases (¨p+vQ T>Í 
’>’pK=Ÿ<ƒ.) He particularizes the social issue of marriage that, 
“the would be wife” under her parents, ought to act realistically in 
“time full of care”. Her parents too ought be flexible for the best 
interest of the daughter.  Otherwise, he warns in strong words, 
(¨p+U G<Mõ ÃMT ›¥g<U }Ö<MÒg) in powerful direct 
addressing second person point of view of direct conversation.  
Bule is right, in sense of reality, that “time flies”.  
 
The issue of time in Bules poem is perhaps associative to the 
universal theme from the Persian poet, who addresses in pari 
materia (the same subject matter) of time in his four lines here 
under.   

      Oh come with old…and leave the wise    
      To talk one thing is certain that life flies 
      One thing is certain and the Rest is lies  

      The flower that once has blown for ever dies.  

                                                            (Emphasis- Writer)  

The last line of the above poem in dexterity of “flower” symbolizes 
beauty, no doubt it is time governed development, so in line two he 
tells that “life flies” in the last word of the second line. The whole 
last line it self. “The flower that once has blown for ever dies” is 
consistent to Bule’s  (¨p+U NK<õ ÃLM). The idea is societal but 
in contradiction pull back and push forward, yet it is not with out its 
solution in compromise of two (male -female) “}ŸNKA Ñ>^ Ÿ<ÈÃ 
›õª +”óg”, on condition, the two know each other and remain 
resolute to match, suffices to the goal of Wedlock, according to 
Bules theme, a significant social issue to be addressed even now. 
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¨` S_ƒu? ÅÉ¤g ›gu?˜ ›c^ 
T>” S<Ö=¤ +’u] ›L”}gV k^ 
›”u?¤ NÍ=e ›Mታ ÅÆ¤ T’<¨< ð^ 
Sƒ’ðp ›uK?˜ ²MÁU ´Sc^ 
kMu?¨< ÖKô¨<T Ö=K=Ÿ<ƒ u[^ 
TM~ N=^ƒ ÅÉ¤g ¥’u?˜ ²=IÇ^ 
u[G+ NKgÓ` óß¤<u<i Ñ>`Ò^ 

The second piece of Bules poem, I named it Alantesh mo qera 
(›L”ታgV k^) analogous from me to an English poem 
Semantics by John E. Donouan, for delivering contrast with in each 
line of the poem. Bule’s fourteen lines is versed to rhyme in ‘ra’ ‘^’ 
thematically a poem, through which voice of the victimized romantic 
lover is in lamentation, delivered through device of contrasts “the 

bad and the good “as, (›L”ታgV k^) depicts two sides but just to 
embark suggestively to the good. Dissatisfaction in general blunt 
language appears to cloud the poem (›¤›<¦ T>” ÅÉGM ÅÉ 
›¨Mu? k^) and yet revives ready to surrender as expressed in lines 
(u[G+ NKgÑ>` óß¤<u<g Ñ>` Ò^) appeals to morality. The 
poem gets angry emotionally in antagonism and yet offers solution,  
the core message in Bules writing in similar tune. 

“›L”}iV k^” u<K? Æ^` 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

¨p+µK?U ›Mታ ›<c<እµ” ›õ^^ 

k^¨< ›K’ƒu? ¨ŸUµU cu^ 

u<p u] NታUu? Ÿ`c= Ÿ=KÑÅ^ 

Ç›=U ›ታu`u Ÿ<Éµ Ÿ=MN[^ 

”Åª g=Åµ Áe}NM ›¤=^ 

›¤እ T>” ÅÆ¦ NM ÅÉ ›¨<Mu?k^ 

³L S<ƒK? u=LÃ SƒLÁU ›“^ 
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5.3 Mugad Leader Stad Hamza and his poems 
                                             

 am with teacher, poem writer and a my respected informant on 
issues of Hararis, who responds to my questions in clear, cool and 

calm mood. He is Stud Hamza Kibo in late eighties  knows, the 
details of the mugads of old days, the music and the culture of 
Hararis. That he was a teacher, might have turned out to my benefit, 
furnished me with care and relevancy. Hamza is polite, generous and 
punctual man, possesses the art of poem besides, he adores Harar. In 
addition, Hamaza was editor as confirmed by Kamil Adus of Hilal as 
ascertained ÓØS<” Á¨Ö<M” }¨ÇÌ  እeታÉ GU³ Ÿ=x Ñ×T> 
“†¨<: እ`T~”U:: እd†¨< ›G<”U É_Åª Ã•^K<:: KÅÉ Ÿ<S<M 
Ÿ=’ƒ u<É” uኃLò’ƒ ’u\: ("T>M ›Æe 1999)  
 
The late writer, a politician by training, and man of litrature, Muhammed 
Ebrahim Sulieman, states that Hamza actually participated and struggled to 
unify the Harari artists, coordinated them to merge in unified mugad. 

Hamza writes poems on 
social issues, and attempts to 
inculcate Harari culture. One 
of his poems of six lines 
from Aner  discloses Hamza 
Kibo. The poem shows 
commitment and devotion 
expressed in passionate 
words, ("›<Çh¦") I adore 

you, ("›IÇ=U ›=u<Kh¦",) vow’s (²”+^c ›gŸ<ƒ) never forget you 
etc… are fiber and fabrics to sustain ever lasting commitments, as 
understandable from the lines. (SUu`+U ›=¤g?¦ vÈÃ ›¥g u=LÃ).  
Hamza is poem writer for Hararis, who has a lot of Zekir  to faith in his 
own creative and original style. He delivers the Zekir in Zakrin afocha.  
 
 

I

vÈÃ ²œvÈÃ ›” ›¥g<¨< ›<Åh¡ 

Ÿ*ƒ ›=“Š Ñ<}u?U ›“w^h¦  

›¤gK? ›=M³¦ ›”òÇ›<U ›<ßKg¦  

²”+^d ›gŸ<ƒ ›IÇ=U ›<u<Kg¦::   

›”ª ›¥g ›=dM“ ²T“ 

’>Ç_“ ’>ƒLÄ“ }e ¾K“  
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Muhamed Ebrahim Suliman is appreciative, and describes that Hamza 
contributed for Harari literary development. "እcታ´ NU³ SNSÉ Ÿ=x 
³¡]” ËT› ²=¿vI# Ñ@Ã Ÿ<~w e’~¨< SK?k²=¿# ²=ÓPª u<`+ 
S<Ö=U ›Mታª ²Ñ–@¨< lUdU ›=eታ›’@a”                                                                                               
(S.›=w^H>U:1982:26) 
  
Hamza Kibo, in his ‘moulud’ (S¨<K<É) venue deliberation, gratifies his 
audience, in artistic quality, in proper and consistent themes of statements. 
The quality of Hamza as vocalist is in the credential in M.E Suliman.   
›eK=µu? ²=Se•Ã Ÿ=ታw Ö=U›ª lUd¨< ²=KNÇ ©m` ›=”ታ  
²=vÉ ÅÆ¨< u=kMu= ¾Sc=]³M S<K<I Öv ›=”ታ :: ²Ã+Ti 
mÖw+¨< X}M nUu? ¾c=^Ü³M ÊÑ>˜ (’gÇ) ›=”ታ :: (M.E 
Suleiman: ANER: 1990) The love for country, the gist contained in his 
poem, and the appealing is forceful writing characterizes Hamza’s poem in 
Aner. 

I wanted to expand my writing and 
requested him a poem. As per my 
request to few lines to H.Kibo, I 
obtained the following lines to 
appreciate, the theme, love for country, 
the economy in wording, and the 
embodied figurative speech in style.  
 
I would like to finish, quoting from the 
late M.E. Suleimans. (The person I 
know and remember when I was one 
of the editors of ANER in 1990). The 
late Muhamed concludes: NU³ Ÿ=x 
“²=Ñ@Ã S`Ñ<´” ›=”  vÃ+K? 

›=ð`"¦:: cuwµU ›=jƒµ ÃŸ=wL³M” ›=”ታT ›=eታ´ NU³ 
ðc=I’ƒu? ›MK ²=g?KT@̈ < ›=”ታ v¤< Ñ>̀  Ÿ=´ T@SÉ 
Ã¤<’<T@M::... Ñ@Ãc=“’<U Olpµ¨< Ÿ=Mo^HK?¨< ¾’>^u?³M N[pµ 
›=” ::” In his comment sent to Aner  from US, ascertains that Hamza is a 
pillar to Harar, in his persuasive writing of poems promoted the Harari 
language.  

    ÅÉ፡ ዊቅ]ቤ፡ ዝትዋቀራ፡ ዊቅር፡ 
Gõg=˜ Gõg˜                   
 ዳድ፡ ህፎትቤ፡ ገለፊሽኝ! 
Ÿ=M›uKg˜ Ÿ=M ›c‹i˜ ²K?mi˜! 
አለመድሽኝ፡ ዩአትይ፡ አቦረድሽኝ፡  
ዕቢእት፡ ዌረሬኝ፡ ቀጠብ፡ ክLሽኝ፡ 
ድድኽi፡ ዜለሜኝ፡ ምን፡ አƒoረቤኝ:  
ዛልኹቦ፡ አታይቤ፡ መፎያ፡ ኸተሬኝ፡  
ህፎትኽሽ፡ ቢዝሐµ፡ ክልገuክፌኝ፡ 
ጡይ፡ እሂልቅዛኽን፡ ዛ–ቤኝ፡  
ጌይ፡ ባዴይ፡ ቱሱ‹፡ ዘባዴይ፡ ማወርዴይ፡  
ቆጥቤ ዞጠዕ+፡ ኤለዴይ.   

       
           N.B Title by Hamza Kibo 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  SSIIXX  
FFIIRRMMAACCHH  --TTHHEE  HHAARRAARRII  PPAANN  AAFFOOCCHHAA  

  
ABSTRACT: The pyramidal broad based afocha had no higher body to 
handle and resolve dispute and conflict. An ad hoc meeting of Harari 
afochas, called a meeting, passed resolution, and signed it. These afocha 
people were firmatch. Marriage dowry and tunsus dances were burning 
issues. The firmatch are remembered for the law enactment (resolution) 
however, unaccomplished in enforcement. The otherwise referred to as 
“petitioners,” quasi conference of afocha was historical. 
 
KEY TERMS: dispute, resolution, higher body, petitioners 
                         quasi conference, dowry, tunsus dance. 
                
6.1. The Harari traditional associations of 50’s in de facto 
 

he pyramidal more than 70 traditional associations, the afocha, 
the mother afocha, and the mugad, existed and prevailed to 

sustain Harari people in many aspects. Numerous shared factors 
depicted to disclose the horizontal inter association communications. 
The indispensable variables (factors) to shape make Harari 
identification as manifested in language, housing, food, and clothing 
in total synergy corresponding to social institution prevailed through 
out and actualized in wedding, marriage and death. The traditional 
associations of Harari from the sociological perspective, share 
common variables as unifying factors to Hararis. The variables are 
observed in Hararis life vividly in the events of birth, marriage, 
funeral, as well as holiday celebrations. The routines in the 
actualization were projected in the formal afochas institutionalized 
by their own right. However, the communicative bondages were 
loose and unevenly spread horizontally.  

T
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The communicative level were in limitation, the main afocha had no 
direct and proper contact to mothers afocha. The inter association 
communication too was just individualistic. Afocha did not 
communicate to mugad nor recognized it as a group. However, one 
has to appreciate that each afocha was strong by itself and for itself.   

In spite of these limitations, the traditional association accomplished 
significantly and sustained the culture to the tradition. Regardless of 
the undeveloped horizontal and the missing vertical relation the 
associations did so much within the agreed and Latent functions. 
However, as to the happening and inevitable crucial condition turn 
into the burning questions, at times they surface out rife and 
rampant, they challenge the traditional association to stand still 
according to historical documents.  

The Hararis exclusivity approach to outsider, that did not invite 
others to its affairs was established as a norm. Thus, the search to 
resolve when the ‘geni is out of the bottle’ but without inviting 
others justified the establishment of ad hoc body to settle the dust 
and serve the purpose of all afochas solution collectively. 
Subsequently the situation and so pushed forward the issue to what 
Leslaw calls “Meeting of Five Gates” or Firmatch. Yes, of course, 
nature abhors vacuum. 

First, to have the awareness, let us raise few historical questions, 
and answer them duly. Was there an over all afocha meeting at that 
time? What happens when a critical and crucial threat occur in the 
Harari society? How did the traditional association solve inter 
afocha problems?  
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History is in witness that Hararis had experience to handle internal 
and external problems, in the crisis management of their own 
conflict resolutions. Despite traditional level in status, the 
association did unbelievable and remarkably performed to settle 
their dispute. Harari individual and informants say, the all afocha 
meeting were rare, (only twice or trice) happened in long period 
interval probably conducted when serious events occurred. An 
informal hear say that over all afochas happened once in 25 years.  

Hence, the de facto of the then Hararis in late thirties and forties 
urged, the meeting by Afocha leaders, in an informal group of 
Harari community leaders. All the associations (afocha) met in 
historical quasi conference referred to Pan–Afocha. The 
conference passed decision, intended to be effective by the whole 
Afocha. These historical problems, the de facto of the Harari 
traditional associations of that time got birth to the phenomenon 
Firmach (ò`T‹) the petitioners. These facts as an event take us 
to turn few pages of the firmatch, just in ‘birds eye view’ so to 
furnish it in literary appreciation in the following pages. 

6.2. Firmach (ò`T‹) the Harari Pan afocha Conference 
 

he firmatchs were Afocha meeting in late thirties that  
discussed and enacted resolution on the facts that occurred in 

the walled city. The firmach signed petition to be implemented in 
the whole Harar. The pertinent situation in historical juncture that 
compelled the meeting or the pan conference was otherwise 
referred as quasi conference by Kohen and Waldron. The two 
researchers defined the firmatch, from the perspective of the event 
of those days and characterized in their conclusion. Accordingly 
Firmatch were, “assemblies seem to be called in order to alleviate 
threats to the social order or to protect the inner realm of Harari 
society.   

T
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The word “called” in this context is to summon a summit, to come 
together. Historically, the Firmatch or “Afochas of Five Gates” as 
Leslaw refers to, did not meet regularly but incidentally, probably 
met in “surprise meeting” in urgency, so compelled by burning 
issues, revealed facts on the ground. The verb (seem) too casts a 
shadow of doubt that the event of meeting was not regular and not 
established either. 
 
Further, the pan Afocha, firmatch was situational in the context 
and perspective of the assemblies, just “conference” or “congress” 
as learnt from these researchers. One realizes the happening in 
consensual ideas provided as follows from the definitions: These 
pan Afocha assemblies. Called under condition which demanded 
immediate decision making constituted efforts to transcend the 
limitation of normal Afocha activity. That these meeting are 
viewed as traumatic by Harari as neither in significant nor ephi 
phenomenal. (Khon and Waldron: 1978:38)  
The document from the given extract reveal, the pan afocha 
handled extremely important cases that transcended the 
competence of afochas. The limitations  on afocha tasks and duties 
urged Hararis to seek solution and resolve in competence. So, the 
events were spinning around issues, wide in dimension beyond the 
capacity of individual afocha. The meetings were not in the 
establishment and not constituent with afochas agreed or “latent 
functions”.  
 
To detail the activity to coordinate all afochas, the share common 
agendas, discuss them to consensus, and duly draft and pronounce 
resolution as an enactment, (in legislative clauses not less to 
enforce), were obviously beyond, the limit and competence of 
afocha. Say it not matter that falls under the very jurisdiction of 
individual afochas.  
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The assemblies to the unprecedented endeavor to effectual out 
come was challenge. Subsequent to the reason deter presiding to 
assess and render fair judgment to Firmach in the historical 
happening was of high remarks in the conscience of Hararis in 
forties.   
Thus, the event of Pan Afocha, in its endeavor had transcendent 
feature, to what ever institution prevailed to what even institution 
prevailed to the “happening and inevitable” occurrences took place 
in unprecedented eventualities in impact and pressure from the 
status quo of Hararis. In short, firmatch was an ad hoc collection 
of afocha’s mechanism that addressed the complicated and subtle 
issues as well as burning questions of Hararis.  
 

6.2.1. Marriage issues on the table of Firmatch 
 

espite scarce and fragmented details facts and figures of the 
firmatch, the available piece of information states that each 

Afocha sent two representatives to consult and discuss on the then 
current issues in the pan afocha meeting. Most dominantly subjects 
and concerns were spinning around one major issue, the Harari 
marriage. The related problems were specifically the hindrances in 
the delivery of dowry in type and rate in side the marriage issue.   
 
The marriage in Harari context assumes definite the prerequisites. 
The economic accommodation that comprises the dowry (the 
payment to families of the bride) and other expenditures the bride 
takes with her were on top priority of the agenda. Yes, indeed 
marriage and tunsus were high on the pan afocha, subsequently, 
the firmach passed resolution to the implementation (to be 
enforced) by afochas.   
 

D
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An element in Hararis tradition, the Hararis have unique, different 
notion and approach concerning marriage. The process in the 
ceremony and the communicative objects in provision too are 
unique. Some sociologist assert that the Harari culture concerning 
marriage is ideal and typical. Yes, indeed, it is typical, to the 
embodiment of distinct factors, to identify the Hararis from other 
people. The marriage in Hararis as reality consists time dimension 
once decided implies an obligatory attendance to discharge, known 
and as anticipated. The defined activities as well as the material in 
provision are blending, the Harari cultural and religious 
performances in the domain so to maintain Harari tradition. Of 
course, Harari marriage in fact presupposes men, money, and 
material. The entire procedure and substance in totality challenge 
the will and determination of people socially and economically. 
Consequently, the challenges to lax urge resolution in momentum 
and overwhelming coverage of the whole Harari and more 
importantly ought to be lax applicably institutionalized.  
  

What is the reason to particularize the marriage as a burning issue 
of firmatch or concern of “the meeting of five gates”? First, the 
traditional established norm in the society as a bit sophisticated and 
subtle vis a vis the economical reality that happened to obstruct 
marriage and challenged as setback. The financial aspect, the time 
duration, and the highly engaging procedural events in detail even 
keep women in kitchen for many days are consuming. The material 
conditions according to numerous writers, that the man (husband) 
accommodation for the bride maid, was considered huge to the 
affordability in fact barely accomplished by middle class man.  
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Not less they say it so, the set back was to the girl parents, exposed 
to additional expenditure to what learned  from dowry. The girls 
parents are imposed socially to prepare different materials that the 
bride takes to her new house. Hence, the burdensome in 
expenditure on both parties happened an issue impossible to be 
resolved by single afocha, sustainably consistently and 
substantially became the historical responsibility, to be intervened 
and so the responsibility fall on the shoulder on pan Afocha- the 
Firmatch to lax the maintained or to do away to hindrance to 
marriage.  
 
Second, adamant and stubborn position of Harari women, 
presumably fanatic as conservative on marriage issue, compelled  

to pressure from above, impact fully. Otherwise, few said, deep 
rooted sentiments rampant and rife, challenges are seldom to 
resolve by scattered individual afochas. The mind set up Hararis, in 
addition to the notion to reform the prevailing traditional and 
cultural events were considered as threat to erode the self 
identification of Hararis, according to the information from Harari 
writers of fifties. Despite numerous agreements of Hararis the 
status quo on these issues hardly improved, and remained adamant 
to persist till now.  
In the happening of historical phenomenon of the Pan Afocha, 
subsequently; decided and passed resolution. According to the 
report of Harari writer the firmach decide:. They limited the amount of 
money given to the girl as a dowry her bridegroom.  Wahachi ¨Nˆ (a 
girl married for the first time) may be given … and Gufta Ñ<õ  (a 
window to marry for the second time) may be given…They limited the 
amount of pillows, dresses trousers and shawls that the bride takes to 
her new house as a dowry from her family instead of the original forty 
pillows. She now takes only twelve. This was done so that no poor 
brides family should suffer economic embarrassment. (Yusuf 
Ahmad:1965:131) 
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The decision comprised detailed items (objects), the prohibition of 
some processes, and procedures contained in marriage ceremony 
were classified to be forbidden completely. In the mean time, the 
pan Afocha explicitly stated and incorporated “clause of penalty” 
for those who violate the decision. The ‘clause of penalty’ was 
interestingly drafted in its wording as if legislated by modern day 
professional lawyers. Read the following paragraph completely 
first and trace phrases or clauses incorporated in relevancy.  
Everyone who opposes this law or part of this law, even one part 
will be discharged from his Afocha and he will not be permitted 
to join any other Afocha. If a person does what he wants to with 
his relative and neighbors and if he says “ I don’t come for the 
Afocha” he can choose the relative and neighbors instead of the 
Afocha (Yusuf Ahmad 1965:131) 
 

One who has a little orientation on law language realizes the 
‘clause of penalty’ in its framing, embodied in “clause of 
disjunction” in provision of alternatives, expressed with 
disjunction word ‘or’, as well as the requirements to full fill in the 
‘clause of conditions’ with adverbial word ‘if ‘are endeavor to the 
purpose not to be silent, nor allow gaps in the resolution and save 
the resolution ultimately ambiguity or confusion in process of 
implementation. The forceful language in magnitude manifested 
read as "will be discharged" and "will not be permitted”, and 
deprives the right “to join any other afocha”. The warning to those 
who assume to violet directly by afocha members and indirectly 
through relatives or neighbors of the afocha members should 
expect due consequences.  
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From this aspect the pan afocha was strong in its law enactment, as 
if it had been a parliament of current time legislative body, does 
not seem an ad hoc body of “surprise meeting”. The drafting in 
perception of law (resolution), indicates the law sensitivity and 
general knowledge of Hararis, in my view deserves special 
appreciation from the pan afocha members in general and those 
who drafted the resolution in particular. 
 

6.2.2 The Tunsus in Firmach’s Resolution 
     
The issue on the table of the inter association, the pan afocha concern 
was the tunsus (the pre wedding music and dance event of girls and boys 
in party). The facts are “the tunsus is performed for two days in boy 
house and three days in the girls house. However, the tunsus has a 
tendency of insecurity. It is a rival platform for the mugad. The mugads 
roam the whole night from house to house where ever there is tunsus. No 
formal invitation is presumably necessary to attend Tunsus house. Yusuf 
Ahmed has something to explain, from the experience of his time as to 
what goes inside the tunsus (Ö<”c<e) in relation to Harari mugads. 
Every house they go, they sing one or two songs and leave. Should they 
meet up with a rival fraternity and exchange not words a fight with 
sticks in unavoidable. Heads are fractured teeth broken, and blood is 
shed. Nevertheless. It is considered disgraceful to sue one another.  
(Yusuf Ahmad:1965:136) Emphasis A.Naji 
 
“Head is fractured,” "teeth are broken" and "blood is shed" wound 
and blood in full fledged violence  unwanted in presumably joyful 
platform. Even worse, to sue one another amounts disgraceful and 
disgusting, apparent to grant violence and fighting to occur, time 
and again, in vicious circle of “blood beget blood”. It is to the 
expectation in 3 days tunsus the mugad passes day and preoccupies 
his mind and waits to fight as darkness falls.  
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Did firmatch as well as individual afochas  prohibit such events for 
the public good of Hararis?  Were they committed to actualize it?  
What was the context to claim and take the case to pan afocha 
court of firmach?   
 
Basically for afochas, the fighting of youth is source of insecurity, 
the condition worries the main Afocha, the mothers afocha 
including individual who were in a clear and present danger make 
a case in firmach court so pressurized to the enactment and 
enforced through out the walled city.  
 
The Harari mugad, marriage as issue and the tunsus are in 
complexity yet flow together.  Whenever the issue of tunsus and 
the fighting happened, it was discussed and there was the 
agreement of mugad, in principle, but practically rejected  without 
refuting verbally. Mugad did not dare to confront in straight 
forward position. However, they revoked, it step by step, first 
erode the intention to create crisis of confidence and later on 
confront its implementation power. The tunsus, thus, as a subject 
matter, serious point of Afocha challenged and confronted Hararis 
for a long time now. A briefed note, how it worried Hararis was 
documented by Wolf Leslaw.  
When older people wanted to abolish the type of tunsus at which young 
men and women come together, the Afocha of “ five gates” took 
counsel and treated to expel from the Afocha anyone who violated the 
regulation of the Afocha by allowing the performance of the tunsus at 
which young men and women participated. (Leslaw: 36) 
 
Notice even Leslaw did not generalize tunsus categorically but 
limits it “types of tunsus”. As a man who studied Harari 
comprehensively and in western view might have the idea of 
tunsus with out violence in his mind. 
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The decision of firmatch or "Afocha of Five Gates", was 
maintained for some times by mugad but dishonored and 
confronted practically. The bride and bridegroom were those who 
reject or provoke the confrontation the decisions to “null and void” 
in law term. The rejection at a time, had been supported by 
mothers of the couples in weddings. To Harari mother no day of 
gratifications prevails other than the wedding day of her daughter 
or son to her expectation performed ‘hot’ in ‘deliq be’ (ÉKku?) 
wedding event.  
 
To come to the issue of firmach in relation to tunsus, the general 
conclusion that (the rule) the resolution of firmatch, remained not 
effective, just paper work, difficult if not impossible, to enforce 
due to emotional, sensual and the complexity of subject matter for 
the young and the society. The bride and bride groom want to 
share joy with friends wishing them the same and sustain the 
mood. The joy of being together, in the delivery and accompanied 
by mugad music artistically to reflect the shared feelings sustained 
tunsus. 
 
The mothers of the brides did not want the implementation of the 
resolution in peculiar point . Mothers accept it as enacted, and 
pronounced in principle but passive and unattended by omission 
generally. As it is personalized, they keep themselves aloof in passivity, 
if warned as such murmur so loudly. Mothers in Harari community are 
uncompromising to favor the events of wedding; at time they confront 
any body, who so ever standing against wedding celebration. Event they 
adore, they do not accept, ‘this or that’ to restrict them from the glazing 
celebration. They labored their whole life in afocha to prevail to enjoy in 
such occasion to the ultimatum of its gratification. In the mean time, the 
bless in disguise, they  preserve the tradition.  
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6.2.3 Social and historical implications of Firmach 

The firmach, as an event had its impact on Harari people. What did 
firmach mean to people in every walk of life? The social 
implications regardless of the implementation and the enactment, 
(in the decisions) of pan Afocha inclusively and comprehensively 
serve to reflect the development in democratic culture and the 
traditional associations pace is a positive tendency, certainly 
factual to appreciate. 
 
Ever more appreciative is the traditional association initiation to 
establish the firmach. There could be problem to enforce. Waldron 
and Kohen in assessment of the Pan Afocha assemblies, have the 
following hard facts to surmise from the perspective of strength 
and weakness of Pan Afochas .  
 At pan Afocha assemblies, opinions are voiced and decision may be reached. 
However, unless the entire concerned body prevails to be in strong agreement 
a decision to adapt some new wedding or funeral practices in common can not 
be enforced. Although the leaders of the pan Afocha meeting might threatens 
to ostracize one who disobeyed their edicts they can not force a particular 
Afocha to practice the proposed reform. (Khon and Waldro:1965:109) 

 
The prime importance in this particular event in the historical 
juncture of Hararis is the perception and the actualization of 
democratic culture, of that time in which issue were discussed, 
participants understood each other in consensus and reach at a 
common position collectively is developmental phenomenon of 
eventualities in the court of firmatch. Second, the enactment in fact 
needs "concerned body", according Khon and Waldron, 
enforcement, an issue by itself. Otherwise, interest, economic 
position, level of consciousness happen to affect in diverging 
spectrum to the out come, unlike ideas and principles agreed  and 
presumed in the due process of discussion. 
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Third, even if it is not fair to judge yesterday from today, for 
utterly different reality, loopholes or exception, conditions, and 
particular cases had not been worked out; particularly the 
psychology of the mothers was not addressed. A body to supervise, 
as well as the rule of the engagement in actualization were factors 
missing to make lessons.  
 
Form the decision and explanation of intellectual, the actualization 

were left in  bono fide (in good faith), a necessity that urged to 

draft law, however, equally needs the body to implement it. A 

business left for every body is a business for nobody.     

 

Firmatch was not with out historical implications. In one account 
in history, the quasi conference Harari pan Afocha was 
democratic, represented afochas by two persons. It was legislative 
body in ad hoc and so passed law, abiding on all afochas. If at all, 
one had to articulate, anything to the limitation, it was then, in the 
due course of implementation, the Achilles of pan Afocha, such 
phenomenon could happen every where and every time even in 
modern day legislatives where social groups declare or proclaimed 
but dooms to failure right from its date of its proclamation. All 
firmatchs issues were Hararis and remained to be in the history of 
Hararis, in side the traditional association of Hararis in the first 
half of nineteen century.  Firmatch was history. Harari history.  
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6.3. Firmatch as Political Entity 

n the first part of this chapter, the firmatch ò`T‹ was 
presented as an ad hoc pan afocha conference established to 
resolve the crucial and threatening issues of Hararis. Firmatch 

passed resolution on Mugads versus afocha case in conflict in 
addition to issues on tunsus, and further dealt on the elements of 
marriage particularly on dowry, and suggested the rate and items 
as to what should the bride take to her new house to be established.  
 
However, in 1993 EC “N[] ²=SNÉ K=Ó 10ታ˜ ›Sƒ” the 
Harari National State, Tenth Anniversary of the political group, the 
incumbent National Harari League published a magazine with 
information on firmatch. The writing holds few issues, under the 
title NÃK eLc? ª Å`Ó SƒN=ÃÇÅ`+ ²T”, narrates history 
from 1882 to 1974 including the firmatch.  

I wanted to have an over view in connection to my previous part 
and discussions and remained to concentrate on Firmatch. Thus, I 
skim the general thematic ideas just in ‘birds eye view’ type of 
scanning intended to show the then time aspiration, of firmacth. I 
have taken, in this particular engagement, just to contrast in 
literature. I left aside the history to historians.   

To the general interest of my reader as well as my curiosity, I was 
eager to know about firmach, could not help but read the too 
fragmented notes. Interestingly in 1920, the published magazine, 
states, Hararis established and struggled under the umbrella, 
Jameya Khiyaratul Hararya (ËU›=Á ¤=Ã^~M N[]Á) 
otherwise referred to as Firmatch (ò`T‹). Accordingly, people 
signed petition, perhaps in bono fide that is for the best interest and 
aspiration of Hararis. Those who did not accept their struggle too 
joined them to sign the agreement.  

I
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It is to be associated, in juxtaposing  Waldron and Kohen on prior 
document stated, two representative from afochas signed in the 
petition paper-actually-the resolution. These two consider 
firmatech just pan afocha or quasi conference. The current 
publication, firmatch enjoys and discusses in a broader political 
horizon.  

Here is what I consider general objective from my reading 
“ò`T‹ ²=KNÊS Nõ ²ÄKA NÉõ: N[] ›<USƒ Ÿ=M 
Ã¤h³M NÅõ Ÿ=ö˜ Æp ÀK=K? ¾ò`"²M: SNÉµ 
SMSÉu? ›=qƒ ²Ñ–ማ Ç=LÒ¨< ²=p vÃ+ማ SÉKÓu? 
K?qƒª NÇ[µ Ÿ=M ›?ÃkÉ Ÿ=M³¾Ç Lm Å[Í Ÿ=ö˜ S}TÍ 
²=ð[Ÿc S<ØÖ= ”}”:: (N[] ²SNÉ K=Ó:1993:5) 

In brief translation Firmatch persisted, through consensual aims 
and reach to the desire, goals through hard working for growth, 
development and progress to the better status via the right path. 
Hararis achieve to their desire. The intention was to the awareness 
through education to be attained better standard of living 
economically.  

Second, the cultural aspect in conscience of self awareness was 
also stated “N[] h°u= ²=Ç›=U NÁƒµ ’>w]vQ ²=ƒnÖ[T 
*`Ÿ<ƒ Å[`: ¾ƒ¤ƒK=Ã³K< Ñ<c<e ›Ç‹¨< SƒTNØ' 
Ç=LÒ¨< S´ÒÑQ ' ›=q¨<~¨< SƒK?ÃSÉª Ç=’< 
S´ÒÑQu? N[" ³g<x¨<”}”:: (N[] ²SNÉ K=Ó:1993:5) 

The struggle against illiteracy and fight backward culture was to broaden 
knowledge, the job opportunity, and deliver education that could 
disseminate the faith ‘din’ Ç=”,were goals as well as strategies. The low 
level consciousness from backwardness was of course in need of 
elevation due to prevailing and plan to sustain economic development, 

comprising "programs" were substantial issue from the document in the 
magazine.   
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The cultural development, to get rid of wastefulness to save was 
clearly stated in explicit statement. The claims to Jamiya Kheyratal 

Hararia achievements were the following: ›<cእ ²=V¨<}c 

›S<} Ò`u? l`›” Âƒk[እ³M, kÇ ›vƒµu? "x`" vÃ+u? 
v›^ ÀÑ<¨\ “`" ¨LŸ=” ›<S}K? v^ SÑ<¨[  (›<S} 
uL‡) ²?Ãƒ¤?g: S¤’µu?U OKõ v›^µ¨< S¨<¤wK? 

SNKpµ፡[. . . ] "›=^´ SpÅÉ" . . .  Ÿ[u< SUNØ ¾k[Ÿ<ƒ! 

›<c<እµ ›=Lª Sƒ“eእ ¾S<c= oc= ²=u²N SÑ@Ãu`  
Ã“pc=ÃŸ<ƒ ... “Ö<”c<eµ...” […] ÖwÁj Ÿ<ƒ ›”nkO: 
›k’›<:: N[] ²SNÉ K=Ó:1993:5) 

Accomplishment to what should be performed or not were 
identified as to distinct hindrances in explicit, as instances abolish 
slaughter of oxen and tear ones cloth during mourn, just to show 
disappointment were labeled as unwanted. In addition to, the 
exaggerated amount of dowry that obstructs and hindrances to 
marriage, and so tunsus was to be reformed etc.. were achieved 
events. 
The document dealt on the universal values of freedom, that 
regarded to prevail are still valuable, as understood from the 
current dossier. In conclusive statement in relevance, the Harari 
schools did, precisely as enumerated here under: ²=N[] T”’~¨< 
›ቴÃ¨l¿: ታ]¤²=¿ ›KSÆ¿:: u=K=c’ƒ ]¤xƒ  K=T> Ç”Ç=µ¨< 
¢¨[›<K<¿::[...]²=c=Ád S”nnI+K? Ñ>Ç=` c=Í: ›ƒ^Ã¤u<::  
 
The firmatch through their policy and program of education, 
promoted self identification, maintained and taught History for the 
perceptual attainment of freedom, in addition to political 
awareness.  
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The conclusion in the same writing mentioned above, Firmatch promoted 
Harari norm, culture and tradition in parallel or close to  afocha and 
mugad. The definitive finishing statement “ò`T‹ RÍ=U ò`T²=¿ 
›MÅ[nU” is a motto resonant to echo and clear and magnificent 
placard, precise to ascertain, that the “fluid ink” undertaken in time of 
Firmatch is still in flux. True, Hararis are in proactive motion, for 
development, economically, socially and culturally to benefit from the 
prevailing system of Ethiopian Federation in fait accompli.   

Lastly, I would like to complement my comment in single comparative 
paragraph more focused on the literary aspect. An analysis of the 
language of the two firmatch consumes my concentration to express it in 
brevity. The first, firmatch was profoundly social institution in de facto 
in the Hararis pan afocha in ad hoc meeting of five gates. The second, 
firmatch, from the dossier, was apparent as de jure permanent political 
entity. The former endeavored and commenced something in social 
concern, in ab intio in its struggles in the court of Pan afocha, and the 
second as political group sustained as fait accompli. Considering the 
documents as manifesto or communeqi. The first firmatch was 
persuasive more or less in legal language whereas, the second firmatch 
manifested convincing in general political language. The first one was 
much defined per its intent limited to two or three elements to handle and 
accomplish spinning around marriage and tunsus; whereas, the second 
was comprehensive and inclusive to the dimension of political program. 
Nevertheless, there were undeniable shared factors  in concurrence to 
Harari concerns. 

The accessibility of documents to learn from as my personal paradigm; 
the first in English, foreign language extremely limited even much far 
away to reach; whereas, the second is in Harari vernacular, indigenous 
language easy and accessible to any reader in any level. Last, the two 
events in perspective of Harari self identification are identical, on the 
same boat to make the journey on board of the Hararis well being and 
development in side the Harari self identifications in the horizon of 
Harari tradition.  
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PPAARRTT  IIII  
AANNAALLYYSSIISS  OOFF  HHAARRAARRII  LLIITTEERRAATTUURREE  MMUUSSIICC  &&  DDAANNCCEE  

  
 “Harari literature awaits a long journey. Short story, novel 
(fictions), drama, humorous and witty writing (satire) are to the 
expectation. Classical writing such as Faraed need to come to the 
public reading and publications. Holders (those who possess), 
should show generosity, even to be purchased as necessity urges 
to. Educational materials for children, word sources, translations 
references  as supportive are from such source materials. So, it is 
high time to lay the foundation” 

Ali Naji, Shahan Vol 7 No, 05-07,   May 1992      

 
The second part of this text goes inside the Harari writing, 
literature, music and dance. Literature is wide to handle that I am 
confined to take the Harari literature in generic exploration, 
highlight, and assess few aspects of the classical Harari writing, 
and extend to Harari poems assumed to be the foundation of Harari 
songs. I am more focused on song texts (scripts).  

In part II, the first chapter seven touches up on the ancient Harari 
writings and establishes the consensual approach for the current 
prose writing. The Harari oral tradition breaks down to oral 
literature and my discussions comprise folk literature particularize 
to ‘wirshatu’ ¨<`h„  as folklore, added to irieyo eri (›=]¿ ¨<]) 

and then I move to Kitabul Faraed  (Ÿ=ታu<M ð^›=É) in general, 
finally I pick few stanzas from ‘masnoi’ Se•Ã, for literary 
appreciations.  
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The next, chapter eight is dedicated to Abdulhafiz Khalifa. Two 
selected poems and one extractions are in literary appreciation to 
show, form and contents feature of Harari poetry. The 
technicalities of the writing in style and themes are purposefully 
high lighted for analysis, to display ideas and qualities behind 
Abdul’s poems.  

Based on these two chapters, establish my spring board, I take 
stride to progress to chapter nine and flash light into the music 
manuscripts in deliberation. Harari ‘ada fequr’ (›Ç ðk`), the 
‘hals’ (NKe,) meslah (SeKN) and few elements are generally 
explored with  focal area on two sample love songs ‘Adeya 
Netfeqresh Adeya’(›Ç=ÁÃ ’ƒôp[i ›Ç=ÁÃ) and ‘Atraina hoji 
zeman’ (›ƒ^›?“ JÍ= ²T”) to enjoy the mood and music of 
Hararis before 1966 EC. To my epilogue I discuss the 
characterization and improvisation in Harari love song scripts and 
end with inter and intra communications in Ada fequr before the 
discussion on the two songs.   
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  SSEEVVEENN 

HHAARRAARRII  LLIITTEERRAATTUURREE  
  

ABSTRACT : Kitabul Faraed (Ÿ=ታu<M ð^›=É) masnoy Se•Ã 
and folklore ‘wirshatu’ ¨<`h„ three to mention to my choice are 
classical writing of Hararis. Wirshato is symbolic in three aspects. 
Kitabul Faraed is in extraordinary language. Masnony is magnificent in 
imagery, alliteration, language of contrast, and  blending description.  
As features in quality, original and stylish prose elements make 
literature. Prose writing by Hararis were sufficiently documented. 
Ahmad Zakarya appears to be one of the out shining and  prolific writer. 
He was the one behind the Harari Millennium Writing. As a competent 
intelligentsia in writings he represents Harari writing in substance and 
style.  
 
 KEY TERMS: prose, classical, imagery, symbolic, style,  
                         alliteration, blend, contrast 
 

he Approach and context to explore in analysis and 
interpretation from the writing, I need to maintain consensual 

perspective from the start I utilize the Expressive and Objectives 
approach. In fact, the objective approach (to my choice) as 
dominantly convenient to manipulate the reality as if it was here 
and now, and more importantly the expressive approach portrays 
the depth of the works artistically. Few literary terms are defined 
through the discussion in relevancy and contextually.  
Literature reflects life, show culture, consciousness, and inspiration 
through imaginative presentations. Harari literature is Harari 
psychological make up in consciousness. “As dream is for human 
beings,” great writers state, “literature is for civilization”. 
Literature manifests the economic of its society and so does Harari 
literature depicts Harari economic basis.   

T
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7.1 The Folk Literature in Harari Oral Tradition  
 
In a general axiom, “Oral Tradition is Poetry in the tradition, 
actually composed orally, as product of illiterate or semi literate 
societies… It is the earliest of all poetry, in the sense that it 
precedes the written poetry.” The oral tradition comprises inter 
alia, the folk literature and the folk tale. Folk literature comprises 
folk song, drama, proverb, riddles, folk tale- legends, fables…in 
short “folk literature is folk lore.”  
  
By definition, “oral literature include folk song, folk poetry, tales, 
nursery rhymes and songs, proverbs, riddles lullabies etc…”(Girma 
Zenebe:12) Harari as an ancient society has its oral literature, in oral 
tradition which broadly holds the folk literature comprising numerous 
elements. Girma Zenebe, in his study on Harari literature and the 
Language writes: “Harari community enjoys wealth of oral literature 
produced by successive generation. The wealth with out specific 
authorship is considered to be the expression of the cultural and 
physical make up as well as the artist sensibility of Harari 
collectively.”(Girma Zenebe: 2007:12)      

In fact, the Harari society has children songs, riddles, fables, and 
proverbs among others to reflect the Harari literary culture. Few of 
these elements of oral literature are collected and recorded by 
researcher Enrico Cerulli who recorded the folk tales and Wolf 
Leslaw collected the Harari riddles and duly analyzed them.  

The oral literature and comprising elements are material benefit for the 
society that produced them. Girma ascertains the merit behind the oral 
literature. So it is understandable that, “The folk lore materials are 
imbued so much elements of creatively that  characterizes aesthetical 
values of Harari community the oral literature expresses the self 
identification or psychological make up of the society”.(Girma 
Zenebe: 2007: 12 ). 
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To my context the literature of Harari society take two element  
samples ¨<`h„ and ‘irio weri’  ]Ä ¨<] to serve me depict an 
intangible heritage of Harari society.      
 
Wirshato (¨<`h„) Harari folklore 

Ahmad Zakareya starts and states the importance and the 
availability of the Harari oral literature, in symposium publication 
“¾N[] Q´w ¾^e T”ነƒ ¾T>ÑMêuƒ nM“ [mp cw›© p`f‹ ÁK¨< 
SJ’< ’¨<:: uSJ’<U unM“ [mp cw›© p`f‹ N[` K›KU 
¾Uታu[¡}¨< w²< ¡”¨<•‹ ›Lƒ::”  

For Ahmad, the paramount importance that, the oral literature 
portrays the Harari self identification. He elaborates the values 
contained and assertively pronounces, that the intangible heritages 
of Hararis could contribute something to the world. The historian 
persists in the values inside Ashura (›g<^) celebrations amounts 
to communicate of universal themes in wider dimension. 

The Ashura, in Ahmed’s proposal, is grand celebration per se. In a 
condensed two short  sentences he elaborates the facts as follows 
¾›g<^ u›M uZeƒ ታLLp É`Ñ>„‹ ¾T>ታËw“ }“ðm 
u›M ’¨<:: እ’²=IU ¾pMcu^ ¾Ñ”ö ›SÒÑw“ ¾Ïw Ñ”ö 
e`›„‹ ¾T>ÁÖnMM ’¨<:: Ashura, a longing celebration is 
accompanied in three significant events: smashing gourd, porridge 
feeding and the hyena’s porridge feeding. I have to elaborate these 
events briefly.  

The first event starts in the smashing gourd, called Wirshato (¨<`h„), 
is defined by an independent scholar Abdulmuhmein Abdulnasir. “On 
Ashura, the tenth day of month Muharm, Hararis celebrate ‘wirshato’ a 
gourd smashing ceremony. The ceremony is accompanied by song”. 
[The reader can have the Harari text first followed by the English version 
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to the convenience substantially to enjoy the art of description in the both 
texts].  

                Wirshatu Song  ¨<`h„ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

¨<`h„ 

¨<`h„ ¬^g ¾cu`  
¨<`h„ ÑK= ¾cu` 
›?N?` ›Sƒ ›g<[§U u=g[§U ¾x[Å¤< 
›KA¨ ›Sƒ ›Sƒf¨U S<v[¡ ¿iK¤< 
›=N=ƒ²=“U }K?Kk¤< ›=Qƒ²=“U }K?pK¤< 
›vÂ Nc” ²=ታ Oc?” ²=ታ K=Í= ¾cÖg 
›V¨< Ç=” u[Ÿ 
›<S Ÿ<Ê¨< ²=›=T” [Ò 
u`+ ²=—¨< ÅKÑ@̈ <ª 
È^ Åõ Åõ ©²=እßõÜõ 
¨<`h„¨< ¬^i ¾cu`  
¨<`h„¨< ÑK= ¾cu` 
¤Ã` vÃ ¾”c` 
g] vÃ ¾cu` 
›”ÑƒµU ¾ƒÑSU 

 

Let bad habit be broken  
Let bad pots containers be broken 
May your Ausa of next year blessed for you  
May God make every year blessed for you  
May our sister grow up for you serve you 
My sister, may He give a good and blessed boy 
Grand mother, the blessing of the faith  
Dear grand mother, the blessing of the faith 
Even our sticks are tired  
Rummage through the storage room for us 
 to look for gourds and we are sweating. 
 

English version of Wirshatu song, 
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Ahmad details the Harari honored celebration of Ashura (›g<^) to 
the coverage of events of smashing the gourd as follows ¾pM 
cu^¨< u¾ƒu?~ ÃËU^M:: uSkÖMU }T]‹U ¾Ÿ}T¨<” ƒ/u?„‹ 
uTÇ[e pM  እ”Ç=¨[¨`L†¨< ÃTì“K<:: Ö”Ÿ` ÁK ÆL uT”Ñw ŸLÃ 
ÁK¨<” Á²?TK<:  

To the clear illustration, ‘wirshatu’ (¨<`h„) is an event in which 
“Young boys run around the city holding sticks and singing the 
Wirshatu song, when they enter the house compounds, they are 
given traditional gourds, habitually employed to contain liquids” 
(A. Abdulnaser in Abstract: 2010:149).  
 

7.1.1 Themes and symbolism in Wirshatu 
he smashing of gourd starts in the school, students roam to 
cover the whole city requesting gourds. The strong ones hold 

stick and sing the song above.  The event is thematic from Ahmeds 

statement ¾k’<” G<’@ታ ÃÑMéK<:: SØö ’Ñ` Á¨Ó³K<:: 
›Ç=c<” ›Sƒ ¾ìÒ“ ¾cLU  እ”Ç=J”  ÃS—K<::  They 
condemn the evil and wish peace and prosperity in the coming new 
year.  
 
However, the ideas they communicate transcends, goes far and 
wide, as we learn it from Abdulmuhmein. “Wirshatu is prohibition 
of alcohol” in the very short sentence, usual to tell facts in a 
powerful statement.  The idea contained is further explained by 
Ahmad who elaborates the symbolic nature of the event. K›Sታƒ 
SØö MTÉ” KSªÒƒ }UdK?ƒ’ƒ vK¨< S”ÑÉ u›Sƒ 
›”É Ñ>²? (Uiƒ) ¾SÖØ SÁ» ¾J’¨<” Ñ”x J’ pM 
uSeu` ÃŸu^M:: 
The Ashura, happens once in a year, in an evening celebration, 
conducted by smashing the gourd pot of alcohol (the container), in  
determination to condemn the alcohol. For every person in right 
mind ‘Alcohol drives evil’.  

T
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The universal message assumes to reflect the core theme of 
Ashuras as manifested in Wirshatu (¨<`h„) lines in the poem. To 
any person the message lies in the value of morality. In the 
instance, based on the legend established in Harari society, the 
drunkard indulges inappropriate evil act that gave birth to a bastard 
from his own mother. In the legend, it goes on that the woman 
herself is persistent to expose the alcohol. Being the victim woman 
as character, in the legend justifies and dares to the condemnation 
alcohol as an evil substance.  
 

The legend holds the ideas of Wirshatu as the symbolic event, to 
stand against the evil spirit, that anger falls on the container of 
alcohol. Further, in the song, it is the wish of Harari youth, 
expressed through the poem to the society, to have the blessed boy, 
that is meant and presumed a boy who doesn’t take alcohol. In the 
clear and specific wish is to have considerate son ‘hasan zita’, 

(Nc” ²=ታ) the polite son unlike the drunkard son. In fact, the 
grand wish embodied inside Wirshatu is everybody’s wish in 
worth in transcendent to the Harari, that value true to any society 
in any part of the world specific that alcohol is devilish and worth 
smashing for ever.     
 
Further, the symbolic nature of the celebrations is grasped from 
Abdulmahmein as he tells us, “breaking the gourd, in order to 
symbolize the benefit, that deserves from breaking the habit”. 
(Emphasis- writer). In another expression, “it is habit breaking,” 
that is, to quit and give up to bad habit all in all. 
 
Further more, the fact of prohibition of alcohol goes beyond as 
quoted from Maershal Clenhan paper that gives the idea extended 
from the event. Accordingly, “ the breaking is extension of Hararis 
desire and aptitude for continuation general spiritual and physical 
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nourishment. The desire explained in physical and psychological 
setup to serve and continue to serve in morality and commitment.” 
It is to break the bad habit and sustain morality and commitment to 
morality .    
 
7.1.2 Ashuras porridge, hyena feeding and the symbolic     
           implications 
 

shura’s second event is porridge feeding for people. Every 
Harari house competent to prepare porridge serves the people. 

The vital event of the porridge feeding for people and the ideas 
intended to get across to the society is deliberated in precise 
statements on Symposium papers. In relentless effort  for 
numerous intellects from the whole country Ahmad endeavors to 
clarify the intangible heritage of Hararis. In Ashura porridge 
feeding according to the historian; ¾N[` Ÿ}T Q´w uS<K< 
Ui~”  Ñ”ö uSwLƒ“ uSSÑw u›K<” Áe ¨<dM:: 
u²=IU Uiƒ ÖÓx ÁMÅ[c¨< ›S~” uS<K< Ã^vM 
eKT>vM G<K<U Ÿ›pS< uLÃ uM„ ÁÉ^M:: 
(Ahmed:Symposium:73) People enjoy the Ashura night 
consuming porridge, every body consumes porridge over and 
above his dose. 
 
According to a researcher, the feeding is to the maximum amount, 
it is believed that the consumption is obligatory. As interpreted 
with the correlated event of “supply of gourds is to the anticipation 
for the coming year, assumed to be ensuring abundance in 
sustenance and renewal of determination to break the bad habit. 
So, Ashura is indeed the provision of gourd to smash as well as 
porridge to consume for sustenance.  
 

A
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Thus, the Harari celebrates the night of Ashura, in ceremony of 
porridge in provision, in the feeding, one has to consume 
adequately, excessively in voracious intensity as factual event  
supported by the belief. Otherwise, it is assumed that he who does 
not manage to eat to the just portion of the day, to the expectation, 
he is doomed to suffer from huger through out the year.  
 
7.1.3. Ashuras Porridge feeding to  Å`Tg?¦ the hyena 
 
By now it is clear, the third event of Ashura is the hyena feeding. 
Harar is synonymous to Hyena. Despite people’s consideration, the 
hyena as wild animal; he hyena is assumed as “Messenger of 
Sheiks” a respected “guy” to hold and disseminate message in 
thundering and roaring sound. The hyena is a messenger. ¾g?§‹ 
SM°¡}— J• Ã’dM:& c<S<”U “Å`T g?¦” ¨ÃU ¨×~ 

g?¦ ÃK<ታM. The relevancy to this ascertainment is illustrative 
inside the mind and feeling of people, to clear from the illusion and 
extend better the approach towards the hyena. The ultimate close 
relationship of the hyena and people in Harar deserves 
appreciations.  
 
Hararis feed the hyena on Ashura day at numerous sites: Hakim, 
Abdulqadir, Jyilan, AwNegus and Aboaker. On that particular day, 
the hyena appears even punctual with due expectations, and so do 
elderly leaders from shrine attend the hyena feeding ceremony. 
The guest “hyena” appears in grace and glamour accompanied by 
his followers in cordial arrival, to be feed from porridge from 
numerous cereals and pure butter, according to the historian. 
Ahmad Z. Qamus.     
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Why did Hararis provide porridge feeding for the hyena? The 
reason behind the hyena feeding is assumed, in a belief to resolve 
the conflict of people and hyena in events in which the hyena 
remained discontented. It is said that the discontent happened 
during drought period, in certain event that angered the hyena, 
perhaps, the hungry hyena got angry and consequently started to 
attack human being. One can associate the feeding to sort of 
compensation, to the damage occurred from the two parties the 
Harar people and “Derma Shikh” (Å`T g?¦) -the hyena. The 
conflict resolution for such dispute lies in the reconciliation, call it 
mediation or any word it does not matter but necessity compelled 
the approach.  
According to a decent dreamer, presumably mediator with pure 
heart proposed to feed the hyena in reconciliatory measure and 
assume place with the hyena was accepted. Hararis prepared the 
porridge per “the proposal of the decent dreamer with pure heart.”  
 
It was also to the detailed ‘plan of action’, how the people of Harar 
should feed the hyena with porridge. Ahmed Zakarya in his  paper 
“Hyena Porridge Ethnographic Filming in the City of Harar’ 
(1992),” states that the hyena porridge is prepared of different 
cereals with abundance of pure butter lavishly poured like water in 
the dish.  
In the interesting narration of the event, Ahmed continues, the 
guest hyena appears with his company and elderly shrine leaders 
too, attend the feeding to interpret the manner of hyenas feeding. 
The amount of porridge the hyena consumes and the action and 
reaction of the hyena to porridge presumably occur in three 
hypothetical scenarios, to the usual expectation of viewers and the 
shrine leaders. If the hyena ate more than a half of bowel of 
porridge, then it would is assumed that the year would be good 
(Ahmad: 1992) 
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From three events of the hyena feedings the most expected consumption 
to the proper dosage is the best of the best. The ‘embodiments’ of two 
remaining scenarios are in the extreme position, either by omission not to 
consume at all or by commission consume all. “If hyena refused to eat 
the porridge that is “by omission” or ate all the porridge “by 
commission”  total consumption of the porridge served, then people and 
viewer should be worried. The two events in occurrence are disturbing to 
the viewers. “The shrine leaders interpret both conditions to signal strong 
warning in extremity, either famine or pestilence is expected”. And so do 
people spend the night praying.  
 

Ahmad Zakarya’s explanations contain interesting and impressive 
over all descriptions.  He details the hyena’s approach to the test of 
porridge by the hyena in conclusive nature. Here is the comment 
and  the surprise episode by episode. 
“ ¾Ñ”ö ›uLK<U e’e`›ƒ ÁT>ÁeÅ”p c=J”... ¾Ïx† S] እ¾}”Ñ<TKK 
SØ„ ŸÉ”ÒÃ u}c^ q_ ¾k[u¨<” Ñ”ö Ãn˜M:: ¾ÔÅK ’Ñ` Ÿታ¾¨< 
ÁðÑõÒM:: u›p[u=¨<‡ ›T"˜’ƒ pu?U ÃG<” Ñ”ö ÃÚS^M:: እ”Å 
Ñ“ K}Ö“Ÿ[¨< U`U^ ¾Ïw ”Ñ<e Ñ”ö¨<” Á¾ªM:: Ÿ}eTT¨< ›”É 
G<Kƒ ŸÔ[c u%EL Kßõa‡ xታ¨<” ÃKpL†ªM:: ßõa‡U ue`›ƒ 
É`h†¨<” "Å[c< u%EL ÁðÒðÒK<::”   
    
Instead of translation of Ahmad word by word, I have exercised my 
privilege in discretion to have the meaning in English, from Harar: A 
Cultural Guide, to the detail events given above . 
“Depending on the manner in which the hyena react to the porridge 
offered, they will give prophetic predictions of the year to come usually, 
their predictions is one of the following of the hyenas eat with good 
appetite but leaves some ruminant, then play on offering rock, the year 
will be excellent. If, on the other hand, they devour the last crumb it is 
better to prepare one self for drought, the omen is even bleaker of 
hyenas spurn the porridge, in this case, the whole society finds 
itself  in danger.” (David Vo Van, 2007: 63)  
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Although it is to the interpretation of shrine leaders who prefer to 
declare the prediction, however, Ahmad’s endeavors to extend 
rather transcends to further dimension to focus on certain features 
of hyenas: Ïx‹ Ÿ}ðØa ¡e}ƒ Ò` vL†¨< Ó’<˜’ƒ ›T"Ã˜’ƒ 

›”Ç”É eK ›¾` ÖvÃ G<’@ታ S}”uÃ Ã‰M ÃJ“M:: ÃI” ¾c’ 
QÃ¨ƒ Ø“ƒ ueóƒ“ uØMkƒ TÉ[Ó w”‹M ›”Ç”É ¾}ðØa ›<Åƒ 

u}hK SM¡ SÑ”²w እ”‹M ’u` wÂ  እÑUታKG<:: He proposes and 
suggests all of Hararis pay attention to and study the relationship 
of hyena to the environment, to predict the weather and benefit 
from the prediction. This has idea digressed me digress me to what 
I heard of the Far East people, hear say about Suname. Few people  
speak, in the Suname events, elephants were aware  the disaster 
that they ran away from their destination earlier in time and saved 
them selves. I am not of sure, whether such ideas could  associate 
to this event or not. But I  hold the necessity to study the feature 
the hyena in  has to benefit Hararis     
 
To conclude, the above section the oral literature of Hararis, as 
illustrated only in single instance depicted in the wirshatu ¨<`h„  
vital events of gourd smashing, feeding porridges and hyena 
feeding, all shape symbolic,  images they mean some thing to 
Hararis and other people. The gourd smashing is to quit the bad 
habit, and abandon the habit of alcohol. The porridge feeding to 
people to the very maximum consumption, is sharing what you 
have with out limit, and above all the hyena porridge feeding 
depicts human capability in nexus to the extension of winning the 
heart of wild animal, implies the depth and width of human 
knowledge to the endeavor of winning any challenge.  
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The whole phenomenon is categorically inside the Harari cultural values 
manifested in social, environmental and psychological prevalence of 
Harari mind setup and yet prevailed in delicacy.  
In short paraphrased single statement,“ Harari gourd breaking 
ceremony of Wrshstu is an extension of the Harari desire and aptitude 
for continuing renewal of spiritual and physical nourishment”  
(Abdulmahmein Abdunasir:2009:150) 
 

7.2. The Harari Folk Lore rio weri (]Ä ¨<]) 

ne of the ingredients of oral literature is the folk lore the Hararis rio 
weri (]Ä ¨<]) is part and parcel oral literature in the domain of 

Harari oral traditions. The Italian Enrco Cerulli  collected, recorded and 
transcribed them in 1942. subsequent to favor and establish access the 
Harari the oral literature. I take a sample from folk lore and assess the 
general features to grip the kernel points the gist contained to benefit to 
the people, particularity teachers who have close connection to the 
subject matter  “Ideas become material forces when the grip the masses.”  

7.2.1 Features and pedagogical benefit of folk lore 

The Harari, Rio weri (]Ä ¨<]) categorically, is a creative work in 
anonymous features animals, personified in dialogue, and portrayed in 
literary devices of, conflict, characterization, plot, instruct morality, 
justice and other values in the social norm. In actual embodiment folk 
lore contains wisdom and knowledge.  

Girma Zenebe in his inference contextually states, “Harari community 
enjoys a wealth of oral literature produced by successive generation” 
(Girma Zenebe:2007:13) The very availability of such materials and the 
presumption in knowledge barely suffice to the very benefit for people. 
Harari should realize the merit and wisdom contained through the 
fulfillment of condition folk lore " becomes literature in the correct 
sense of the words only when people gather it together and write it 
down".(Cudden:1979:173)  

O
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Thus, the folk lore, to the assume literature to right classification has to 
be written and recorded.  

They maintain to instruct, and promote morality and provide ideas as 
lessons in fairness, justice, and so on. An interested reader is enshrined 
of the wisdom as he interprets them in wider dimension. In instances to 
the benefit from Enrico Cerulli generalizes that folklores communicate 
faith. Just two examples. “The Wall by Beer,” the idea of vice “Mosque” 
the idea in virtue). The good and bad both are depicted, narrated in the 
folklores. The main pedagogical advantage to class room delivery in folk 
lore lies inside the themes explicit and implicitly, realized to be 
manipulate by the instructor. The story telling by itself is pedagogical, 
orient skill of writing in brief and tell a lot in short writings.  

The second feature to the merit folklores are complete stories by 
themselves in preplanned materials to the service of pedagogical 
substances, that could be delivered in presentation for family, group or 
mass gathering. They have beginning, middle and ending structurally. 
One can develop them to full fledge stories in plot, character or conflict 
as well describe them emphasizing any peculiar feature including setting. 
They are increasingly a lot convenient for improvisations to write or tell 
story. 

The third, despite the compactness textually, they are simplified and 
readable material to fit any audience. The characters too are few in 
number (not more than three or four) with out complexity. The plots, 
dialogues and narration in straight forward sequence to follow in 
convenience. They form powerful imagery virtual and visual images of 
animals. The story teller easily switches on and off into improvisation to 
adapt them in compatibility, to create sense of immediacy that could 
furnish them freshness live in "here and now". The simplicity too favors 
to furnish them local color, in sense, the narrator can tell the story as if it 
happened in Harar. Jiggiga or Samara add to them the very words or 
phrases accordingly.    
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7.2.2 Sample text  ª“Óª: Ñ”Ô^ ›Ã²ÑÆ 
 
I have picked one ‘rio weri’ (]Ä ¨<]) as example and reduced it 
to Harari script.  However, I have taken the translation in English 
from Emran M. Waber. Although the simplicity as the feature of 
folk lore assumed feature, however; Waber’s translation, in beauty 
and language provoked me to pick it, with the benefit of 
presumption of my audience as English readers, compelled me too 
to have, “Lion, Tiger and Jackal”. Here under I provide ‘Wanag wa 
gongora ayzagedu’ (ª“Óª Ñ”Ô^ ›Ã²ÑÆ) in Harari then in 
English and, of course,the comment and analysis with my 
interpretation comes last.   
 

 

“›¨M: ²T”u?: ª“Óª Ñ”Ô^: ›Ã²?ÑÆ: }ŸNK<T Scu?: N`u=: N\:: 
²=N\d: Ñ>Ç=`: v^: ›Ñ–<T: Ô[*:: Á°: u?N?`: ²=Ô[*: ›}Ãu?! 
g=›=>i+: ›QL‹: }dS~:: Áእu?H@`: ue\U: N[ƒ: ›ታÃ }d›Æ:: 
Sd›É Kñ ÝÁ }NÃu?: ›j:: ÃŸ<K<µU: ²=¥’d! ¨“Ó: ÃŸ<ƒ vÁT: 
›d’“:: “›QL‹: Sdu?: N`u=: “i³“: uc`: ›Ñ˜’T! ²Ñ—’@¨<: uc`: 
Scu?: •K=Ÿ<ታ  ’>c?›Ç= Ÿ<ታ”ታ:: ÃScK¤<T@K=;” ÃŸ<ƒvÁ:: ›¤U 
“uc\: T”: Ãc=Å“NM;” vÉ: Æó’<K?U: ›¤¦: ¨“Ó ›=”}¦ª: ›¤¦µ: 
c?Å“ v¿::¾¤’> vÁ::“H@Ì:uK<: uc` Æó’<U: N[ƒ: ›ታÃu?: ²=c?›Å” :: 
’Ç=’Ç=: ›”: ¨“Ó ›=”}—ª: ›”K?”ታ : Ãu<`Å³M:: ¢*ታ–<: T”K?: 
’>c=Ç“;” ›ƒN?@u^:: “ÔÃ‚¾¨<: ¢*ታ˜: Ç=’‚: ÃSeK—M::” Ñ”Ô^ vÁ:: 
Ñ”Ô^: ÃŸ<ƒ ÃM³M: ¨“Ó: †ó vÁT: NÜµ: Æó’<U: Ö=ò`µu?: 
ÜNN_¨<:: “¢*ታ˜”: Sc?›É: Ö=ð`µ: ²=p: ²=ታK?”:: g=›=i}˜: 
Sc›?É: T”K?”};” Ñ<Ã„¨< c=”µ ²=p: ²=ታK?”:: “›Ã²?ÑÆ: 
›`ÑÑw+L:: “Ãq^U: S`ÑÑu<: T” : ²ƒK?SÈg;” Ñ”Ô^: NÜµu?: 
¿Ü³M: ÅU: ›ƒK?SÇÈ˜: v+T: ›`ÑÑw+:” ¿KAJM::  

 

 

ª“Óª Ñ”Ô^: ›Ã²ÑÆ 
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Lion, Tiger and Jackal 
 

In ancient time a lion, tiger and jackal agreed to expedition. At their 
destination they got a big ox and killed it. At the place they killed, all the 
three relatives summoned. They divided the prey into four parts. They 
divided it under shade of tree. After all these events, the lion said, 
relatives in our expedition we got meat. This prey we earned, we should 
eat together, so we share the meat. Do not you think so? He said. After 
he said so, who should share for us? Said the lion. You are the lion for 
every place, you yourself share it for us, they said. He accepted. Look, all 
the meat is divided into four parts. The first one is my share for I am the 
lion. Who shall we give the second share? He asked. “My lord, the 
second is my share”. I think, said the tiger. In the mean time the lion 
jumped over the tiger, scratched the back of the tiger with the paws. The 
second share goes. Whose share is the third one? To who possess strong 
paws. He said, He asked, My lord it’s the share who has strong teeth said 
the jackal. Who taught you to respond in this good manner? Asked the 
lion. It is the blood that oozes the back of the tiger, said the jackal. 
(Waber: 2009)     

7.2.3 Analysis and Interpretation 

rom (¨“Ó ª Ñ”Ô^ ›Ã²ÑÆ) I put my self in the shoes of the 
supposed audience, as a teacher, I maintain students grouped in slow, 
average and fast learners, that could comfort me to have the freedom, and 
benefit to deliver my discussion questions in accordance to the 
comprehensive aptitude of students. 

My analysis from the text spins around idea of “team making” in 
equivalent footing and pertinent mismatching, vis- a vis anticipated 
morality in distributing shared fruits. I enumerate few points in legality 
with the rule of engagement, the  failure in maintaining shrewdness and 
smartness and the impact of misrepresentation in presiding judges and 
finally the argument by force for silencing. These are my personal 
approaches, readers can also have their understanding to interpret the 
folk lore, and realize otherwise to match their audiences.       

F 
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First, what is the core theme, the message of ¨“Ó ª Ñ<”Ô^ 
›Ã²ÑÆ to audience? Numerous direct and indirect ideas are in 
this particular ‘rio weri’. The children learn, the wrong match to 
make team or friends of unequal friends, deem to uncomfortable 
union. The Jackal is the wrong guy with the wrong friend and time 
to join two powerful members. Although, the tiger apparently live 
in close neighborhood, presumably to the lion, in the similar dense 
forest, yet does not match the lion ‘king of animals’, does not make 
humble peer friends. 

Second, the folk lore reveals, the unfair and unbalanced share of 
“the fruit produced socially” in inappropriate, amount of share was 
not equally nor in pro rata of incurred labor, came out to just 
unfairly maintained “lions share” that the greater part went to the 
most powerful member. The “lions share” assumed by duress 
(force) not by consent (agreed) nor by law (prior agreement), 
distributed in the court of the lion. “I am a lion and I need the most 
as my share”  channels to the children mind, the greedy act to 
expose the system, where the powerful takes what does not belong 
to him by force.  

The children are exposed to and realize the idea, of ‘rule of 
engagement  the functionality of ‘rule of law’, in this case to 
“share the fruit”, is dictated by presiding judge, in the lions own 
court, turns into a kangaroo court where judgments is known to 
side one party. The reasoning in argument in the court to explain 
rule by force, in duress or "having strong paws" is persuaded by 
shouting rather than convincing in line of argument. The lion is in 
strong position, in image and personality to create panic. Children 
are not furnished with perceptual rationality to learn fairness but 
forceful and threatening argument that begets silencing and 
strangling other’s voice. 
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The third, children are to the exposure, to behavior of the jackal 
character actually not as strong as the two members in the team but 
consider as a character attempts in irrational smartness to make 
only pretext, just to make ‘escape goat’ in provision of poor 
justification that does not benefit him at all, in blunt response to 
blunt question of the lion, to the wrong consequence embody in the 
mind of children irrational attempts doom to fail in convincing.   

The other aspect of the ¨“Ó ª Ñ<”Ô^ ›Ã²ÑÆ, the story is 
thematic, in wider dimension, that the labor fruit produced 
collectively but denied is illustrative of justice denied. In addition, 
the misrepresenting by presiding judge, reveal the corrupt system 
that stands and represents for the powerful, subsequently drives 
subjects to desperation, fear, lie and argue in false representations 
in this particularity.          

To summarize, the folk lore in literature, in general category 
materials are to the merit of the society that produced them. As 
these materials are the demonstrations of the totality of society 
they more often than not, are present in mood activities. (Germa 
Zenebe). Yes, in deed, morality, justice, equality and proper social 
interaction added to implicit ideas are wisdom from the folk lore 
that the reader has to “break the bone to suck the morrow” as learnt 
from  Preface of Cervante’s Don Quite.  

7.3 The Classical Writing: Kitabul Faraed (Ÿ=ታu<M ð^›=É) 
 
To my opinion, one of the classical writings in Harari literature is 
Kitabul Faraed  (Ÿ=ታu<M ð^›=É) E. Cerellu published about forty 
pages text, in Arabic script and in Harari language. Emran M. 
Waber introduces Faraed and why it was written:  
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 "The writing down of this highly literary book was due to the order 
given by Amir Ahmed Ibn Abubaker who ruled from 1755-1782, 
Atayeb Ali Wanagu Al sadari…It was used to be recited verbally 
during  the nights of the holy month of Ramadan. (Waber: 2009:97)  
Despite Cerulli’s consideration of as religious, the text contains 
various themes comprehensively. 
 
Faraed is a classical piece of writing from three paradigms 
separately or in combination. The text is: “(a) first class or 
outstanding, (b) ancient (c) typical qualities of order, harmony, 
proportional balance and discipline"   (Cudden:1979: 250) 

The first element to the requirements, to the test of classicalism of 
a written text that a material is ought to have an out standing 
attribute of literary work of highly educated writers, to the status 
the contents too not in ordinary issues. Farade’s contents are ideas 
in the highest level of philosophy, morality, and faith values. These 
elements by themselves are assumed to be in higher standard due 
to delicacy and abstractions. Waber states that the note worthy part 
of Faraed is, in its morality. Mahdi Gedid, the historian 
ascertained, that the text was written when the Harari language had 
reached to the highest level to its apex. These facts just of Waber 
and Gedid confirm that Faraed is an out standing material.  

The second element to probe in to a written material to meet the 
text to classical quality is, that a pieces of writing should stand 
from an ancient period in origination historically. Leslaw in 
Gleaning Harari Grammar informs to Cerulli in blunt short 
expression that he considered “Kitabul Faread designated the 
language of ‘Ancient Harari’ imply Faraed as an early book written 
in old days. Besides Merwan, E. Waber provides the historical 
period between 1755-1782 as time era of Ancient Harari had 
produced Faread.  
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To my argument, to consider the piece of writing is typical material is the 
third text to judge the ingredients, to make Faraed a classical quality in 
the substance: the words, word group, the collocations, sentence patterns 
significantly differ from other Harari writing. It is typical in Harari 
literature with out equivalence in standard or similarity and so stands to 
outshine in astonishing and remarkable piece in poetic prose. The text 
manifests its qualities in delivery order, harmony, proportion, balance  in 
discipline of intellectualism qualities to elevate it to higher level. The 
brief and compact are an additional features usual to most distinct 
materials labeled as classical writing. 

Currently access to reach the text or the exposure of the text the reader 
assume various publication, piece by piece and in numerous formats. I 
read Faraed, in form of short notes, question answer, and in journalistic 
conversational interview. In most of the extraction, the difference in 
delivery format creates casts shadow on and challenges to illusion as 
credible source. More over, on most publication it is anonymous just the 
name ‘Kiatabel Faraed’ appears consistently.    

When it comes to establish the authority, as to who wrote Faraed, the 
historian Mahdi Geedid wrote: Ÿ=ታu<M ð^›=Æ T” Ÿ}u?¨<K? ¾m”u? 
Ãታ¨nM:: ›NÉ Ñ[wµ ²=Ÿ}u?¨< ðmI ÖÃu<M ¨“Ó ›cÅ] 
ÃK<³M” ::²=n^¨< ›¨< ›wÆ^IT” ›M N^g= Ÿ}x:: ¢›ƒ 
²=¿U N[` Ñ@Ã SÒKu? ²=ታ¨<l ›K=T‹ “\:: (Gedid: Aner 
1990.) 

In direct translation, Kitabel Faraid was partially written by a man called 
Faqih Tayibul Wanag Asderi and the remaining part by Aw Abdurahman 
AlHarashi, both known teachers (›K=T‹) in Harargye city. Mahadi is 
conclusive of the era that "ð^›=É  ²=ƒŸ}uu?¨< N[`Ñ@Ã c=“” õ´u? 
Ñ>Ç` Å[Í Æp ²Ãu?¨< ¨p+u?” “`”:: “Faraed was written in point 
of time when Harari language had reached its highest level and took its 
apex.” E.M Waber and Mahdi  Gedid are more or less similar and quite 
generalized in their elaborations.  I wish they had expanded their ideas to 
the benefit of contemporary learners.  
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I believe, classical literary materials are unfinished sources, in 
vocabulary (diction), expressions, collocations (word groups) 
special expression (idioms), pattern of sentences (normal and 
period sentences), specifically they assist to organize pedagogical 
texts. In the make up of formal writing too such texts contain 
ingredients for stylish writings-provide clauses, framing of 
parallelism, utilizing key words as well as repeating  key words for 
emphasis. They are strictly in the status of written Harari. One can 
identify the spoken and written features in contrast  of a language 
just in reference to this text.  

To high light the above ideas, and qualities of Faraed and tip of the 
iceberg I will illustrate with sample extraction, taken from ANER 
published in Sene 1982. The text in Harari on left side and on the 
Amharic meaning from ›vÉ` N[] KËT]‹ by Ahmed 
Zakarya as follow.   

   c=Ç=c+ ²u²N c=Ç=c+ ›?L 
  
u= 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 

 

eÉeƒ ’Ña‹ Áu³ eÉeƒ ’Ña‹ ›Ã•\ƒU: 
uUÓw ^c<” ¾ÖkÖk ¾K?K=ƒ ìKAƒ 
›Ã•[¨<U:: ብ²< ¾}ÒÅS ¾QÃ¨ƒ õcN 
›Ã•[¨<U:: ›KK?’ƒ”U ¾T>ÁÅvMp ¾እU’ƒ 

Ø”"_ ›Ã•[¨<U:: uc‹ ‹ሮታ ¾}S" 

¾ð×] ‹aታ ›Ã•[¨<U:: SØö ÕÅ— ÁK¨< 
ƒ¡¡K—¨< ¾’u¿ S”ÑÉ ›Ã•[¨<U:: uw³ƒ 
u}^ ¨_ ¾}ÖSÅ Åe}— õíT@ ›ÁÑ˜U:: 
uw³ƒ ¨_ ¾}ÖSÅ Åe} ›ÁÑ˜U::  

c=Ç=c+ ²u²N c=Ç=c+ ›?L 
  
u=Kœƒ    ²u³N   ›`~ n•ƒ ›?L! 
S–>ƒ    ²u³N     ²=›<U] u[Ÿƒ ›?L! 
+›<c° SÇuM ²u³N ²=›=vÇ Ù›U ›?L!  
²=›<e  ]Ç   ²=ðÝ    ³KG< ]Ç ›?L 
©]i  dH>w ³K    ’u= Ç=’<¨< ›n•ƒ ›?L!  
nK ¨mL ²u³N   ¥+U›M ¤?Ã] ›?L  
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The above six lines of Faraed, thematically and technically 
communicate, the ideas of limit, and balance limit as perception 
embodied and presented in alternatives choice, yet exclusiveness 
of extremity are embedded. In condensed stylish descriptions that 
furnishes in poetic prose, with an echo is versed in rhyme of ‘ella’ 
(›?L). From numerous extraction of Faraed it is perhaps possible 
to regard the original Faraed as Harari poetic prose. This style of 
writing in poetic prose is usual as in instances of Oedipus Rex 
(Oedipus King) of Greece classical a text book for students of 
literature in universities. 

To substantiate from the six lines above my readers realize the 
choice of words in abstract noun in nominalization u=L*ƒ /S–ƒ/ 
©[i in addition to / u[¤ƒ/ ]Ç/ ¤?Ã] are ideas in abstract per 
se to elevate the writing to wide imaginations that maintain feature 
of classical writing. And so does Waber writes on, Faread  pertains 
to a booklet in old Harari in which the verity of the faith is 
expounded, according to Muslim conviction. It is very ably 
compiled because of a note worthy part of morality has been 
dealt with in a popular manner, coherent with proverbs” 
(Waber:2009:96) Emphasis -Writer. Notice the underlined words 
in Wabers quotations, are more or less concepts of higher level of 
philosophical dictions. 

Apparently Faraed in technical sense of objectivity, it is a 
summary book. Researchers used to work out grammatical 
description and compile vocabulary, substantial hint, that the text 
could serve as source to study language features for writing and 
extracts more important for pedagogical elements.    

The classical book is not attainable to access. It is still in Arabic 
language script, despite Fiesal Abdi Hussein informs the 
availability of the English copy of Faraed.  
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In addition, misinformation that readers might have considered it 
as book of proverb, or considering it as book of quotation deprives 
the status of the book and limits readers, or researchers to reach the 
text. As it appears now the book is quoted as fragmented notes too, 
curtails it due attention, and denies the single effect and 
wholesomeness of the text.  

Faraed should establish itself as a book with table of content, 
chapter and introduction. Editors provide it with preface. Such a 
responsibility, no doubt falls on the shoulder Harari intellect, who 
are good in Islamic faith as well as Harari language and literature.  

The topics in Faraed can be manipulated in paragraph writing,  
providing topic sentence, supporting, and concluding sentences in 
category of topics, in reference to the original text distinct from the 
adapted copy. Further, contents can be organized in essay or 
extended essay, holding introductions, substance in sections and 
conclusion to maintain standard writing that could serve as models 
for writing lessons (compositions) in High schools. Faraed could 
be a text book to teach language in words, sentence, compound and 
complex sentences in grammar, of all it is to the best material for 
teaching writing poem, poetry or poetic prose. 
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7.4. The Popular Harari Poem ‘Masnoy’ (Se•Ã)  
 

 
 take one more piece of classical writing of Hararis, this time a 
poem written in old time, the popular Qumer Shash (kS` hi) 

other wise known as Mosnoy (Se•Ã). The beauty and artistic 
verse urged numerous writers to deliberate a part or few lines from 
the text (script), inspired singers who condensed and adapted the 
ideas to sing as song (Bedri Yusuf Lamay).  
 
Masnoy is published anonymous and in numerous versions (ANER, 

›’@` MEJA, T>Í WABER ¨u`) I presume challenges to its originality 
and eventually denies it integrity. The official title, to the poem is 
not consistent few refer to it as Wiqir (©m`) to mean poem, others 
call it as Masnoi (Se•Ã) considerable number of people call it 
(kS` hi).  In my reference to this great poem, in this text and 
for the purpose of consensual, I adhere to the title as Masnoy 
(Se•Ã) consistently.  
 
In fact, writer of ‘Masnoy’ has not been established officially until 
recently. According to Girma Zenebes interview to Abdela Sherief 
the author of Masnoy is Kabir Omer Abdosh. Germa persists to the 
same information counter checked and confirmed by Ahmad 
Zakarya.    
Different persons author, critics and historians  approach ‘Masnoy’ 
and describe it differently. I would provide brief and general 
description to define the par excellence piece of poem. 
 

I

“kSa NÍ= ›MN=T>T> SK?Öª  
+K=Ø³ƒª ›MNKc }h¡]³ƒª 
 

“›?LÉª uÅL¿¨< ›ƒ"SKASª 
kS`ÁK? Äu<`Ç= kØ kuÙª 
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 “Masnoy is a poem in 169 stanzas description of Harar social 
culture and tradition of its time highly classical writing.” 
                                                      (Girma Zenbebe 2007:18).  
To add to, M.E. Sulieman, a writer of kÖw+ S<ÇÃ in his book 
describes Masnoy in Harari as follows  ›”Ÿ<ƒu? Se•Ã 
Ñ@Ãc=“”u? Ãu?kÉ S¡ታ}w ²MÑ@uታ¨< ÃÑ>wታM::... ›NÉ ›g=p 
µ¨<ÅÈ kNƒK? ÅÅµ¨< U”Ÿ<ƒu? ÃUÇM...ÃM³M Qw]Á‹K? Se•Ã 
q^U SQÍ=Í Ã¤<“M ...Se•Ã Ç=“ƒª ÅÆ ¾ƒT>´²’T ÅÉK? Lm 
Å[Í Ãc×M:: (kÖw+ S<ÇÃ)  
 

In plain translation Muhamed tells us in succinct paragraph, that 
Masnoy as poem contained history, culture, and sociological issues 
in an extraordinary quality. In  emphasis, he gives as the role of the 
poem in Harari literature in that the writer of Masnoy endeavors 
what had not been attempted, in a sense; how the lover, as 
character in the poem, communicates to his beloved girl.  
 
Further more, Suleiman is appreciative, that Masnoy maintains 
balance, correlates on one side, the theme of love and the theme of 
property on the other side; he holds that the poem prioritizes and so 
declares that love over rides property. We come across, love and 
property make ingredients. Hence, To Muhamed Masnoy’s 
uniqueness is in its powerful message in artistic poem of grand 
composition.            
 
Masnoy is a romantic poem, in narration dominantly an infatuated lover 
tells his feeling (Qumerea Shash). The other quality it portrays that love 
to the girl is blended with the love to “walled city”. We come across 
words and expression in concurrence to the two elements love and the 
“walled city” Harar. He describes Qumeros mother, her father and not 
less objects of beauty and setting are in description to the beloved city 
Harar. It is possible to surmise, Qumero is Halar, the beauty of the 
girl in the beauty of Harar.   
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In expressions the writer alludes to the religious stanza, retrieves 
meanings portrayed in diction (›=TU) the highest Islamic 
leadership, (›Ã¤g ¾”u\K<iª) let your mother prevail, the 
character symbolizing both kS` hi and the city Harar prevail. 
The contrastive expressions kS]ÁK? ¾u<`Ç= no equivalence to 
(T” NK“ª) ‘who do we have? describe the country. The 
apparent and understandable conversational dialogue in point of 
view taking to Qumero the narrator in the ‘Masnoy’ speaks to his 
country in personifications.  
           SŸ ªK G[` Ñ@Ãu? SªKª 
             ²=oQ kS`Áu? ¾T>‰Mª 
The literary description of the character blending “the loved one” 
with the love to country in style is usual to many professional 
writers. For instance the Lebanese, Khalil Gibran describes the 
beauty of Selima ‘the girl in love’ in nexus to the city of Beruit. In 
his short novel ‘Broken Wings’ Khalil deals only on the love 
aspect blending it to love to Beruit. In Masnoy too words “Ò` 
›fc<ª:”, the inside of Harari house floor, "OLª N]`" the 
beautiful Harari dare and occasions dressing in costumes, “Æeu? 
ÇK”” the delicious honey and better made are local colors (typical 
words) to describe the Harari residence, clothing and delicious 
food of Hararis respectively. They certainly describe Qumero. 
Notice the lines   
                           kSa ›Ã²? ›ƒN\¨<” +M“`+ª 
                ›ö‰ ^Ò ²]” N`+ uK?ª 
Qualities of masnoy inter alia are devices to establish imagery, diction in 
alliteration, repetition with emphases as well as point view are few to 
mention. The power of the poem in imagery, words that draw and paint 
pictures to visualize, are forceful enough to remain in the mind of reader. 
Image making in the expression are clear from (N=T>T> SK?Öª) the 
majestic prideful stride gentle, steady and assured stance just to associate  
my self with the modern day fashion designers  models in a 
magnificent walk on stage.    
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‘Qumer Shash’, as character is so beautified and vivid described by 
compound words such as “N¿ ²=NKx&” and u=ÖÃ ›ÒU: in 
contrastive clarity visualized to stare in black and white, the white 
symbolical purity and innocence and the fresh milk in black container 
significant in promoting traditional object tell something by itself. In 
addition to contrastive view to the image, one gazes at the new maturing 
young Harari girl in cheeky and meeky face, implicit to an appealing 
and inviting ready marry of course in a sacred event social 
ceremony. 

Imagery is powerful device in ‘Masnoy’ that bestowed quality to 
the poem built through utilizing object, in dare value and 
manipulating color, maintained in delicate textile visual, noticed 
from “OKª N]`: dare clothing in glazing in hot color (red and 
green,) an entity by itself, compulsively wanted for kS` hi and 
intends to dress her for elegant, gorgeous and appealing image in 
grace. 

Close readership assess the qualities in word choice, elevates the 
soul to higher sprit in diction to win the reader is heart and mind to 
to the highest imagination in extremity show inclusiveness. The 
highly selected word abstract words (¨_Ó) lively in beauty (kØ) 
equality (u=c=) fresh fruit ready to consume instantly elevate to 
transcend the poem beyond the ordinary writing in classical 
features  compact, balance and to the harmony in stanzas.  

Further, the objects described show subtle, and sophisticated  
delicacy of issues narrated with dare and scarce materials 
manipulated just to draw parallel line to the beauty describe kSa 
hi. Possibly it is poets flight to add beauty on beauty (²=oI oI) 
and (ÖÃ ›ÒU) the instances “›=” Ÿ<G<M” as in intensified  
much ›=’<U NK?ª ›=” Ÿ<OK<U eyes by themselves glittering 
in beauty but more glittering with (Ÿ<OM) and “ሜ›?ትዋ 
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ዚoO¨<፡ (silver does not suffice to describe so gold added to it) ” 
(OKª N]`) the dare dressing serve to bring out the converted 
great body and beauty of  kS`hi in a physical shape, right in 
front of us. We can not help as human beings but associate our 
selves to her. 

The writer sufficiently manipulates device of word usage in 
alliteration to echo on the ear of the reader, for effectual impact to 
kindle the concentration in Masnoy. Alliteration are pair words that 
start with the same consonant sounds, effective to catch the eye 
and echo in the ear of the audience easily. 

NUÊ¨< NUÊ¨< NUÇ=“ 
                      ›KG<K? NUÇ=ª 

The alliterations in few examples are depicted in “ቀር ቀበጥª” 
nothing to match here sounds /ቀ/ in “ቀጥ and ቀበጥª”: the (ቀ) 
sound repeating and repetition for emphasis visible to catch and 
creates ‘sight and sound’ noticeable from oQ nQታ‹¨< as well 
as ÖÃ ÖÃ‹¨< emphasized in similar expression ²=oQ oQ 
nQታ‹¨< and ÖÃ ›ÒU u=c=Á‹¨< are oft in the poem. 

Profession writers use repetition and  repetition  for emphasis in 

Masnoy are in examples "›=È ማን አÇ=ጄ?”repeated purposely 
often asks who brought her here, not satisfied and directly inquires 
yet determined to no believe any reason. The poet, through the 
character, asks Quemero serious question he expects to be 
responded but to his anticipation, does not care for any response to 
other wise his predetermined position that he does not want to miss 
her at all. For any reason, he tells, that Qumero should not be out 
of his sight. Besides, he tells  as that does not care for others who 
seek to attend her and so does he declares "¿N] ²=Ÿh" let him go 
up to him to who ever he is, and persists "Ã`ÑwÑ> ²=¥h", let him 
get back if he wishes it so.  
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All these powerful and predetermined feeling are cumulatively in 
intensity of love vis a vis to show her power and glorifying 
kS`hi in artistic descriptions that kS`Á is his soul and body.  
Variation of diction technically in repetition much louder in echo 
utilized effectually and artistically. Realize the following lines.  
 
               oQ nQታ‹¨< 'oQ ²=oQ SNMKn‹¨<: 
        ›Ëw’u?¤< ¢*ታ‹¨< :: 
        ÖÃ ÖÃ‹¨<: ÖÃ ›ÒU u=fc=Á‹¨<: 
        ›Ëw’u?¤< ¢*ታ‹¨<:: 

Have additional two lines to the interest of this writer to unfold 
repetition and reipition in emphasis.   
       ›”+qß ›”+qß ÍK?ÂÃ 
       k`Ö= ¾ƒqß ›” ›¥i ›”+qß:: 
The authors device of point of view is worth mentioning in 
narration that shifts in stanzas, maintains dialogue to converse, (he 
talks to her) ›ÃÈu? “`g=? óÚ¤<T kuØ¤<h? create sense of 
immediacy, and shiftiest moves to other aspect in omniscient (third 
person point of view) to describe her in wholesome through facts, 
truth, and habit telling words to enjoy full freedom to approach any 
body from any position or any distance. The significant in such 
devices used by writer skillfully saves such a long poem from 
boredom. Masnoy is classical, grand and historical artistic Harari 
poem in Harari literature. One more stanza usual to mugads from 
masnoy to the beauty of poem is perhaps relevant at this spot. 

         ÅÊ ÀÇ=Ï Ñ>` ÅÉ Ç“ À©` ª` 
         }^¤xƒ [IS+” Ã²MTM:: 
My litrary appreciation, is to the definitive finishing from Emran 
M. Waber’s book, to share the feeling and expression form his few 
stanzas already in English language to benefit me, describes 
Qumer Shash in his own lines, I could consider it artistic by itself. 
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May I end if I may, I would depart you with the following two 
lines of my choice and terminates as usual to gey fequr’s 
termination as in Arafa songs endings.  
      À¨\¨< u=ÅÉ ›?ÑM ’@¨<Sª" 
      ÅÉu? ›x[É’@¨< ›MG<K? NUÈÃ:: 
 
 
 

 

 

E.M. Waber 
 

Despite fabulous dazzling dressing  
Be it in ‘hulla’ or ‘atlas’ 
Equal to her was found not, so nice 
Furnished they have with carpet and spread rags 
Tread on them they found not as Qamaria does.  
                            Matched flowers and roses, they have  
                             compared them with Qameros face,  
                             they have but Quamaria’s beauty would always survive. 
    Where have you been?                         
    In whose quarter have you been         
    I looked for you here and oft              
    And find you, I could not.                  
                         To whose should we allot this place 
                         If not to Qamaro Shash, the best place?  
                         Also to who commands up on her wish 
                         or acts up on her will. 
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7.5. Prose Writings in Harari Literature 
7.5.1 Foreign researchers on Harar and the Hararis too in English 

 
The general proper prose writing comprising, Narration, 
Description, and Expositions are not my focal areas in the current 
topic. I will concentrate on Prose writing in artistic delivery that 
assumes the quality of literature. According to Cudden, “There are 
many works which cannot be classified as the main literary 
genres which nevertheless may be regarded as literature by virtue 
of the excellence of their writing, their originality and their 
general and artistic merits.” (Cudden: 1979:536) Emphasis A.Naji 
 
I confine my self to the context of Harari prose writings prior 
1966EC, to high light the ingredients in Harari literature. Most of 
Harari writing in prose were in foreign languages: Arabic, Italian, 
American, French, German and, of course, in English. The 
celebrated authors or researchers correspondingly were 
Shahabudin, Cerulli, Leslaw, Bender, Gideon, and Wagner. I have 
already utilized the publications in the current text in one or way or 
another.  
 
These prose writers were in leverage to the Harari writing, in 
pivotal position specifically developed the Harari literature, 
history, culture, as well as the Harari language . Speaking honestly, 
had it not been for the prevalence of these initial writing  to start 
with the current writer could not dare to such engagements nor 
could he commit himself to the determination. The prose writing of 
early writers were crucial and vital to study the Harari society.   
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The foreign writers published their researches on AAU (Journal of 
Ethiopian Studies), few privately published them abroad. The 
writing of Hararis locally came from writers such as, Duri 
Mahamed and Yusuf Ahmed, who wrote in English and promoted 
the Harari writing.  

Currently, my interest is around one of the Harari writers the 
living, versatile and prolific researcher for long time now; in 
medium of Amharic, Harari and English. That person is Ahmed 
Zakarya Qamus, the historian and Assistant Professor in AAU, in 
the Institute of Ethiopian Studies (IES)   

The prose writing of Ahmad Zakarya, is in relevance and context 
of the historical writings, and significantly in literature, due to 
excellence, originality and artistic quality, to the merit that 
Ahmad’s documents fall under the category of  prose writing in 
literature for so many reasons, in addition to the provision inside 
the professional history.  
 

7.5.2. Ahmed Zakarya Professional Writer in History 
7.5.2.1 Person and Personality  

 
n spite of the fact being historian by training Ahmad is prolific 
writer on Harari issues in wider dimension. Ever since I knew 

him he was committed and devoted writer, who produced 
numerous writing in connection to Hararis and the walled city. I 
would approach Ahmed as person and as professional, in two parts 
presentation. First, I explore the general writing in perspective of 
devices and skill he maintains and second, I explore his 
competence as man of Harari Millennium. In both presentations I 
intend to high light his virtues and visions for the best interest of 
Hararis and the Walled City in historical context.  

I
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Let me start with my prior knowledge and connect my self to 
describe his character. In my view the precise expression of the 
English man, Francis Bacon, perhaps describes better this 
historian. To Bacon, “Reading makes a man and conferences make 
a ready man.” Yes, of course, conferences made Ahmad. He has 
numerous experience from conferences.  

Prior to, I know his teenage life, as a voracious reader, contributed 
to make the current status, competent person in myriad forums, and 
in International Conferences that nurtured him as confident and 
credible man. The relentless endeavors of his own effort added to 
wide experience developed him as successful man. His personality 
benefited Harar to be registered by UNSCO, to make the land mark 
image of for Ethiopia in general and for Harar in particular. 

Ahmed, was determined person from the very beginning. Yes, he 
went through the “preparatory school” otherwise known as “lab 
school” privileged to join the Education Faculty of H S I 
University. In the mean time he had the preparation, he used to 
visit persons like Aw Shami (an old man who gave him what he 
requested on Hararis, the Walled City, including the text of 
Masnoy. He did visit inter alia Abdusatar Muhamed Bashir, (an 
old man to my knowledge, who spoke fluent and beautiful English 
in addition to his excellent Arabic). The would be historian, 
obtained the back ground he needs, the oral history and related 
orientations on the Hararis not only for himself, but also  facilitated 
the opportunity for Ali Naji, who was with him at that time to 
develop the interest to study Harar and its people.  

I did realize the keen, purpose and sense of responsibility engaged 
in his early senior paper for his BA in history. From his esteem, 
and careful utilization of the scarce source duly encouraged him to 
make the research fellow of Harari intellect.  
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Ahmad’s successful writings were due to his laborious efforts, with 
a lot of sacrifice, that he dug, uncovered and pulled out evidences 
from where they were buried. The priceless historical evidences of 
the Walled City he unfolded were collected from peripheral 
proximity in vicinity; at time he climbed Harari mountains. He 
sometimes writes his journey to seek evidences in travelogue 
skillfully and published them the medium at his disposal. As 
instance ¾›Kƒ êG<õ õKÒ ¾cng]õ ƒ´ታ is interesting 
writing in travelogue show his versatilily. 

I have to substantiate few of his works to orient the historian. The 
search for Harari coins, explained in his paper “Harari Coins 
Preliminary Survey, contains fact and figures in detail as to the 
entity to make public domain. Besides, his insight into the 
intangible heritage of Hararis historical phenomenon already 
published. is working on of Harari heritages to be registered by 
UNESC. He goes to further study on Birth of Museum and 
Ethnographic, study within his job description professionally. 
Recently, in 2011 he was with French researchers on the study of 
Harla Civilization, documented and broadcasted on Ethiopian 
media, discloses his efforts and competence.  He is a lot on media 
both in Amharic and English discharging his professional 
responsibility.  

The historian presides in Institute of Ethiopian Studies (AAU) for 
his priceless tight attachment to research. He presented studies on 
International Conference of Ethiopian Studies. He attended 
numerous conferences for similar purposes, subsequently been 
published accordingly. 

. 
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7.5.2.2 Ahmad: Talent & Determination in Harari dimension 

he socially concerned Harari is both talented and bold enough 
to face the reality. In the instances his “Some Remarks on 

Shrines of Harar” he does not hesitate to deliver what he believes 
in, whether apparently controversial issue of faith or creed, 
provided they are to the best interest and relevant to Hararis. 
Ahmad broadly knows his subject matter with related issues in 
relevance to Harari and remains committed to in deep faith.  

When ever approached for advice, he is willing to offer opinion to 
a credible professional comment in genuine and plausible facts. At 
time writers approach him to comment on book draft he does not 
hesitate, to his comments appear on back covers numerous books 
now a day published in Amharic, Harari and English on issues of 
Harari and the city, bear his few words on their back covers to 
encourage the writer and the reader to benefit from.     

The “contemporary Harari icon” is artful public figure and man of 
media eloquently. Ahmad is careful and consistent in his 
perspective, principle, and belief and so ascertains these equalities 
accordingly. Confident and competent to present his ideas, 
handling both sides of the issue comprehensively and manipulates 
them explicitly on media. In the Harari Millennium publication 
interview, he assertively offers the issue addressed. He tells us, 
about Richard Burton and Arthur Rambaud who were friends of 
Harar, yet bold enough that he describes them with their Achilles 
with out smearing gross generalization. Ahmad characterizes 
Rambaud (uQí”’~ ›c†Ò]“ Æ]Â ›Ã’ƒ ’u`), Rambaud 
was kind of vagabond and horrible in his child hood, (N[` w‰ 
’‹ SqÁ¨<) and yet he was friend of Harar. In certain 
publication we learn that Rambaud loved Harar and describes the 
people as honest and considerate people. “…¡ñ ›[S’@ ÁMJ’<“ 

T
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›”Ç”ÈU ¨<Kታ ›ªm“ ታT˜U ßU` “†¨< ¾T>L†¨< 
¾N[` }¨LÐ‹” c=J”...:: (¾^Ux ¾QÃ¨ƒ ታ]¡:2004:36) 
Emphasis A. Naji 

We understand the contradiction and the compromise that melts 
down as if characterized, and composed inside Hararl mugads, 
 ¾}dÅuU  Áðk^ƒU ŸN[` SK¾ƒ  ÁM‰K c¨< ’¨<:: 
The conflict in Rambaud in black and white is disclosed honestly 
and truly by Ahmad. Burton too not different was fond of Harar to 
adore it and yet murmured and complained in contradiction but 
ends in compromise “u›Y` k” qÃታ¨< u`}” N[`” 
›ScÓ“EM eÅvDMU.”  

Ahmed’s courageous and bold description of these two early 
guests of Harar, reminds me the dilemma, torn between two in 
interesting expressions from the once Ethiopian diva, in one of her 

songs line “እ”Å oc< Ç©ƒ እ”Å“ƒ እ”Ë^ c=Á’X c=ØK˜…”. 
I assume analogous! ‘Like a book of David’ of the priest and the 
‘darling mother’s dish’, two objects in habitualty in embodiment 
are analogous. The verbs c=Á’d: c=ØK˜ in  frequent habitual 
repetition; the priest neither abandons the Book, nor hugs it. In the 
same token, the spoiled child too ‘neither gives up, nor consumes 
the dish. The dilemma in confusion apply to these Harari guests. 
Rimbaud loved Harar, perhaps uncomfortable in convenience  
drove him crazy.  

If not to my blunt conclusion, I assume the two guests affected 
Hararis history magnificently portrayed it to the world and Harar’s 
beauty physically and psychologically affected them too that they 
‘could not say good bye to’. That is history neither exaggerated nor 
distorted, the honest factual lesson from Qamus.  
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The power to convince persuasively in speaking or writing is 
Ahmad’s craft as an imaginable incredible and hard to believe 
skill, organizes and narrates his issues convincingly. The 
competence is high lighted to appreciate, in the delivery highly 
condensed in few pages. In one document A Portuguese Queen: A 
Harari Legend the story appears to be fairy’s tales. Unless 
otherwise disproved in tangible evidence to rebut in burden of 
proof, what he tells us, in tell a tale, narrative coincides to the 
reality by de facto in Hararis history. I am not to judge the 
historian or to characterize his competence from such stories.  

However, I see his craft and boldness to articulate and convince 
what he has in his mind, in professionally organized persuasive 
narration. The fact or what he tells well organized that he argues 
persuasively. What Ahmed told us of the legend remains in de 
facto of that era might take the track to in corporate in to history 
pages from his power of narration unless disproved with burden 
proof.  

7.5.2.3 The Writing: Compact, Relevant & Original 
 

Qamus is versatile in the skill of writing and speaking to 
professional standard. Most of his papers are barely more than 20 
pages, to the relevancy and precisions. In writing the balance to 
substance and redundancy are challenges but he confronted, 
emerged and accomplished successfully. I once had an opportunity 
to read an original research he conducted on Amir Abdulshekur, 
not more than 15 pages, and yet the document did not sacrifice 
detail for relevancy. The trivial looking facts in details are 
contained to describe the Amir. Here is the detail as an example in 
sing a song of school children.  
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     ›” ›T>`”}˜ ›T>`”}˜" 
     ›T>` ›wÇ=iŸ<`” }˜" 
     ²=¤g?–< ›i³¤=” }˜" 
     ›” ›T>` ›wÆiŸ<`”}˜ :: 
The popular and known saying sing a song inside the mouth of 
Hararis children, apparently trivial, turns into vehicle adevice to 
describe the once powerful self sufficient and reformist Amir 
Abdulshekur in Hararis history.  
 
The very inspiration to my initiation to study the current historian 
work is, his quality writing portrayed in extra ordinary 
presentations. He has definite and effective pattern to tell his story. 
First, the complete information on his issues in general “birds eye 
view”, in short powerful topic sentence, then sections (contents) 
and moves to the detail of Harari issues contextually. The method 
is usual to university law professors, as the norm, accustomed and 
maintained technique of writing. In Mary Barnard Ray, lawyer 
writer in her book, Basics of Legal Writing insists on the pattern of 
umbrella structure to narrate, that is,  start in wide dimension from 
the top and section to narrow down to particularize in enumerating, 
facts passes through filtering funnel, to treat minor parts and 
further moves to the handle of the umbrella to hold precise points. 
Such method is convenient to follow by audience or reader and 
effectual to persuade. One can easily sells his idea and audience 
buys it in certainty.  
 
Notice Harari Millennium Magazine from Ahmad’s explanation 
and trace delivery pattern in the umbrella, “Ethiopians is museum 
of history and culture of people”, a general statement where he 
starts from the unity and goes to the diversity contained. As he 
takes you down to Harari issues in detail, and still remains 
relevant, to depict Hararis picture, and further to detail inside the 
facts of Harar, item by item as Harar ‘land of love, peace, tolerance 
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and development’ prevailing features of Harar. The past, present and the 
future of Hararis in time dimension and inclusively explained. Such skill 
belongs for few intellects, competent enough to intermingle the subject 
matter in synergy of effectual telling device. M.B Rays umbrella is not 
just wide cover to generalize but the handle too equally important to 
deliver details. 
 
The talent and art manipulating the media shaped him as public figure. 
What fascinates more is the language he maneuvers in English and 
Amharic: diplomatic, formal, and appealing to audience, with out 
surrender to compromise and controversial issues. His narration does not 
allow digression, no monotonous and rusty clichés to tune out. He is 
alert, not to fall prey to unethical journalists who try to put words in your 
mouth. If at all, he comes across such unethical attempts he does not 
respond in ‘yes’ or ‘no’; nor does he over take you in hesitation in back 
channel word ‘well’. He simply says (K?L Ñ>²? ¾U“¾¨< ’¨<). Media 
handling on hard facts needs skill and the knowledge. It presupposes 
prior knowledge and utilization in improvisation from sufficient and 
efficient experience.       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prose Writings of Ahmad Zakarya 
(1) A Harari Coin Preliminary 

(2)  The Renaissance of Jugal Symbolic of Harar 

(3) A Harari Art Basketry 

(4) ¾›=ƒ¿âÁ õ_ U”ß u<“ ¢ò ›[u=" 

(5) N[`“ ScÑ>Ê  

(6) Some Remarks on Shrines of Harar 

(7) ¾›Kƒ êG<õ õKÒ ¾cn g[õ ƒ´ታ  

(8) Harar Jewel of Eastern Ethiopia  

(9) A Birth of an Ethnographic Museum,   

(10) ¾nM“ [mp cw›© p`f‹ Ÿ N[` ›g<^ u¯M  

(11) The Portuguese Queen: Harari Legend 

(12) Hyena Porridge Ethnographic Filming  

(13) Review of Wagner with1987 Congitta Benzing 

(14) ›vÉ` N[] KËT]‹ with Girma Awgechew 
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        7.5.3 Untold Harari history form ‘Man of Harari’ Millennium 
(Virtue and Vision for Harar) 

7.5.3.1 Broad minded historian   
he Harari Millennium was in provision in monumental 
endeavor the exposure of Hararis (human and intangible 

treasure) and its dedicated sons at its disposal. In this part, my 
discussion goes into Harari history in Ethiopia context present the 
vision of the historian from perspective of Hararis untold events. 
The Harari history which were not delivered and the related events 
are brought out from the source the historian Ahmad Zakarya. My 
focal point to the subject matter is inside the millennium 
publication.    

Ahmed Zakarya in the an interview conducted by “Harari 
Millennium Magazine” portrayed the core principles and 
personality favored to approach him in the sin qua non Hararis, 
and approach the untold history of Harar are revealed. The “Harari 
Millennium Magazine” in its contents is “ The Collected Works of 
Ahmed Zakarya” spectacular to disclose the present and future that 
creates  the interest to visualize Harar.  

The core principles, in Ahmads knowledge maintained in nexus to 
Ethiopia context of Federal phenomenon as fait accomplie is 
spring board  idea a prior, (›=ƒÂåÁ  ¾UƒÑ`U“ ¾UƒÅ”p 
›Ñ` “ƒ) The explicit proposition of facts, further to the 
justifications is ÃI”” ¾UMuƒ S’h‹“ Tc[Í‹ ›K<˜::. 
Yes, of course, he ascertains, “Ethiopia wondrous and appreciable 
country.” He unfolds Ethiopians Mosaic diversity in archeological 
history few facts inter alia are in the mind of the Harari historian. 

 

T
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Not less he describes, the unity of Ethiopia and the elements in 
diversity inside to shades light, of course, into the “Walled City”. 
The Historian tells Ethiopian history and draws parallel line to 
Harar’s. To his knowledge, Harar prevailed for long time even 

before Gonder and Lalibela “እ’ Ô”Å`“ LK=uL u=L ¾SÖ< 
“†¨<::  

“Trade, agriculture, with export items, and the squeezing of sugar 
cane were history of Harar, as one reads  N[` ¨<H uTq` LÃ 
Ÿõ}— ›e}ªî* TÉ[Ó  ¾Uƒ‹M xታ “ƒ:: … uእ`ÓÖ—
’ƒ vKñƒ G<Kƒ S„ ›Sታƒ N[` ¾^dD Ñ”²w እÁS[}‹ 
Y^ LÃ ›¨<LK‹:: The precise to state the old day barter 
system of Harar with its coins, are indicator for its advanced 
development in the horizon of Africa. N[` Ñ”²w  uSÖkU 

kÇT> xታ Ã³K‹ TKƒ ’¨<:: እ“U Ñ”²w“ ”ÓÉ ¾N[] 
ƒ´ታ UM¡ƒ w‰ dÃJ’< kÇT>’ƒ እ”Å ’u^ƒU T[ÒÑÝ 
ÃJ“K<:: Harar prevailed for some times now, not only in history 
but also with her old coins in realistic status quo of the event that 
happened in contrast to surrounding people ascending on the 
ladder . 

Intellectualism in the mind set up and history as his subject area 
are clearly projected in an authorized sense. in confidence and in 
presentation. Notice the point of view to initiate his lines of 
argument, to persuade the intended purpose w²< Ñ>²? ›=ƒÄåÁ” 
de}ª¨<p! ›”Å— ¾c¨<MÏ SÑ—! G<K}— ¾YM×’@ 
S’N]Á! Ze}— ¾wN?[cx‹ S<²=¾U “ƒ! wÂ  ÏU^KG< 
:: He is well prepared speaker, as if he lectures in hall, presumably 
in the first person (I) to speak of what he found, kindles readers to 
follow his narration. As he says S’h‹ “ Te[Í‹ ›K<˜ 
he remains credible in rationality and integrity. 
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Few more expression to substantiate in relevancy of Harari history.  
(1) Ñ”²w” ›ÑMÓKAƒ LÃ ¾ªK<ƒ ¾}¨c’<ƒ ¾c<TK? ¨Åx‹ 
w‰ ’u\::(2) ÃIU KØ“ƒ“ U`U` ¡õƒ ¾J’¨<:: 
According to Ahmad, it had been fact and it was stated that just 
Somali ports used money currency. He goes on yet he does not 
hesitate to provide the subject that such position is open to study as 
to who used currency first.  

What could be learned from. “Trade of Harar” and what ought to 
improve from the conclusion are ideas stated issues, still to be 
studied. Here is the explicit: u”ÓÆ ²`õ Ÿእ’c<U እ”T[K” 
!U”e እ“hiLK”! ¾T>K¨< uØ“ƒ“ U`U` ¾U“có¨< 
ÃJ“M:: One more example, in delivery of concise argument in 
context and how Ahmad takes position, this time, the issue spins 
around the “Harari Hyena”. u›Sƒ ›”É Ñ>²?¨<” Öwq: ¾ƒ 

 እ”ÅT>uL¨<: ¾T>SÑwƒ” G<’@ታ# e“Ã w²< Ø“ƒ“ 
U`U` ÃÖwk“M::  He is assertive to flash light few areas to 
study by contemporary Hararis, to reach at conclusions remains as 
an assignment.  

Ahmad’s vision is broad and inclusive both in Ethiopian and 
Harari context. The inclusive determination depicts his vision is 
directed and moves to precise elements. ¾›=ƒÄåÁ” G<Kƒ g=I— 
T>K=”¾U ¾UታŸw`uƒ J• KK¨<Ø }²ÒÏ  uGÑ`U : Ÿ²=ÁU 
u›IÑ<` : እ”Ç=G<U K›KU: UdK? SJ” ¾Uƒ‹Muƒ Å[Í LÃ 
KSÉ[e uS²ÒÏƒ LÃ ƒÑ—K‹:: Emphasis-Writer.  

Further a conclusive and inclusive statement to show visions of 
Ethiopia manipulated with nouns to build effective meanings and  
style in articulative tune. Notice the underlined words, national, 
uGÑ`U regional u›IÑ<`, to ascend globally ›KU as usual he 
does not compromise the details, in  his deliberation in this case, 
enhances the element of diversity in nexus to the Harari, and  
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throws the mat of coherence that deems to conclusion. u}ðØa 
Gwƒ S³vƒ U¡”Áƒ እ”Åuò~ Ö”"^ ¾እ`h xታ  
¾UƒJ” ›ÃSeK˜U:: Due to the unbalanced natural resources, 
Harar could not be agricultural to the status quo ante, and so to 
live up to vision attainable and achievable proposition for Hararis 
is necessity.   

7.5.3.2 Attainable vision to sustain the “Walled City” 

The vision to establish Harar as center of Tourism is the paramount 
prepositions. The justification persist that the ancient city has 
changed with time and fact on the ground, What are at the disposal, 
as initial to hold the ideas to maintain “Harar as City of Tourism?” 
“Does he have any thing at his disposal to bargain with?” The 
historian has knowledge of business, aware of circumstance and 
trade connection to the best knowledge of  Zeila, Harla and Harar 
it self in history, in addition to Harar’s trade and commerce and 
history are to the credit and culture to benefit from. Besides, 
numerous events and facts of walled city favor the intended 
proposal “N[` Ÿ³_ ›”É g= ¯Sƒ uòƒ ¾}ðÖ[‹ 

uSJ“ª ƒ´ታª cò: ታሪኳም cò: MUÇDU cò ’¨<:: 
ÃIU KN[` ¨<eØU J’ K¯KU ›kõ Ôw–>‹ u×U ›ÕÑ> 
›É`ÔታM:: Notice a statement of fact pre se, that is in short 
sentences, usual device to tell facts even described in repetition 
with emphasis, literary quality sufficiently convincing to sale such 
idea, to “whom it may concerns.”  

Further more, he provides potential to put hands on to make 
reality. Harar is city of peace and tolerance, decisive factors to 
award and guarantee steady, stable pretty sustainable status quo, 
prerequisites of growth and development.  
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Where does Ahmad take the tourists, he invites to come and 
benefit Harar? Numerous sites inside and around the walled city, to 
start with the inside of Harari houses with its configuration, the 
spider web pattern roads with the narrow alleys, the uncountable 
shrines, mosques, churches as well as the market are obviously 
fond of visitors. The paramount prime pulling string of tourists is 
the History of Harar, the Amirs, the Residential palaces, the 
historical Harari coins that reflect the Harari economy, the 
governmental and private museums are fascinating to have the 
sight of Harari and sounds of Harari gey fequr on the stage. The 
event related to the hyena is worth visiting yet to be 
institutionalized. Besides, the reasons that attracted R. Burton, A. 
Rimbaud and others who came to Harar when Harar was closed to 
Christian European, is now much better and in favorable 
conditions. To tell it in Ahmads words. “M¿ ¾N[` SeIw 
uY`›ƒ Ÿ}ÖkU”uƒ: ƒMp ScIw eKT>J” w²< Ñu= ÁeÑ—M 
¾T>M እU’ƒ ›K˜:: All in single real and pro active measure 
need to transform themselves into reality to achieve such vision.      

7.5.3.3 What must be done of virtue and vision 

To the epilogue of Ahmad, ‘Harar and Tourism,’ the writer of this 
text has personally consulted the historian to elaborate his ideas   
he proposed to attain and what must be done immediately. 
Accordingly, I learned that he maintains that tourism ought to be 
more focused, to the anticipation and realized of three deceive 
factors: mapping, persevering and promoting. 

First, the need to organize the available and prepare fact sheet on 
sites worth visitation comes to the commencement. The data 
inclusive of the intangible heritage, organized and institutionalized 
should come up with credible and consistent fact and figures that 
could meet the test of standardization. 
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The data organization duly extends to the preservation and 
protection of the sites. The effort as an endeavor produces the 
known, the new, and the neglected ones to have the focal areas 
sites in status; the near or the distant affiliated from an accessible 
path, and do need to take related measure respectively. The 
preservation anticipates and sustains to “all season management” 
and the monitoring in accountability and transparency; all the 
historical, natural and intangible heritage, presupposes to prevail as 
public domain, to the best interest of Hararis in bono fide (good 
faith).  

The promotion is to the high lights to the maximum reflection is 
the third factor, which is to the image making of Harar in general 
and the tourist sites in particular, in an endeavor to show what 
Harar offers to her respected visitor. The image making, besides, 
maintains utilizing the media comprehensively in effective 
organization. Of course, certain particular event need professional  
men on marketing in ad hoc and strategic level organized to 
prevail in every tourist sites. 

If tourism is for Hararis benefit, then the due awareness and the 
measures to accomplish it must be assumed. Thus, it is imperative 
do the mapping, preservation and promotion, in established and 
institutionalized standard. Hotels, trained tourist guides and service 
around the clock at sites, even more coordinated transportation in 
service and accountable and transparent management that could 
sustain the test of modernity are few to be considered to attain 
“Tourist Industry for Harar”  to be realistic and achievable.  
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  EEIIGGHHTT  
MMOODDEERRNN  HHAARRAARRII  PPOOEETTRRYY  &&  AABBDDUULLHHAAFFIIZZ  KKHHAALLIIFFAA  

 
ABSTRACT: Hararis wrote poems in larger number compared to 
other writing genres. There appeared signs of poetry superior to poem. 
One poem writer to spark the glimmering light is Abdulhafiz Kalifa, who 
wrote apparently sonnet poem. He has poem to promote and preserve 
Harari culture. In thematic poem he discusses Hararis issues. The poet 
shows quality writing in style to describe in local color and indicatively 
orients irony. Three works in  themes, size and style are land marks to 
Hararis. 
 
  KEY TERMS: Poem, poetry, sonnet, themes local,  
                            irony,         

 
8.1 Harari poems progress to compose poetry 

 
8.1.1 Harari poems   

  
oetry comes from poems development in quantity and quality 
"Poem is work of art in verse, in rhyme or in a combination. 

Poetry is a superior form of creation"… "Poetry is the over flow of 
utterances or projections of thought and feeling of poet. The artist 
himself becomes major element generating both the artist product and 
the criteria by which it is to be judged"…"The primary sources of 
subject matter of a poem are the attribute and actions of the poets own 
mind"(Cudden:1979:520)Emphasis-Writer   

As they appeared in numerous publications, poems in Harari 
literature, were in large number compared to other creative works. 
Harari poems described the internal feelings of humanity through 
economical word choice to the distinct feature of the genre. 
Brevity, compactness, (versed or not versed) distinguish poem and 
poetry from other writing. The poem writer expresses love, life, 

P
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and aspiration, he describes feeling (emotions) and message in 
general category. Harari poems, in the very beginning of the 
writings were script for school songs or music and developed to 
carefully written scripts which were used for drama to be 
performed on stage. The usual often composed school songs of 
Harari Nashida (’g=Ç) too were poems in verse and rhyme.  

Few Harari poems were thematic, directed towards describing 
psychological attachment of love to mother as well as concern or 
issues of country. Considerable number of the poems were devoted 
to romantic description in details. In aggregate Harari poems of the 
fifties and before did hold themes on culture, history and faith. To 
the condensation the poem were in cumulative effect to the 
ultimatum of self identifications.           

To the consensual perception of poem and in particular approach to 
the Harari initial ideas generally specify that "We speak of light 
verse" in ordinary poems rather than "light poetry". The 
implications are that poetry is superior form of creation." To 
differentiate, poetry transcends poem writing artistically and 
substantially. The chapter under discussion high lights to the 
orientation of Harari poetry. From the spring board of early poem 
writers that symbolize to hint and indicated manifestations they 
established and pave the way for superior creative writings. 

To my choice, I have concentrated on three poems to explore 
compactness, diction and social themes; in addition to I probe 
skills embodied to unfold the beauty. The surface and deeper 
meanings with themes on the appearance and inherent essence in 
deeper meanings are assessed with the purpose to orient few 
elements contained in the artistic writings.  
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The actual assumed professional points of evaluating and assessing 
a poem or a poetry as paradigms are generally in bare minimum 
requirements: expressive intensity, (the depth of feeling 
communicated), lexical variety (dictions and word choice) and 
stylistic richness  (usages symbols, alliterations.. etc) point of 
view, figurative speech, types of sentences and so on. However, 
these paradigms are over stretched to ‘fit the shoes to the feet, to 
assess Harari poem and poetry which are only at the stage of 
commencing just spark of fire to glimmering light at the end of the 
tunnel in  the domain of Harar writings.    

In my general analysis and interpretations in this textual context is 
intended to travel on the road of literary appreciation, I concentrate 
spinning around one poem writer, Abdulhafiz Khalifa and analyze 
his poems in an attempt to provide my ideas from his creative 
writing of poem (poetry) and high light the writing for the literary 
appreciation.  

8.1.2 Abdulhafiz Kalifa :the person 

Harar in the fifties had numerous writers. One of these writers was 
Abdulhafiz Khalifa.  Abdulhafiz was conscious writer of his time, 
early bird to fall down early for Hararis cause. A lot agree Abdul’s 
writing in general were social concerns and more focused on 
Harari issues. To my interest at this platform I randomly selected 3 
poems. 

If only I could establish the background, to my personal 
knowledge and recollection, to touch up on the time relevant to my 
writing, I got close to him in the late fifties. He was a bit older than 
me to get very close to. He was a teacher in junior high school. I 
remember him as voracious reader, with good English and 
articulative tune. I always saw him with his brief case, small folder 
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at a time he pulls a piece of paper and reads for his friends. In fact, 
he was happy, courteous and appealing in his facial complexion, 
and so inviting that one gets close to with out fear. I was fond of 
him and so used to attend to what he says, reads and sings to his 
friends.  

Although, age is status per se in Harari society, people do not mix 
as such but maintain age grouping to associate. I remember Abdul, 
[Jerjera Ë`Ë^ his friends used to call him,] was on ‘gider 
nedeba’ (Ñ>É` ’Çv) the upper seat in status, at time he enjoys ‘tit 
nedeba’ (Ö=ƒ ’Åv). I was always in ‘gebtiher’ ( Ñw+ ›?N?`).  
from where I keep my mouth shut, just listen and attend to the out 
spoken Abdulhafiz Kalifa. 

Out door Abdulhafiz had been a socially concerned pragmatist person, in 
commitments, bold enough to confront any body. Once, I remember he 
was face to face with a certain school committee in forum on certain case 
as an issue on a basis of accountability and transparency. He spoke loud, 
fast and continuously and so does he convince. Education and awareness 
of his people were always in his mind.  

Eventually, Abdul made his mind to struggle in parliamentary forum and 
decided to run for election, consistent to his commitment. I recall his 
motto “}Ñu=¨<” c¨< K}Ñu=¨< xታ ÃU[Ö<!” "Elect the right man 
for the right position", an expression quite well describes Abdulhafiz 
who was an eloquent, purposeful and man of persuasion, the right 
person with competence. Later on he assessed the objective reality 
and with drew from the election.   

Abdulhafiz wrote for Hararis in particular. Besides he wrote on 
universal themes in wider dimension. ‘Nibarat Meninta’ ’>vaƒ 
T>’>”ታone of his poem is emphatic of Hararis society in general. 
Abdul has numerous poems to the best of my choice. I have picked 
“Way hideg” (ªÃ N=ÅÓ), for its shortness and modernity, in 
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addition to ‘gusteye akhashukh’ (Ñ>c=+ÄÃ ›¥g<¦), just the first 
12 lines and ‘Nebarot meninta’  (’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ) to share the 
feeling, to the best choice of my friend Muhydin Ali. First, I take 
(ªÃ N=ÅÓ) and then (Ñ>c=+Â ›¥g<¦) and last ’>vaƒ 
T>’>”ታ . The three poems, I presume similar in many respects; 
yet, different in themes and styles prevail contextual inside the 
Harari writings. 

8.2 ‘Way hideg’ ªÃ N=ÅÓ 

In my analysis to 
approach Abdul’s 
works, I maintain the 
expressive approach, 
convenient for me to 
probe the impressive 
feeling he expressed 
and at time I 
contextualize myself 
to approach him in 
Realism. Secondly, I 
adhere, readers should 
maintain the context, 
the historical juncture 

socially, economically and politically and more importantly, 
consider the artistic development in the relevant dimension of 
Harari society before 1966 EC.  The poem “way hideg” (ªÃ 
N=ÅÓ) is peculiar, compact in the style of Shakespearean 14 lines 
“Sonnet.” Why he utilized this style is clear. It is due the ordinary 
sonnet consists of fourteen lines… with considerable variation in 
rhyme and scheme.  The variation is in verse or no verse to give.”  
(Cudden:1979:642). In this case Abdul’s poem, the first five lines 
rhyme in “ra” (^) and the last three lines rhyme in “ka” (").  

ªÃ N=ÅÓ 
 
ªÃ S<ØÖ=¨< SØ oØÖ?dU ÇÑ” ›jÑ>`: 
ª¿¨< ›qTU Å¨<¨µ <̈ ›K’@aÑ>` 
ª¿¨< ÇÑ” VhU ªÃ SØ ÅuLÑ>` 
ª¿¨< ðÖp ›KjTU ð[Ëƒ ’<`u? ›M’@aÑ>` 
ªÁU’ƒu? ¿kaRM" ª¿¨< S`S`u? ÙaÑ>` 
ª¿¨< ðÖp ›g’@¦ ›?N?` ›Ñu’@¦ 
’ƒ~¥K? Å¨<¨µ¨< RÍ=ƒ ›Ñ–’K?¦ 
Sˆ ›pK= ›ÉÒ²”“! ÖÃ c]u?ƒ Ñ˜–@¦ 
ÀKA³M ª¿¨< ›NÉ ›^ƒu? ›NÉ Öuu? 
›NÉ’ƒ l[–’ƒ OMK— ’ƒu? ›K³KKAÑ>` 
ª! ’>w] ›=cÖ?S ¿Ÿ<ƒSØ ÁjÑ>` 
Sˆ ÁjRM"! 
N=Í="! 
}ካ! 
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The peculiar to way hideg (ªÃ N=ÅÓ) is the “superior form of 
creation", comprises surface and deeper meanings: The theme in 
surface meaning, in which Abdulhafiz tells his reader in nut shell is 
that, “Way hideg” (ªÃ N=ÅÓ) ‘Avoid Woe’ which brings out 
ideas of the murmuring, complaining and lamentation, from 
suffering due to impact of suppression and oppression. For Abdul 
complaining is useless, unless solution is visualized. He states the 
cause and the situation  prevailing in status quo more over to limit 
one self to the “crying wolf” in murmuring is unproductive. He 
rather preferred proactive engagement to progress in precise 
“ferejet nur” (ð[Ëƒ ’<`:) from clear vision ‘hijot’ (N=Ðƒ) in 
an out look, that takes stand in clear perspective, subsequent from 
“aquli metgaza” (›pK= SƒÒ³) to have counsel and exchange 
views. More importantly it has to extend to engaging in unified 
manner, “ahadnet” (›GÉ’ƒ),  pronounced in (›NÉ ›^ƒu?) in 
the same voice, “ahad taba” (›NÉ Öv) coherent to stand so firm. 
Consequently, Abdul tells to give up. Mere complaining is counter 
productive and implicitly so advocates the real actions as solution. 

The second meaning reflected from, (ªÃ N=ÅÓ) is delicate and 
interwoven idea implicitly understood from deeper meaning, 
Abdulhafiz communicates to his people, in connection to 
awareness, raise consciousness to the determination to act in 
conscience (›pK= ›ÉÒ´). These ideas are the inspiration 
socially directed to the Harari society ideas put together from the 
pieces draw bigger pictures that deem to cumulatively directed 
against oppression, suppression and subjection and thus to act 
accordingly. The poets prime point is addressed against the system 
that suppressed Hararis. The deeper meanings, in (ªÃ N=ÅÓ) is 
obtained not from reading line by line but from the total reading 
comprehensively.   
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Next to the themes of the poem, the devices in technical writing  
bring out themes to shade light in intended themes in the word 
usage, sentences structures and exclamatory words. The poem is 
compact to the quality of poetry in word precision and relevancy to 
promote as an issue. Avoidance in ‘way hidge’  (ªÃ N=ÅÓ)  are 
two strong imperative words, ‘stop the woe’ by themselves express 
something in wrong precise tell anguish, to tell the bad treatment 
(›?N?` ›Ñu’@¦) abandoned, alienated, and put aside (ðÖp 
›i’@¦) the dictions in impact full, pejorative and contempt 
showing hold idea just in murmuring, but to give up “this and 
that”, and so look for mechanism in social revolution. In advices 
carefully selected words and short expressions in simplicity 
communicate to the overwhelming Hararis. 

Second, word choice in usage of abstract nouns elevate effective to 
the issues in the mind of reader, as instances of  words, (ð[Ëƒ)-
victory, (N=Ðƒ)-vision (›pK=) awareness and (’>w])-life, wide in 
perception to create concern and nexus to the prevailing reality 
purposefully develop Harari consciences.   

The lines in “Way hideg” (ªÃ N=ÅÓ) promote the fundamental 
Harari values magnificently portrayed through words of  (›GÉ’ƒ) 
unity (l[˜’ƒ)cohered (G<MK—’ƒ)truthfulness, are to 
disseminate rationality and integrity of Hararis perhaps transcend 
to posterity and so to maintain the main and the core of the themes. 

Third, in maintaining artistic poetic devices Abdulhafiz utilizes 
‘key terms’ and ‘repeats key terms’ for emphasis effectual to 
centralize the core themes. The word (ªÃ) is a key terms is 
repeated often and repeated with ‘gir’ (Ñ>`), the word ‘ahad’ 
(›GÉ) too often repeat with other words. The word ‘gir ‘(Ñ>`) to 
mean if state the prevailing situation, condition for the attainment 
of the proposed idea obviously to bear in consequence.  
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The word ahad (›GÉ) as core repeats so off to imply idea of unity 
and the coherence to engrave the rationality and integrity in the 
mind set up of Hararis.   

The framing of the sentence structure, the word grouping and the 
simple declarative sentence, the conditional statement, the 
questions and emotional exclamatory expression, and statements 
with variation offered Abdul the freedom to disseminate the gist 
with out boredom.  

Abdul satirizes the system as well warns his fellow friends who are 
assumed hand and gloves through his humorous and witty words 
such as ‘wa estema’ (ª ›=eÖ?T) What lively; ‘nebri estema’ 
(’>u] ›=cÖ?T) life would have been lively, ‘yekut yashogir teka’ 
(ÃŸ<ƒ ÁjÑ>` }"!) If only they did it so, in totality ridicule it as 
dream, emphatic vis -a- vis “the race with time” were suppression 
persist in vain and gain.  

He emphatically wants his people not to be enchanted, behind such 
deceitful ideas and words. He calls from the high ground  positions 
and tolls  the bell, to get across his message, that evolves to sustain 
until things radically change. The depth of the idea is hardly 
understood from the poem consumed by his delicate style, unlike 
traditional poem of his time written in plain language.  

To my view as student of literature, Abdulhafiz was energetic 
young man with new orientation just from his readership of 
English poets and American short story writers such as Edgar 
Allan Po (Anna Bell) and so on. I attribute the quality of blending 
ideas with style to communicate robust, skillful in depth and 
meanings in explicitly and implicitly obtained from reading his 
poem twice or trice, in similar oft readings of Edgar Allan Poe, 
Wole Soyenka and Dagnachew Worku. 
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8.3 Abdulhafiz’s  Ode to Harari Girl (Ñ@c=+ÂÃ ›¥g<¦) 

The second poem of the poet is ‘gestiyey akhashukh’ (Ñ@c=+¿À 
›¥g<¦) addresses all Harari girls preserve value in (culture and 

tradition).  In most of the 
Harari writing, culture is 
highlighted, magnified to 
promote theme; in certain 
writing to the theme 
controls the style. From 
‘geesteyey akhashukh’ 
(Ñ>c+ዪÃ ›¥g<¦) I have 
extracted the first 12 lines 
to depict the intended 
message. In this poem, 
which I regard it an Ode it 

is an address to Harari girls to awareness what is an ode and why 
did he prefer it?. 
 In literary writing particularity in poem and poetry,  “An ode is a 
lyric poem usually of some length… in fairly short, not longer than 
fifty or sixty but often only between a dozen and thirty lines, opt it 
usually expresses the feeling, thought of a single speaker in personal 
and subject fashion.” (Cudden:1979:460), Emphasis-Writer.  
 
Abdul has cultural message in (Ñ>e+¿Ã ›¥g<¦) to reach Harari 
girls. The twelve lines address to the Harari girl substantially 
culture engulfs the style, Harari cultural items in enumeration 
surfaces out and controlled the word usages. The words 
‘shinawiwa atlasbe’ (g=“©ª ›ØLeu?) added to, ‘quermakhash 
ugjima’ (n`T¥g< ›<ÓÏT) show Abduls knowledge of Harari 
cultural elements, items by item to promote cultural objects of 
communications.  

Ñ>d+¿Ã ›¥g<¦ 
 Ÿ<S<M ›Ç NKi ²=Ç=Í ›<T‹¤gu? 
ÜÒ` ¤gu? ÃÓK=T ›=L H` ÖÇ¥gu? 
vHƒ¤g c<Æpu? ÜÒ`¤g H]`u? 
n`S¥g ›<ÓÍ=T mLÜ Ñ<\´u? 
T’<¤ ¾ƒó¤`v g=“©ª ›ØLeu? 
Å`Ò ›<c<እ ÃnM×M ›¥g ›Ç¤hu? 
òƒ¤g Ú[n ›<õ¥gÖgU kLUu?  
c=Ád ›n[Ö?g kðƒ¥g L›Ãu? 
S`T`¤g ÅUgpu? ›=Í=¤g c=“ƒu? 
mKÜ d}ÖMnU¤g g=“©ª ›ØLcu? 
Ñ>óõµU Ö=Mò c<~` Ò“òu? 
›¥g mLÜv ›<TÖ‹²=— ›Åu? 
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The natural beauty of human aspect with the prevailing Harari 
cultural objects in combinations elevate to the pride “Harari girl”. 
Abdul enumerates ornaments, dressings, artifacts, and habits 
clearly protrudes the inherent fundamental feeling of Hararis to 
build the self identifications of Harari. Besides, poet insists on to 
preserve the cultural notions incurred in these object of 
communications.  
Dictions and word grouping in (Ÿ<S<M ›Ç NKg) you possess 
accomplished culture (›<T‹¤i ›Çu?)from your predecessors 

(›<c<እ ÃkM×M.. ›Ç¤gu?...)people proud of your culture etc 
are the manifestation imperative to preservation. The word 
groupings disclose self pride deliberately emphatic enhanced in 
repetitions in (mKÜ)be proud (mKÜv g=“©ª ›ØLcu?) be in 
‘shinawi and atlas’ be proud of with what you wear state the 
habitual in Harari conscience to the ultimate goal of preservation. 
 
Abdul builds image in precision utilizing word grouping of and 
build gist inside the readers mind in examples of (c<ÆpÜ Ò` 
¤gu? N]`u?) dissected hair in Harari style as well as (Ñ>óõµU 
Ö=Kò) your delicate silky in full costume depict a fascinating and  
astonishing girl on the verge of wedding day. Reader noticeably 
extends his imagination from her walking, in an amazing beautiful 
girl in the center of attention.  

The beauty is described in wholesome, in totality, from top down 
to the girls feet. Realize how he commences in(ÜÑ`¤gu? 
ÃÓK=T) from your hair, down to (c<~` Ñ“òu?) spreads down 
to the uncle of feet and further down to the ending of ‘gainfi’ 
(Ñ“ò) to the best opportunity to orient the beautiful art 
embroidery (Ñ“ò ›õ) in detail all are colorful shinning 
amazingly. 
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The second theme in the poem that shows the concern in the 
sacredness of labor, that extends to the self reliance actually honors 
labor, to traditional Harari society economically. Abdul’s 
expression (›=Í=¤g c=’ƒu?) the skill in your handcraft and 
(Ñ>óõµU Ö=Mò) here the disciplined and intensive labor to 
disclose girls mugad in basketry and embroidery possibly to 
include ‘Kaloyta’ (ŸKAÃታ) in variety and sophisticated Harari 
colored cape ‘gebr merfi’ (Ñu] S`ô) as well as the old days 
‘mekhada’ (S¤Ç) pillow, were not only high quality hand 
produced commercial goods but also worth to disclose the artistic 
level of development in their making. He vehemently persists and 
in aspiration and purposeful stance on the track via to the 
empowerment of women.   

As culture dominantly consumes styles, in political theme is much 
limited in deeper meanings, to pull it out clearly in word ‘syasa 
aqeretash’ (c=Ád ›n[Ö?i) surfaces out in double meaning 
presumed, imperative to the encouragement of political 
participation. (The very Arabic word seyasa c=Ád is politics.)     

If only I am a critic I have to speak this poem has a bit stretched 
the idea of ‘self pride, ‘Manukh yetfakharba’ (T’<¦ Ãƒó¤`v) 
and few words such as ‘qilechiba’  (mKÜv) and ‘usu yequlta’ 

(›<c<እ ÃkK×M:) might develop in the mind of the Harari girl to 
a little snowbish and arrogance that rifts in distancing her from her 
own society.  

Abdul’s poem ‘gisteyea akhashuk’ (Ñ@c=+ÄÃ ›¥g<¦) is in 
traditional theme and social commitment intended to the make up 
of Harari conscience. All in all Abduls the address ‘gisteyea 
akhashuk’ (Ñ@c=+ÄÃ ›¥g<¦) is to sustain the traditional and 
preserve it for always. 
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8.4  Nibarot minita  ’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ   

ne of Abdul’s poem, accessed and more or less succeeded to 
attain readers as well as literary appreciation is ‘nibarot 

minnta’ (’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ ) Muhyedin Ali Yusuf expressed his 
ideas on two journals. Abdulhafiz is serious in his writings 
generally. In ‘Nibarot minnta’ (’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ) he is even more 
serious that this particular poem could be categorically labeled as 
an ‘angry mans writing’, in sense, angry to seek others 
commitment to the Harari social concern. He is angry as  
Shakespeare’s vigorous and rigorous writings “cruel to be kind” 
Abdul’s anger is for Hararis.        

The dominate them in  ‘Nibarot mininta’ ’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ, is 
perhaps in ‘sound and fury’, angry about the system. The ideas he 
discusses in articulation are Harari issues but delivers them in 
anger to create compulsion. The angry young man, writers 
historically confronted, the system to the benefit of a generation 
assumed, disillusioned and eroded in morality. The most shared 
ideas of those angry writers were the morality, loss of rationality, 
miss integrity generally are missing of sin qua non and so 
compelled and controlled Abdule’s styles. To my appreciation of 

Muhyedin Ali Yusuf. ‘Nibarot mininta’ (’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ) is in 
the clear description that "Nibarot mininta is a passionate portrayal 
of anguish and the suffering of gey usu (Ñ@Ã ›<c<) ego by one of the 
most passionate tribunls of Harar the late Abdulhafiz Kalifa. It is a 
political treatise written, precisely because its exposition of moral 
agony"(Shahan May 1992) 

The significance, the causes Abdulhafiz writing, is from anguish, 
anger, and agony. Abdul is angry from the profound economic 
problems of Harari society, in dissatisfaction of the psychological 

O
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conscience of the young vis a vis his vision that increasingly drives 
him furious. A glimpse of lines from the poem in prima facie, 
(right at a sight) is the backward economy of Hararis 
agriculturally.  

            "N`g=¨< ¾cŒK?U T>ÃSØ kuÙ Ñ>`  
            "k`Ö› ¥“TU Ñ<óƒ É[k Ñ>`  
            "TÑƒ }ÅTScTU ›ð` }SK› Ñ>`..." 
 
In brief paraphrasing, Abdul’,s lines where water is scarce, the 
land left fallow, and ditches of irrigation consumed by silt, 
obviously in need of an intervention, having no option or 
alternatives for such pertinent problem, boils to hot temper anger 
and frustration. Mahyedin wrote on Shahan gN”, the core of the 
poem from the economic aspect. The vital income of Harari, 
Coffee Arabica yields nothing consequently dooms to frustrations 
(u<“‹ ›²?w ´—U ›<MÆT@¦ v¿Ñ>`) justifies his anger. He 

realizes the consequence ›²?w ²=“` ËT>እ  x}K? ¥’Ñ>` 
unemployment is worrying does not allow you to sit idle. 

The missing self reliance ›<\c< SÙ^ as indicated by 
Muhyedrin Ali, an economist, who explains the then de facto that 
urged Abdul’s fury. Muhyedin ascertains the economy of the urban 
culture of Harari ‘ge usu’  (N[` Ñ@Ã ›<cእ) was based on 
irrigated, and terraced garden ‘masnu’ (Seƒ), grain fields ‘gey 
fagay’, (Ñ@Ã ðÒÃ) and fallow fuide (gaffa Ñó) commonly called 
‘gey harshach’ (Ñ@Ã N`h‹). Although the reduction, the size of 
‘gey harshach’ (Ñ@Ã N`h‹) specially the gaffa fields due to 
invading sedentary settlers dates back.  

Abdul’s consciousness about his generation worries him. He 
mentions his society in general and people to his age, in particular 
the status quo as wrong, irrational, and misguided indulge in the 
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unwanted behavior in stead of concerns of social issues of 
overwhelming to Harari people. Here are his points where he 
particularizes workers live idle with out job.  
            “›ÁS<U Ÿ=KK?Ö ›ÁU Ç=ËÓ`..... 
           “RÍ=¨< ›=S¿q Ñ>gu? NÇa Ñ>`   
       T>MNÏ ²ML Ñ>g<U Ãða ¤’Ñ>`... 
Straight forward concerns yet in total despair. He mentions the 
situation in conditional statement of Ñ>` clause and leaves the 
consequence to his people to act by their own. Here are few lines 
to elaborate his themes.   

uK* cŒTU –@* ’kRÑ>`' 
K?Ù ªKKATU Ò`SØ Ñu* Ñ>`: 
ÃÑx ¨p+U ÃÖK< ¥’Ñ>`' 
’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ ÃŸ<+ SØ ¥“Ñ>`:… 

According to Abdulhafiz’s illustration, his generation is in 
“alienation”, unfolded as ‘dumb founded’ even devoid of emotion 
clear from nS< q“ÙTU d}MnS< ›MNÚÑ>` the physical 
body dull in sensuality, curtails and deprives to pay attention to 
social concern. The African writer in. ‘The Beautiful Ones Are Not 
Yet Born,’ I. Q. Arma expression of social concerns described in 
an anger analogous, in  the lines and stanzas to the same reflection. 
Here are the three lines from ‘nibarot mininta’ to associate. 

"Ã³˜U ÃSgU ›²µ SØ ¥“Ñ>`.....  
 Ÿ=M Sh kÇU c<Ñ<MÆU ›jÑ>`# 

            "²Ó ³¿ c›U ›KdÑÅÑ>`...... No difference in life, 
from dawn to dusk, nor does one sleep comfortably stretching  on 
his legs the same things with out development, were the de facto in 
Abdulhafiz, perspective nothing but “alienation” in this case 
clearly from (Ã³˜U ÃSgU ›²µ SØ¤“ Ñ>`) monotonous 
and boring life. 
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For Abdulhafiz, the behavior he observes is worst and most 
compulsive to yell in relentless endeavor and drives him to toll the 
bell to against the pertinent unwanted behavior expressed in 
(KMvi ›u?f Ñ>`), prioritize outer garment but worrying for the 
next meal and (›Ãm`SØ v¿TU É`m K?Nq Ñ>`) borrow 
money for pretext suppress the need but just appear glamorous 
from out side, “manifests the full fledged, rife and rampant in over 
acting attitude. Khalifa boldly exposes, perhaps in similar ideas  
here again from African writer novel mentioned above I .O. 
Armahs  speaks for Abdulhafiz in “glamorous out side while the 
house hold is burning” proper to unfold the misguided emotion 
realized from the lines that show the self assertion while the reality 
is depressing. 

›=kM×¤ª...õ\˜ SØ vÄÑ>`'  
›<k¦ª vÄTU ›”Ñƒ ›n’• Ñ>`'  
’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ \I¨< ›KTÐ Ñ>`::  
 

Muyehidin in his critical appreciation, but in a little bit difficult to 

understand English published in Harar on (’>vaƒ T>’>”ታ) subtitled 
“Swang Song”, emphasizes the moral agony of ge usu (Ñ@Ã ›<c<እ) 
politically displayed in Niberat mennta can not be discussed 
meaningfully outside the context of these social forces  which have 
made it both a fact and an issue demanding poetic expression. 
Mahudin discloses ipso facto of Hararis that produced the poetic art to 
the  revelation. 
An important device of Nibarot Minnta in technical writing manipulates 
irony, wit and humor as a vehicle to build theme to point of laughter and 
more importantly introduces some thing to the  Harari writing, to develop 
the art of satire. You read the following lines and laugh  and yet you 
laugh at yourself, “k`g= ›àTU u<cŸ<ƒ ¨¤xÑ>`'” 
…¨MNØSØ ›jÓ` : There expression for sure are not intended to 
create joke or make fun to please the reader for entertainment but 
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deliberate to ridicule the pretentious behavior that deprived the 
generation dedication and commitment.  

What does he capitalize in utilizing humor or irony? What is the 
literary benefit of irony as a device in literature?  An irony, is 
paradox a writer turns to be witty or humorous to relief the 
reader from boring reality but when extended, he turns to be 
compulsive to the effect of laughter. The reader laughs. 
(Cudden:1979:335) 

Abdulhafiz makes us laugh in his ironic lines (ª ’w] ›=eÖ?T) 
what a lively life if…(Sˆ ÁjNM";) whence do they conduct! 
“NÍ="!” }"! Today! Right now. The conditional clauses ÃŸ<ƒ 
ÁjÑ>` of Abdulhafiz is ironical to show the situation to expect the 
consequence accomplished by others.  

To conclude, in the above three works of Abdul’s gleaming spark 
to modern Harari poetry indicative to show the glimmering light 
attained at the end of the tunnel. Poems were written for a cause 
and so did Abdul wrote them certainly promoted Harari language. 
His writing commenced style blending to theme emphatically. 

For me as student of literature I am more focused explicitly on 
issues. Khalifas poem lines were not lines drawn on sand, nor were 
his words balls thrown in high grasses. They were realistic to fall 
deep into Hararis heart and mind. They are significant enough, 
intended to hold and promote Harari self identifications 
substantially and artistically. This chapter calls for another Khalifa.  
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Mini Glossary  
              Recurring Terms gey fequr  Ñ@Ãðk` Su?Ã[” Ûp+Á‹ 

 
1. derse (Å`c=) substantial content of mikfactch U¡ð‹ to the mugad songs.  
2. gey feqar (Ñ@Ã ðk`) musical songs of Harari (traditional and modern music).  
3. hals (NKe)-Harari traditional song dance, mugad make a circle and  
                   a girl to be praised in the center  hals mewrd (NKc S¨<[É) 
           the girl get ready, appear in center on the floor from Nedeba (’Åv). 
  hals ze weredti (NKe ²=¨[É+) the particular girl who appeared 
                         for hals in praise 
4. jaliye (ÍK=Ã) ancient songs in sweet music in grand breath taking tune followed  

       by (K?K?Ã). otherwise known as kotan kot (Ÿ<*ታ” ¢*ƒ)  
5. memses (SUce) the initial poem line by mugad and friends  
                                 respond accordingly. 
6. melhad (SMNÉ) the poem lines of the vocalist, respond  
                                  in the same phrase (in rhythm melody). 
7. mikfach (T>¡ð‹) the preparation, prologue of debal and 
                                  other substantial Harari traditional music 
8. meslah (SeKI) traditional music, danced by two mugads boys and a girl,  

                               the boys  with kuta (Ÿ<ታ) and the girl too beautifully dressed.  
9. masnoi (Sc•Ã) title of ancient Harari poem,  popularly known as kS` hi. 
10. wali (ªK=) singer  weli (¨K=) saint the usual status first telling,  
                        start as singer ªK=  wail zelkhana weli  yikhunomel.  
                           (ªK= ²M¥“ ¨K= Ã¤<’<T@M) 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  NNIINNEE  
HHAARRAARRII  CCUULLTTUURRAALL  MMUUSSIICC  AANNDD  TTHHEE  DDRRAAMMAATTIICC    DDAANNCCEE  

 
ABSTRACT: The Harari traditional music ‘ada fequr’  (›Ç ðk`) is 
unique in contents, venues, and offerings. The contents of (›Ç ðk`) 
display beauty, praise to faith, build confidence of team. In addition they; 
reflect repent, and apologies on commission. The venues too are unique: 
Arafa celebration, tunsus houses and at times occasionally and rarely 
appear on stages. The offering in delivery are, unique and different in 
‘hals’, ‘meslah’ and ‘debal. Mood, audience and participation differ 
accordingly. The most significant is that they establish the foundation of 
people. Even more they benefit the Harari people.(Ada fequrs) high 
lights, code of conducts and improvisation with inter and intra 
communication. 

 
KEY TERMS:  ada fequr  (›Ç ðk`) contents, venues, delivery, 
participation, foundation (›de) mood, audience, benefits, 
improvisation, code of conduct.  
             

9.1 Over view of ‘ada fequr’ (›Ç ðk`) 
 

he Harari cultural and modern music are unique in substance 
and patterns of presentations. The substance, procedure, and 

how they are presented in costume, (clothing), as well as the venue 
(platform) too are different and peculiar. Dominantly the songs 
express the love for Harar, describe friendship in Harari context, 
and portray romantic descriptions and above all the songs 
uncompromisingly indispensably persist to describe belief in 
Islamic faith.    

The platforms, for deliberation of ‘ada frqur’ (›Çðk`) are often  
wedding ceremonies in Tunsus, ‘Anqur Mahtab’ and at time in the 
(ad hoc) preplanned occasional platforms during Edd and Arafa 

T
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celebration. In fact the rarely happening and occasional 
performances, are the annual celebrations of school, coordinated 
by Senior High School Students, in addition to stages arranged on 
the profoundly of accomplished events of anniversaries and 
inaugurations.   

The current chapter defines the format of ordering in presentation 
of ‘ada fequr’ that persists in the distinguishing factors. There were 
songs, only in sounds on single vocalist with out body movement 
labeled as, halas (NKe), and the performance in ‘saley mesta’ 
(dK?Ã Sc×) was established in peculiar manner. In addition, 
dances deliberated in ‘meslah’ (SeKQ) with drum, ‘kebel’ (ŸuM) 
and ‘def’ (Åõ) tambourine. The hot in jumping (ÅvM) is 
performed in an inclusive participation that pulls women from 
kitchen to attend it. 

The traditional ‘gey fequr’ does not totally deprive the coming 
together of boys and girls. The combination is enshrined under 
exception. In ‘hals’ and ‘meslah’, boys and girls enjoy the special 
delivery under the same roof, the mugad encircle the girl in ‘halas’ 
but in ‘meslah’ two boys and a girl perform the dance. In meslah  
(SeKQ) the dancing is suspenseful, thrilling and in tempo totally 
kindles audience to attend in breath taking concentration.   

In debal(ÅvM) the young boys jump with elderly Hararis in ‘chef 
chef’ (†õ†õ) frequently conducted on Sunday morning of 
wedding day. But in ‘Anqur Mehtab’ the wedding family boys and 
girls play together in combination. 

The chapter high lights the extraordinary music and a versatile 
Harari icon, man of music, an expert in Harari traditional music in 
nexus to ‘ada fequr’ (›Ç ðk`). The general feature of ‘ada 
fequr’, the core pillars, the procedure in point of order in platform 
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and his theory  and principles from his findings of Harari music 
presented on International forum are to my service. I am sure my 
readers appreciate, the offer and enjoy Abdulmuhimin Abdunasirs 
findings. 

9.2.  The gey fequr and Abdulmuhimin Abdulnaser 

arari society has few of its icons live and prevailing in reality. 
One of  these icons is Abdulmuhimein Abdulnasir, a person 

with social commitment to Hararis, established experts person 
widely known historian, and an early Harari informant for his 
knowledge of Harari language, culture, art as well as the tradition. 
More than any other of his competence Abdul is a poet and an 
expert on Harari music theoretically. In addition to his role as a 
singer. Abdul endeavors to transfer his knowledge on numerous 
medium, offers advices on Harari issues for the needy researchers. 

Abdulmuehmin writes in Harari with good command of English. I 
had read his poems he wrote when he was only grade ten. He is an 
independent and collaborative researcher to work with foreigners. 
He has done numerous studies but only one or two are published. 
In his collaborative role with Haria Sortori who studied Harari 
traditional music for six years. To the field of his interest, he is 
recognized, respected Harari Intellect as well as man of Harari 
literature with myriad contribution.  

I am glad to orient and present the very Harari icon with 
perspective of his interest and cooperation. I would commence 
with a considerate research writer introduction:  

 

 

H
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“Kabir Abdulmuhiemin Abdulnasir, renowned and versatile 
Harari thinker (historian poet, painter, singer, mystic, researcher 
and owner of note worthy private library) mirrors with his 
multifaceted revolutionary and generous personality, the 
charming complexity of Hararis culture, as well as the necessity 
of approaching it in all necessity of approaching it in all 
compassing manner” (Sortori: 2010:122) 

Perhaps these facts suffice to witness, his competence and versatile 
personality. I will not be in position to cover all the competence 
and qualification enumerated by Sortori, but I just substantiate the 
vital and the relevant principle he promotes on ‘ada fequr’.   

If I am allowed to establish context to start from my personal 
knowledge, I know Abdulmuhiemin ever since he was a high 
school student in M.C.S.S Harar. Later on, I used to meet him 
frequently more often with Ahmad Zakarya both working for the 
same cause. The particular event I personally attribute to is, his 
priceless advice he offered me. when I was a sophomore student in 
AAU. Abdul oriented me to African writers authors such as Peter 
Abraham, the South African prolific writer. From his guides to the 
excellence, I developed the interest to read well about African 
writers, the phenomenon to the significance my senior paper had 
come out on South African issue in focal points Peter Abrams 
writing, the writer Abdul had introduced me and shaped my 
thinking. Thank you Abdul! 

Abdulumuhimin was painter. In the late fifties I saw him paint on 
Harari residential walls with Tebebe Terfa and Muhamed Sherief. 
Those days their painting had been a bit sophisticated “Abstract 
Art” to realize. I remember they had one American who joined 
them in the painting. What I can tell is that Tibebe was younger, 
who had been my class mates, the real artist from his early age 
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who paints the picture of my teachers in the interval of four or five 
minutes, to the surprise my class mates. My instructors used to call 
him, “The Art Master”, By now Tibebe is a celebrated painter 
Nation wide. I consider him Harari painter in every sense of the 
word. He appreciated the environmental color of Harar to inspire 
his imagination. Abdul too, not less, had been his intimate friend. 
Abdumuhimin’s  painting appear in so many publication as well as 
from in book G[` Ñ@Ã ðk` +Sc•Ã N=Ò˜. The cover page 
and four pages painting, in the relevance the topic witness in 
addition to numerous pages painted for journals and magazines. 
Poets as painters,( the two in one) in on personality are usual gifts 
as. The Harar born Gesbrekrstos Desta and the known Kalil 
Gubran the Persian poet and painter.     

Based on Haria Sortori practical judgment and characterization 
Abdul’s interest ranges in wide dimension, poem, history, culture 
of mugads, dance and chorography that he could also embodies 
different states of consciousness associated with musical rituals. I 
am certain that, with out Abduls contribution to Harari ‘ada fequr’, 
the exploration, evaluation and assessment of research undoubtly 
misses something to appear incomplete. If I myself have not dealt 
with his poems, and the explanations he offers respectively; the 
general category including the themes in broad dimension my 
writing could have missed indispensable opinions on ‘ada fequr’. It 
could be hard to disclose the inherent wisdom contained in Harari 
‘ada fequr’. 
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‘Himimi’ his friends used to call him knows ‘gey fequre’ (Ñ@Ã 
ðk`) deeply and widely. He is sufficiently aware of the important 
role it plays to transfer value for next generation. No foreigner has 
stayed with Abdul more than Haria Sortori, who rightly confirmed 
him as such in relation to Harari music and where he stands and 
the role he plays.  

“The prominent role of Khabir Abdul in the study of gey fequr 
and of Harari culture in general together with his innate 
capacity of positively interacting with local and international 
scholars, is witnessed in great number of academic writing, 
including all the previous publications by the writer of this 
article” (Sortority: 2010:123) 

No researcher gets into and comes out of  the Walled City Harars, 
without due consultation with Kabir. He has numerous times 
appeared on International forum.  

His book  N[` Ñ@Ã ðk` Sc•Ã N=Ò˜ is a mile stone 
collection compiled Harari music scripts, to offer the preliminary 
introduction. The expert offered his classification for convenience 
that serves as initial material for needy and interested individual. 
The ‘gey feque’ in classification, purposes, contents and delivery 
are qualities sufficiently dealt in the book. Haria Sortori was 
gratified of the finding. Subsequently, she and Abdul delivered 
their finding on International Conference. “Preserving Local 
Knowledge in the Horn of Africa” according to their 
publications.  
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The Research from this serves my purpose, and so I deal on few 
ideas of these findings in general. Sortori asserts, “Kaber 
Abdulmihm represents the most reliable source of on Harari gey 
fequr, having tirelessly recorded and documented its oral and 
written verses for over three decades elaborating through his 
insightful and poetic approach any element contributing to the 
knowledge of Harari songs and poetry. (Sortori:2010:122)  

I would kindly request you, to focus on the underlined elements. 
Honestly, I don’t not  have any other words to express Abdul’s 
efforts and competence, If I have to, I only persist on the Abdul’s 
book and research paper in combination to provide an interesting 
analysis and interpretations to judge and characterize the Harari 
icon.   

Finally, I invite my reader to have an insight on Abdulmuhmin’s 
old, High School writing (Harar and Nairobi) for your self and 
learn the talent of Abdulmuhiemin Abdulnaser.  
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Love 
Love is like a cage, 
Without a door  or a hedge, 
With fury, cry, or rage, 
I cant get out of the cage. 
 
I love I don’t eat, 
Sleepless night I get, 
Headache everyday I meet, 
In silent though I sit. 
 
Eyes become so blind, 
Lost all the joys I had, 
Sadness is all I find 
I am dumb, Oh! my friend. 
 
My, mine glass bee,  
You spread your love in me, 
Will I find my peaceful mind, 
So that I can  stand. 
             A.Muheimen A.Nassir 

Feb 13,1969 Nairobi 

 

The Pretty Girl 
               *Abdul M.A.Nasr 
I dreamed of a little pretty girl, 
On the last day of April. 
 
She was a girl of eighteen, 
Who came from the city of London. 
 
She had a unique and rounded breast, 
With white and healthy arranged teeth. 
 
Her eyes were shining like moon light, 
Wholly she was in a good state of health. 
 
I hurried and greeted her gently, 
In return she welcomed me heartily. 
 
We took a taxi and to the Rashotel, 
Luckily we reached there after a while. 
 
We entered and took our seats, 
And ordered an orange and sweet. 
 
She smiled and made me happy. 
We got our order shortly, 
And started to eat happily. 
 
After we drank and ate the sweet, 
I paid for the bill and we went for a jaunt. 
 
Suddenly a strange noise awake me, 
And I found myself beneath a big tree. 
 
Here I sit alone and wondering, 
When will I meet the pretty girl of my 
dream 
     
 *Medhane Alem Sec. School (1956E.C) 
 

Hararis Wrote In English 

 Ñ@Ã ðk`K? ¨_Óµ ‘ª’›=”ታ  
 ðk` ²K?L ›?Kª 
  ðk` ²K?L ›de” ›?L 
“Harari is a planet within planet  

Which has not yet been discovered, 

Its history landmarks, literature and 

Spirituality are expressed through  

Fequr (Abdulmuhemin Abdunasir) 
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9.3 The Ada fequr ›Çðk` principle, delivery & norm  

“Harari traditional songs are presently mainly performed by 
women; however, men certainly played an essential role in the 
history of gey faqar: mugad associations held for decennia the 
role of ‘factories for song manufacturing,’ being a regular 
context of traditional musical/poetical composition performance 
and dance, both on the male and female sides;” (Abdulmuheimen 
Abdunasir’s :2010:124) 

In handling ‘ada fequr’, I will attempt to disclose the unique 
features of the traditional Harari music; the venue, the platforms, 
the prologue of ‘ada fequr’; define the ‘saley’, the event in the 
cordial entry to tunsus and the finishing of the performances 
substantially and formally.     

 The principle and disciplines in the delivery   

he actual Harari wedding commences on Thursday and 
terminates on Thursday. The time duration in days may vary, 

and yet to attend on Saturday and Sunday remain mandatory for 
afochas, and relatives of hosts.  

The mother’s afocha is proactive in traditional music during ‘salit 
muhsha’ (cK=Ø TQh), on Friday. The next, on Saturday the musical 
event is ‘anqur mahtab’ (›”k` TQÖw) in the presence of both girls 
and boys family. The event takes its peak in ‘aruz megba’ (›\´ 
SÓvእ) on Sunday. Preceding Sundays event the mugads enjoy and 
perform their music in tunsus (Ö<”c<e). On Saturday the bride/ the 
groom and accompanying friends mugad enjoy ‘debal’ (ÅvM). However, 
Sunday belongs to male (main) afocha in ‘moulud’ (S¨<K<É) the 
ritual of Zekeri (²=¡]) delivery that takes place from early 
morning till lunch is served. 

T
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The culture to the enjoyment, in limitation, mixing two sexes are 
interesting to address. In principle, Harari music, (traditional or 
modern,) songs and dances are conducted in pre assigned separate 
rooms for men and women. The exception is, girls and boys mugad 
unofficially join together by themselves presumably in the absence 
of mothers or fathers attendance. Nevertheless, the unavoidable 
situation established to happen and actualized as exception, where 
the mugad youth joins the girls in Edd and Arafa celebration, 
initiated and happened by the dynamic agent of change.  

But as established norm, boys or girls mugad play separately, as 
one can have the idea with its implications:  “›x‹ ›=”Ê‹ 
›=cuMuLƒu? ›=eS<Ö= Ãƒôka³M”. The separately conducted 
music, according to Yahya Abdulahi in ANER, that men and 
women play in separate room is the established principle. An 
exception to lax the enforcement, the eventual phenomenon to the 
norm of the limited time and event in the situation allows the 

combination is stated as follows.  "አንቀር ማQÖwቤ ቀNƒ 
Ò`ቤ  አvች! K=Í= ጋርቤ አሩዝዋ መLnችµ ቁራዘTን ቤሐር 
አጢር መŠN : መሐለቅ  መ×በቅሌ ይÇ=ጃሉ፡፡” …. uK‡u? 
›Á‹ መትፌቀርK?  አሩዝ መLቅµ አያች  ጉቲቤ ቸፍቸፍ “`"::  
(Yahya Aner) Emphasis- Writer. 

The justification to the situational, man and women join in the 
delivery of  the traditional music has exceptional, in a bit lax, 
maintained in lex non scripta, (unwritten law) is with the purpose 
of attaining, to create the oder in perfuming the dancers joyfulness 
and to the offering awards in regardful and in appreciation to 
singers. This exceptionality is a recent phenomenon just accepted 
and urged the combination of male and female to play together.     
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The behavior in ada fequr  is characterized in self controlled (ሩኅ 
ሐሪራ) discipline worth appreciation so clear from the illustration 
of Yahya Abdulahi’s article N[` Ñ@Ã ›Ç Sƒôk` in ANER 
1982 (EC). Yahya explains the  beauty, and the embodiment of the 
discipline manifested in Harari traditional music as follows:   

"አዳ መተôቀር ²=ኛሌ ›<eOሉ lምሳ ²=ስጤው! ተርቲብዋ አቀጢራ ጠለሰቤ 
OK<õ Sትፌቀርቤ ›=dሎ ወዳላ ጉድ ጉዳዋ: ወሃቺ ኸና ©Ïዋ አmም አደብª 
“S<cµ ዘMቲላÁዩቤ መተፌቀርዚዩ ኢስታ” *ርኩትµU አዳ መተፌቀራች 
ዘትዋቀሩቦ N=ከማዋ N=ƒፋን ገልጌብ መ¦ናµሌ ረጋም የትፋጫል"  

The content in traditional songs, according to Yahya, is in 
provision of advice contained and in good judgment, distinct  for 
every age, even artistical in its order of delivery                                                                                                                             
and more importantly, fascinating in the performances and yet 
within the Harari traditional norm. One traces substantial content, 
manner and due disciplines in totality blending, unfolds and 
increasingly enshrines the beauty and the art, reflected in the 
human aspect that the Harari girls beauty projected 
overwhelmingly.   

In fact, I myself had seen it in the fifties in instance in certain 
Argoberi wedding house with the presence of Shamitu, the Harari 
diva in center and Mahamed Idris from Radio Ethiopia and, of 
course, the guide Ahmed Zakerya. I have assured for myself, first 
and for most, Hararis respect the culture, acknowledge the 
procedure and give due regard for the message. The performance 
had been conducted smoothly with out any interruption. The 
journalist had documented it according to prior information of 
Ahmed’s orientation, Muhamed Idris filed and recorded it with out 
any setback to the last of the schedule. 
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Aruz Megba ›\´ SÓv  ›Ç ðk` 

The highest of Harari wedding ‘belechu' uK‡ reaches to 
highest  in ‘Aruz megba’ (›\´ SÓv ) in the event the 
bride groom accompanied by best men ‘maz melaq’ (T>´ 
SKp) reach the brides residence,  take the bride in formal 
ceremony of departure. The bride groom takes the bride 
maid. His friends collect things she takes to her new home.  
The songs as collected by Bahja Basha goes on in episodes 
and song in lines as follow:  
 

(1) Bride groom approaches to bride residence. 
 S<´ lÖ?Ã ²=ª³ lÖ?Ã' 
›Ã’u u=c?Ã#  

[Song during the procedure collecting her utilities  
     to take with  her to the new house] 

²=cõ  ²="SMታ T” ¾Ù`K?' 
ukK<U ²=Ãò[" 

(2) Bride departs from her family right on main gate of her family  
›\²?Ã S" ›\²?Ã 
Å`T@Ã N]_Ã  

     [On the road to Aruz gar her friends sing] 
›¨< kN‚Ã ›¨<›vÇ=` kN‚Ã 
¤<–> g?¤Ã u=KÇ“ ^IT‚Ã  

(3) The couple approach to the destination to aruz gar  
     [Honey moon room ] 

Ü”qß¤g nß] ªÃ  
Ñ@M¤?g ›T” ¾Ù` c=”mµ¨< 
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 In ‘Ada fequr’ Å`c= ‘derse’  precedes debal as a rule 
  

Based on the reliable information from Yahya Abdulahi, the Harari 
traditional songs in general have beginning (opening) ‘derse’ 

(ደ`c=) to precede musical delivery of ‘anquer mahteb’, (›”k` 
TQÖw), and ‘ayach kerbu’ (›Á‹ Ÿ[u<) and ‘debal’ (ÅvM) The 
three separate events,  each commences with derse (ደ`c=) 
otherwise referred to as ‘mikfach’ (U¡ó‹)the opening. The exact 

and precise elaboration from Yahya again states. "አቂ ›ዳ 
መትፈቀራችሌ ምክóች NK፡፡ ይµም Åርሲ ÃሎRል፡፡ ደርማች 
ደvል ›=መÂግሉ# ¨N‰‹ዋ ሐታማች አንቀር SQጠብ ቤቀድ' 
አያች ከርቡሌ ጠብ ባይቲዚዩ ቤቀድ' ደርሲ ያሻሉ፡፡ (ÁIÁ 
›wÆLH> Aner) 

Debal is conducted in ‘Belechua’, on wedding day the performance 

of during mould (S¨K<É) in ‘aruz megba’ ( ›\´ SÓvእ) and 
inside ‘aruz gar’,(›\´ Ò`) in post wedding event performed by 
friends and best men. In addition to special deliberation of Arafa 
and other similar occasions, that is, where ever group is in 
enjoyment, debal is performed, in hot drum music, in participatory 
and inclusive dimension. ‘Debal’ (ÅvM) is mugads dance, 
conducted by four persons in the center of the floor in ‘chef chef’ 
(†õ †õ), fast jumping in intensity and tempo. 

Debal is lead by skilled and gifted vocalist zekri or young (ªK=) 
substantial in Harari culture and Islamic faith supported with drum, 
tambourine and kebel (ŸuM). The tiresome, in dancing, of 
jumping, is to instant replacement, effectual and characterized as 
energetic, quick and vibrant that facilitates opportunity to 
participation. The drum beat is hot, striking hard, but it is with 
passionate and faith emotionally labors in perspiration, in an 
immensely conducted without an intermittent pause. Close relative, 
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friendship, and inner circle are anticipated to be in to the circle to 
discharge responsibility to show affection. The hesitant and 
undetermined in case physically pushed into the jumping circle 
with intention, that they must share the feeling, an event indicative 
to manifest connection and consideration to friends or relatives. 

It is to the contrast  that ‘salay’ (dK?Ã) and ‘meslah’ (SeKQ), 
are cool and cold music; ‘anqur mahtub’, (›”k` TQÖw) 
‘ayach kerebu’ (›Á‹ Ÿ[u<) hotter in degree of intensity. Last 
comes the hottest of all the debal ÅvM. 

 Salay (dK?Ã) the Harari Traditional Soliloquies 

What are ‘Salay’ (dK?Ã) and ‘saley mesta’ (dK?Ã Sc×) in 
Harari traditional ada fequre? “dK?Ã ›cK=u? Ò` S¡ðƒ 

ðk\¨< dK?Ã ¾K<TU: ›NÉ ›<c<እ Áh³Mª Ãƒôk^³M 
ðk\¨<U ›µ Ÿ<ƒµ dK?Ã vÃ+u? ÀÖ`RRM::” 
(›wÆMS<QÃT>” ›wÆM“e`) 
To the platform of the tunsus, as the stage the traditional ‘ada 
fequr’ (dK?Ã) happens to the mugad shows art in poem and new 
love songs to the best description.  
 
The fascination of the beautiful girl in soliloquies in such event is 
the feeling the psychological aspect, that is, what goes inside the 
mugad (girls and boys) mind individually. 
 

The stream of consciousness from the perspective of the dynamic 
agents, mugads performance commences right at the surprise 
arrival by itself creates pin drop silence. The suspense, curiosity 
hovers in the mind of people in the room.  Imagine, to prevail 
amidst the girls, the fear and the dilemma “to be or not to be”  in 
anticipation and successfully evolve in front of the beautiful girls 
assumed to occur on the side of boys mugad. On the other side, the 
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curiosity on the girls side, to what happens and how it happens in 
due delivery particularly in Khalifas expression (RÍ=¦ T” dK? 
Ãc×M?) To the wedding house, in the room supposed just boys 
and girls by de facto in containment of suspense, creates the total 
atmosphere to curiosity in the mood for both sexes, at least for 
minutes in thrilling phenomenon, something to write on, be it in 
the modern writing short story or novel creative work maintaining 
device of stream of consciousness, favorable to describe what goes 
in the mind. The digression to a certain eventful episode and come 
back from digression, attainable in the style of William Faulner, 
Virginia Wolf, James Joyce from abroad. The style prevails in 
Sememen by Sissay Negasu and  Thirteen Months of Sun Shine 
by Dagnachew Worku. All these examples to the significant  
delivery describe the conscience of the youth in nexus to sensuality 
is high lighted in art. 
      
The Harari ‘saly’ in soliloquy commences when the ‘halasit’ drops 
in the circle of mugads. First, the appreciation to the ‘hals 
zeweredti (NKe ²=¨[É+). Then comes the gratitude in the faith. 
The real praise to the beautiful girl is in articulation. The finishing 
lines to the gratitude to the girl in departure to say her good bye is 
worth the conclusiveness and definitive finishing.    
 

 The cordial entrance to tunsus gar  
‘›u?¨< Vs  ›Ãu]u?’ 

In the pre arranged separate room, the colorful girls and artistic 
songs complement and accomplish to the occasion promote Harari 
music. The arriving mugad dare to knock on the door, in the person 
of the guest mugad calling for hosts loudly pronounces “Abew” 
(›u?¨<), request to enter and deliberate the soliloquies ‘saley 
mesta’ (dK?Ã Sc×) in halas(NKe) in the unique Harari 
traditional music.  
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(Attending tunsus is with or with out invitation for boys mugad. It 
is with the invitation not to be absent from the joy of bride or 
groom’s brother or sister in formality). The principle in attending 
‘belechu’ in Harari is sensitive that presuppose invitation. It is with 
out invitation in exception, when mugads are informed of any 
event assumed to be in violation of the girls rights, suppressed by 
imposition. For the purpose of this discussion, I take the 
presumption of the scenario of presence of mugad in tunsus is with 
cordial invitation.  

Have the view of the setting, the girls in separate room, the main 
gate (Ÿ}Uu]) closed tightly to secure every house hold and the  
girls in the tunsus. The arrival of mugad to tunsus precisely 
announced and requested loud and clear from out door in polite 
wording of permission The quests are  to be welcomed or rejected 
in prohibition. The following perhaps elaborates better in beautiful 
informative description of Yahya Abdulahi.  

Å`T‹ Ö<”c<e ³KMvÒ` Æp ³¿ c› (›=d¿ Ñ>`) Sx›K? \¦d 
¾ƒN=w^K<:: ›<Ò ÒUu]u? "›u?" ÃK<T ÃŸMNK<:: Ö<”c<e 
Ò^‡U "›Ãu]u?" vÃ+u? Ëªw ¾ÑvK<:: Å`T‹ (S<ÒÉ) 
"›`Ñ<u]¾‹}“" ÃK<T T”’ƒ}²=¿¨< ¾+¨<nK<:: Ö<”c<e Ò^‹ 
¤“K?¿ Ñ>`! "x›<" vÃ+u?' ›M¥“K?¿Ñ>` “u`+u? ›`ÑÑw’@¤” 
ÃK<T: Sx› Ã¤}^K<:: \¡d ²Ñ— S<ÒÉ Ãu<›M: Ãƒðk^M 
(ÁIÁ:›’@`:12) 

Yahya’s information deserves paraphrasing: The sooner mugad 
arrives at the gate of tunsus gar, requests the permission to enter 
and loudly calls "Abbe", to mean ‘my brother’. The host in tunsus 
needs to identify, “ay berribe” (›Ãu]u?) “which gate are you 
from”. The guest mugad responds, "Argo beriach tana"  
(›`Ôu]Á‹ }“). We are from Argo beri.  On the condition to 
meet, to the expected guests so as to be welcomed, the mugad from 
inside needs to announce, “Bou", (x›<) to mean ‘enter’. 
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Otherwise, the case is categorical of person non grata, the 
corresponding response echoes, as ‘bertibe argegebnekh’ (u`+u? 
›`ÑÑw’@¦). You can not enter, fight us to enter if you like, with 
your stick, thus, entry declared prohibited. The permitted mugad 
enters and the song commences to the expectations. 

In the complete events in view, inside the tunsus gar furnished 
mood with the extraordinary venue, exclusive for itself and by 
itself to enjoy the musical dance in total freedom.   

The view, the setting of  the room in the eyes of mugads, glimpse 
from the frontal position is enjoyable. The beautiful girls in 
‘nedeb’(’Çv) every space totally occupied by ‘loved ones,’ No 
room even for late comer ‘weregit’ ¨_Ñ>ƒ or call her would be 
‘halasit’ NKc=ƒ Enjoy the shawl  dressing below her neck to 
protect one self from catching cold, the beautiful Harari blonde 
hair head partially covered with delicate ‘fota’ (ö×) that 
purposeful eyes penetrate to stare in the hair imaginatively to 
uncovering of the ‘jorjor’ (Ð`Ð`).  

The  ornaments glittering from every angle, glazing in astonishing 
reflection as intended. Where the human mind inside and material 
reality to in side position standing mugad, the out side in deep and 
dark sky glitter in “twinkle, twinkle” correlate to a Harari ‘little 
star’ reflect impressively. The presence of mugads at disposal, cool 
and clam to the glazing of gorgeous and converted great body 
assumed inside, yet covered in ‘hula Harir’ (OKª N]`) slightly 
traditional over  the bust, and bumbay genefi (u<UvÃ Ñ“ò) 
below waist one has to challenge and assure to himself that the 
great body and mind to discharge responsibly to attend from her 
model brothers and sisters  that body and the brain behind to make 
professional doctors, engineer and mighty lawyers for tomorrow in 
pursuing modern education.  
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Thus, it is reality, in fact time when the mugad forgets every other 
issues in the whole world except indulgent from the Shakespeare’s 
hundred and fifty beautiful eyes on him, but only to spread fear 
and strike him in panic, vivid and visual fact in the ‘tunsus gar’ 
scenario. What had been in a reality of that time,  to the knowledge 
of this writer, now just remain with image in flash back from fifties 
and early sixties. 

Abdulhafiz Kalifa gives us his recollections better to serve us in 
summary the substances and the rule of engagement with due 
emphasis of the disciplinary manner of ‘Tunsus gar’ of those days 
"Ö<”c<e Ò`u? U” }e ¾+g=: ScKI# ÇuK<U# NKcª 
:Sc•ÃU “^:: ›Çª ›Çu<U ÃŸ<ƒµƒ ›Ó[” “^:: uÍ=I 
S<ÒÆU T>h uÅMµvI ›v’ƒ ²=ƒô]u?¨< Ò`u? ¾Ñ<w]T 
¾lUc=³M ›Ç²=—u? ¾ƒôk\ “`:: Sƒôk` ²=¿K?U T>h vÅ 
ÖM²=¿u? ð[n ÃcÖ<¿ “`::”(›wÆMNò´ gªM ›É K<Ã N[` 
VÃ)      

 The ‘salay mesta’ (dK?Ã Sc×) the order and the praise 

Yes, of course, the already mentioned short memorandum of 
Abdulhafiz is informative that, there had been ‘maslah’, (SeKQ) 
and ‘hals’ (NKe) ‘masnoy’ (Se•Ã) and ‘debal’ (ÅvM) 
conducted and yet in cultural discipline (›Åª ›Çw). The mugad 
were there by cordial invitation in connection to an elder brother 
and younger sister and duly respect of the norm ‘abanet’ (›v’ƒ) 
and attending mugad deliberate the music in turn, one mugad after 
another mugad a discipline by itself.  

Harari, according to certain documentation, had ‘guti halas’ 
(Ñ<+NKe) and ‘meslah’ (SeKQ), ‘degedeg hals’ (Ç=ÑÅÓ 
NKe). The ‘hals’ (NKe) otherwise ‘guti hals’ (Ñ<+ NKe) is an 
interesting one to describe and narrate.  
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The sooner mugad arrives at wedding house, right on the floor, 
requests ‘halas’ to drop in the circle. In Aner article N[`-Ñ@Ã ›Ç 
Sƒôk` Yahya Abdulahi offers the manner and the substance as 
to the request to have the ‘halasit’. Here is the brief.  
(1) Ñ<+ ሐለሰ መትôቀር ይ¤ሸዛል ሙጋድ# ጋር ዳቺ Ñ<+u? ሺር ይልማ 
ይቃኒ! (2) ሐለሰ ቱርዲLው የትሂብራል (3) “አv‹¤g አርÔበሪÁ‹}”ዋ uይ 
ኢሰዲÌ: ዊረÏ ሐለሰይ ቀብ በይዋ” ይሉ ¨N‰‹ “›v‹¤g<¨<” በይ ኢሰዲÌ 
ይሉዋ (4) ጉቲዚዩቤ አNÉ ቀNት ሐለሰ መወረድሌ ዚትመለሃቲ ጠብ ጠብ 
ቲል! ነደባቤ ኪልÅቺ መሌጠ ቲግK= Ñ>ር(5) :Ò` ዳቺ ጉቲቤ ሺር ዛያ ሙጋድ 
ኡጋ ይከፍቲዋ ሐለሰ ጉቲዚዩቤ ፎጣዜ ኢለ ›=ንዜ ጉሉብቲቤ ቀብ ቲላት፡፡
"(ANER:1990:12) Emphasis -Writer.    

 
An interested individual or group is favored to learn the culture 
and the style from Yahya. I have quoted unusually long quotation, 
compelled by the beautiful close descriptions of the writer. Yahya 
Abdulahi. 
The boys mugad in circle requests to ‘halasit’  (NKc=ƒ) in the 
following stanzas each address the halasit. 

 1. cT>u? SK¡ ¨[ÅK?gª 
    Åˆu?U Å`S n’’K?gª 

                 NKc?Ã kw uÃª::  
               2. c=T>›Ã ’>kN= 
                 +ƒÑ@w }ØÖ?’u=ª 
               3. ›vƒu? ³M‚Ã" Ò` x›= 
                 NKc?Ã kw vÃª::  
The chosen girl is covered with scarf from her forehead that  
spreads to her eyebrow. The event goes on,  Ã›?Ã’u? Ñ<+ NKcK? 
ÖuÃK<" NKe öÖ²?¨< ›=K ›=”²? Ñ<K<w ³ታ¨< ›=L vQƒ²? 
g}ƒ" Å`T‹ Tu?Ã’u? ›NÉµ ÁhM:: The mugad on the 
floor, in circle opens the path for her in warm welcoming. One 
mugad member uncovers the scarf from her forehead carefully and 
slightly push back ward to high light the bestowed beauty, worth to 
be praised that could be “the food for taught” for others. The 
‘salay’ starts first the gratitude to start with. 
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                        ’Ç= ›MK c<Uu? 
ðk\¨< ÄÓKAT 
›MKK? NUÇ=u?” 
¾u<` Êª ::       

The melody in sweet music verse and rhyme commences after the 
circle been already reinforced for total security in honor and 
dignity of the halasit. Nothing extends beyond the compassionate 
and passionate intent of brotherly and sisterly connection of the 
norm. One of the mugad declares ‘tali’ (×K=) to instruct the 
vocalist. The poet to start with the magnificent melodious, 
soliloquy, breaks out so released in grandeur and in sequence; first, 
the praise goes for her polite consent and willingness with due 
appreciation of her beauty in the following lines.  
             SÇ= ~`Ç= Ñ>` NÃ ²KTª# 

NKeu? ª¿U ›?Mu?ª 
›=XK? NKcu? ª¿U ›?Mu?: 
~`Ç³ƒu? U” ÅUxv NMu?: 
NKeu? ª¿U ›?Mu?... 

In simple thematic description beauty in expressive and impressive 
words such as (ÅUxv) lively and appealing to ascertain, nothing 
misses, (ª¿U ›?Mu?) and nothing to complain of her beauty, 
amounts to total full praise. The praise in stanza to express in 
contrast in the following lines.   

g?¦ ²`u? SÇ= ታ^c› 
SÇ= ~`Ç=Ñ>`  NÃ ²KT  

To the ending, mugad poet in articulation of  dK?Ã Sc× is in 
soliloquies, and the sooner the wali ªK= terminates, one of the 
friends gets back the scarf of halasit to the initial position of  status 
quo ante, with due assumption in his mind, to communicate, “I am 
your brother and you are my sister”, body Language and in hals 
deliberation. Notice the warm gratitude as she gets back to her seat.                    
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                              ›”K? ²=n’”h Ÿ<~u? 
               ›=`gN”u? Ç’ ¾n’>’Kg 
               NKc?Ã 
               ›=gÀT †Ñ@u «Ã  
 

I have to touch on the code of conduct, for its significance, worth 
mentioning the norm that facilitated to have the hals is, 
complemented it with due obligation, that is ought to avoid 
harassment and never to violate by any means essential to realize, 
be cautious not to offend the girls right is enshrined in the 
established norm. To the simple and clear statement, no physical 
confrontation, nor duress is an option at all. To pull or push the girl 
in snobbish or arrogance behavior is utterly un accepted, 
Abdulhafiz deliberates the warning in precise clause:  
"NKcK? dK? Sc× vÃ+# NKc ~`Ç= ³~¨< ›=N=ƒ’ƒK? 
~`Ç=Ÿ<ƒ SÙkc” :: Ç=`mu? V[É ›M“^U::”    (g<ªM ›=É 
K<Ã N[] VÃ) 
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ሐለሱው ማ ኑው ፋለሰቤ ኢሰፋለሴ ቤሔር አሩዝዋ አሩዚቱው፣ 
አህሊው፤ ሳቲ አህሊ፤ ሙጋድዚዩው ባዱው ፈረቃ ፈራቃቤ ይፋልሳሉ፡፡
 አኺርቤም አለዋ ነቢው  ይቂቅሉማ ተውበት  ይፋጩማ 
ኢማያቆፍሉ (ኢመይሔልዱ) ሐለሱው ዞረትባኩትቤ ቲሴቀሊ ሐያዕባህ 
የትሂብራሉ፡፡ የትኺትሉማም አለዋ ረሱሉው ባይቲቤ ጉቲ-ሐለሰ 
መትፌቀርዚዩው የኸትማሉ፡፡ Yahya Aner 1990 
 
 

SUce SMGÉ 
 
 ›=Kg Sgu?˜ª  
   ጃሌÂÃ 

 
ÍK=ÂÃ ›=Ki Sgu?˜ª 
ÍK=ÂÃ ›=wkሽ ረፈዳቤኝዋ 

 አንገትዜ ጉዶሬይ 
   ጃሌÂÃ 

ወይ ኢለሽ መሽቤኝዋ አሃ 
ÍሊÂይ አንገትዜ ጉዶሬይ 
ÍሊÂይ ሳተልቃምዜ ቆሬይ 

 ሸነን ኢሂቴይዋ አሃ 

 አንሌ ዚቃነንሺኩት  ጃሌÂÃ  ኢር ሸሃንቤ ዳና የቃኒለሸዋ 
ጃሌÂÃ  አያቃኑሽ ቂያማ 

   ጃሌÂÃ 

 እስታኽፋሩላህ ነልዋ 

 

ኢሰይማ ቸጌቢዋ አሃ 

ጃሊÂይ እስታኽፋሩላህ ነልዋ 

ጃሊÂይ ተወበት ነርገብጊዋ 

    ጃሌÂÃ 

ነቢው በይቢኝ አራቴይ 

   ጃሌÂÃ 

ነቢውነልማ ነፋይዋ አሃ 

ጃሊÂይ ነቢው በይቢኝ አራቴይ 

ኢሰይዴጅበሽዞማ ሙት ሚራት 

ሙት ሚራት ሰኸራትዋ አሃ 

Collected by Gisti Nuria Abdulahi Jami 

Ñ<+ NKc Sƒôk`  
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 The norm in ‘Salay’ and the grand finishing  

 
The emotional expression by touching, during conducting the 
subtle praise assume, the girl in “touch me not” so mugad is aware 
to be cautious not to touch, or any sort of compulsive attempt by 
incidence amounts to a taboo, against the feeling of the girl, and 
disturb the audience and the mood of music. The girl is enshrined 
and in center of ceremony of the ‘saley mesta’ (dK?Ã Sc×)  the 
de facto, bestows her honor and dignity and individualistic in self 
responsibility socially to the respect of her brothers feeling (›v’ƒ) 
urges her to live up and honor their expectations.  
 
Second, the act to the move of the fota (ö×) to the status quo ante 
position by the boys mugad, is in deep meaning, embodied. In 
Abdulhafiz words, to get back the ‘fota’ (ö× )to its prior position is 
thematic. I am your brother and you are my sister (አን አv¤i”}˜: 
›¥g ኢN=ቴንተሸ … አሀዲ ሞ¦• ዞንታ”) purposeful to the effect of 
confidence building to the halsit, an assurance for her futurity and her 
culture maintained in modus operandi of Harari norm in honor of mutual 
respect she too respects him just as her brother.        

The termination of ‘salay’ is in dignified manner substantially and 
procedurally. The substance and finishing of the event of hals, in the 
expression (‘›MKK? NUÇ=u?”: ¾u<`Êª’) in the subject matter of 
faith, to the end of musical delivery terminate in two events.  

Notice the terminating departure of the halasit girl, in the same 
manner she dropped in center floor, and so does she ascend in 
honor to her seat ‘nedeba’ (’Åv) accordingly. Then follows,  
praise of the faith and the internal commitment to Allah and Rasul 
(P.B.U) and finish it definitively with pledge to one self, and  
remain faith full. These are the indispensable factual events of 
Harari norm we learn from Yahya Abdulahi.  
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Last, the body language and objects of communication in the 
delivery halas by themselves speak a lot. First, the cover of halest 
hair to the eyebrow symbolizes, the girl prevails consistent to her 
fathers and brothers ultimate belief. The extension, similar to what 
we learn from father who prey for his daughter, “May she become 
a flourishing hidden tree” from W.B. Yeats “Prayer for my 
Daughter”, the wish and desire for his daughter. “May she be 
granted beauty and yet not beauty to make a strangers eyes 
distraught”. Interestingly to a the specific lines in Yeats line  “And 
may her bride groom, bring her to a home” that is in accustomed in 
dignity. These standards hold true to all Harari daughters for every 
halasit thematically symbolic. The mugad too offers guarantee and 
assurance to the precise role ‘abakhsh’ ›v¤g your brother, 
ehetentesh, (›=N=‚”}i) you are my sister self pledge in 
conscience in Hararis thinking, feeling and belief.   

 

9.4 Meslah (መሰለQ) Harari dramatic dance  
 

 ‘Muslah’ (SeKQ) is different from ‘hals’ (NKe)  
 
Meslah (ScKQ), is cool, deep, dramatic and rhythmical dance 
magnificently visual that suffices to make image from single view. 
It has its own peculiar and unique depiction, actually performed by 
two boys and a girl, in participation of the audience in clapping in 
beat of tambourine ‘def’ (Åõ) and ‘kebel’ (ŸuM) delivered in a 
suspenseful eventuality. 
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One important document, defines and portrays the art identifying 
the role of the girl with the costume and two mugads boys  in 
performance "The dance performed by two boys and a girl. The 
two boys faced the girl with their kutas put on properly. The girl 
starts to move rhythmically backward and the boys forward to 
her in the same manner at a distance”(Duri Muhamed:1955)      

  
This event as we realize is, assumes the combination of two sexes 
to dance as vividly described above. However, it should not by any 
justifications the combination persist without its disciplinary 
manner, to abuse such an opportunity heedlessly amount to violate 
the norm, so the offender one ought to expect due punishment. The 
explicit words in the clause, the violation of the norm un accepted, 
and consequential to punishment. The conditional clauses and the 
due consequence in the norm of the custom in the lax non script a 
in the following section.  

Code of conduct to maintain the norm in meslah   
 
Imagine the meslah is on the stage with the norm in the performance 
ይሰልሁቤ ›=ሳሉ kዳ ወሬጊቱው ›=ጃቤ መንከ° አልታዋ' አፍቤ 
መሴነኑም… አሊ›=qትቤ ተናከዕቲ¨< Ñ>`ዞው ትሲImLT +ትÑ@በላት' 
ወሃቻ‡ም ከረቡዚዩ ¿lÜ“`፡፡ 
Whenever golden opportunist prevails in the traditional Harari the 
mugad boys recognize the norm, that allows neither to touch 
halasit by hand, nor permits him to speak to her. The taboo in 
‘meslah’, is to speak or to touch, ‘even touching her by incident’. 
If so the girl laughs and instantly runs to her seat; the drumming 
and clapping girls quit the beat, the tambourine with tempo dies 
inevitably to disrupt the music in pin drop silence and the actors 
(boys) pause dumbfounded in stand stilt physically and 
emotionally.  
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I would like to comment on the above event describe  feeling it as 
crime and punishment (in limited hypothetical scenario) of the 
norm. The Harari traditional music, as one commits or violates the 
above offences, the establish rule in the provision culture deserves 
its consequence. The punishment, in such event is more of self 
conscience, the psychological self punishment of culprit, in sever 
punishment of bleeding inside. Here the context is violating the 
music norm in the hypothetical particular offence event of 
‘touching the ‘halasit’ girl by hand’, no doubt, occurred due to 
emotional consumption, and then the consequence here happened, 
the halasit runs to her seat.  

To get inside the mind of the offender to the stream of 
consciousness, with assumption that we know some thing 
definitely goes inside the mind of culprit, in two or three events in 
our imagination.  First, imagine the embarrassment for violating 
the established norm of Harari traditional music, the consequence 
from the prima face is to be laughed at,  such an event by it self, 
suffices to dishonor the offender to favor the dignity of the girl. 
Second, imagine to be the cause for disrupting the grand soul 
cooling beautiful music, on which hundreds of eyes and ears, in 
thrilling and suspense concentration interrupted and be accounted 
for and be center of attention. Were you such an offender in the 
right mind where would you hide? Third, imagine how the grand 
glory of mugad that claims to be superior is compelled to surrender 
in compromise do nothing but sacrifice, accept the dishonor 
without any option, and compromise remains as the only option to 
prevail. The resolution physically and psychologically deems 
bitterly to accept the judgment in dignified and honorable 
resolutions to make up the self identification.  
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The body language and symbolic objects in ‘halas’ and 
‘meslah’ 
   
The singer the vocalist, describes beauty and get  across message 
explicitly and implicitly. The objects and the body language (the 
movements)added to the poem depict essential and communicative 
ideas. The flow in the dance in ‘meslah’ two boys following a girl 
in motion communicate the continuity of the society in flux, live 
and fresh, show the Harari society prevails in dynamic state for 
growth and development on the basis of peace and stability. For 
Harari, security and insecurity occupy the mind of every person 
that peace and stability are prime concerns and prerequisite for 
dynamic development. 

The kuta (Ÿ<ታ) as an object of communication indicates the level 
and extent of seriousness in status indispensably delicate in the 
makeup to hold and promote the importance of relation ships of 
two sexes. The inspiration in progress to the road of marriage that 
could be assumed to the status of wedlock, the assurance to grant 
marriage and the chain maintained in such seriousness.  

The “touch me not” in this particular event, that is maintained and 
respected by omission, from the norm to be observed in limit 
expressed in time, space (buffer zone) and place, in what Yahya 
calls ‘hadi’ (NÇ=) maintained in Harari context. The limit as 
requirements to meet the anticipation of holding and hugging, of 
the halasit or the dancing, girl the permission to the touch is 
realized only in marriage. Hararis maintain limit for events in life. 
So, you keep your limit, to what you love or hate in particular and 
observe limit in life for every entity that assumes embodied quality 
or quantity. You are not allowed to touch, until you marry in due 
custom, tradition and maintained through in the norm.  
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The two mugad boys and a girl dressed in beauty; engaged in the motion; 
dancing starts by the girl, who moves forward first in beauty and dignity 
spirit pushes the boys back in dramatic move, more interestingly the 
move, to and fro and the round about, patterns in the movement begin, 
develop and end, so to realize from the visual phenomenon. It is to the 
waiting the boys (do not move) if halasit does not move.  The 
significance in this dance, the move starts by the girl, in cool and slow 
pace and culminates to the peek, in quick ending and the clapping getting 
stronger, and the play stops to terminate definitively. Notice to whatever 
degree boys need to move, if she doses not move, things remain in stand 
still. To the ending of the dance the girl runs to her place, in grace and 
glamour, with full honor and dignity in her culture and so does she 
respects others and to dignify her beauty and  above all her society.  

As student of literature, if only I could ask one question in an 
imagination, what could the halasit feel, to be on the floor, in 
context of the tradition that promotes self identification.  In the 
dramatic dance, the boys follow her, and she leads, takes the initial 
move and the boys right after. This event is thematic as the study 
of researchers ascertain to wider generalizations.  

“In broader view, to days Harari women musical practices shall 
be considered as not exclusively bound to the fall part of society 
since they repertoires was not impermeable between sexes” 
(Sortori:2010:124) Sortori’s finding assures us, the Harari woman 
musician is societal. Then, we see art, culture and the Harari 
society in Harari music.  Yes, indeed, “Harari traditional songs are 
presently mainly performed by women. (Abdulmuihin:2010:124) 
The expert does not deny that men too certainly played an essential 
role in history of ‘gey fequr’.      

Society prevails by its history and culture, more than anything else, 
society prevails in its traditional music. In fact such definitive and 
conclusive right axiom is an idea to the benefit of Hararis.  
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“The traditionally sung poetry indeed represent one of the most 
significant expression of knowledge and intangible cultural 
heritage…. gey fequre …enclose in their melodies and texts, an 
extensive portrait of the multifaceted character of Harari 
culture.” (Sortori: 2010-19) Emphasis-Writer. My reader realizes 
essential elements contained in the above quotations namely, 
Knowledge, Cultural, heritage, Melody and aspects of Harari 
culture are what we look in ‘gey fequr’ to trace fiber and fabrics 
and pull the string to the current status quo. 
 

9.5 Characterization and improvisation in wa  (ª) and aha (›ሃ) 
 

he contents of Ada fequr are consistent to describe beauty, 
friendship and faith. In addition they do contain as characteristics the 

improvisation in morphemes and praise family member names to 
contextualize the occasions. The Arafa music deliberation in detail are 
fascinating comprising three events and two types of songs. The first 
event the Arafa songs, substantially praise their friends to the confidence 
of love that exists within members, significant to build the integrity of 
mugad a class in it self. The extraordinary mood and color depicted the 
festivity, in ad hoc room prepared for the purpose facilitates to 
accomplish the task.  

 

In the second event, of the mugad in Arafa celebration goes to the girls 
place and joins the neighbors where the songs at this place, focus either 
on “good old days” or songs on “future marriage of girls”. They 
celebrate together. And soon the mugad leaves for its own ad hoc room 
of Arafa and concludes the musical dance that ascends to the climax. The 
third, event but the second type of music the team music event 
synchronizes and develops fascinatingly and emphatically in point of 
order worth enumerating.  

 

T 
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The schedule of delivery is emphatic and thematic. The music of Arafa at 
this venue starts by praise and gratitude to God, it is followed by 
substantial lines to condemn the devil of life, perhaps strongly condemn. 
Achilles of human being in general behavior, and the mugad weakness in 
particular. The more realistic songs deal on universal theme, the sensitive 
issues that converges to the "speed of time". The integrated substantial 
songs address to the beloved friends so as to attain loyalty to faith, and 
do away to “crisis of confidence”, if at all there is one. The imperative 
commitment to repent unequivocally confront evil deeds and the due 
remorse of guilt in conscience, committed are mandatory in the songs. 

One important feature to high light in ‘gey fequr’ in the Harari 
poem writing and some times in the delivery embodies 
improvisation. The characterization of Harari ‘ada fequr’ 
scripturally that surprised the researcher Sortori, the frequently 
prevailed embedded “wa” ª  to the end of the poem line in the 
poem.  She was compelled to know from  the Harari collaborator. 
As I was reading Arafa and Edd songs of the mugad, I read lines 
that end in wa (ª) Look at the following two lines. 
 
     ÅÉ²=“¨< Scu?ª: u`+Ÿ<ƒ S`S`u?ª 
     d+upL ›=^´Ÿ<ƒ d}M nUu?ª  
 
These sound ‘ª’ and two or three are frequent to the articulation 
that prevails unnoticeable for its own indigenous people that might 
be surprising for foreigners who study Harari music. The wa (ª) 

and aha (›ሃ) prevalence need clarification. In an instance of 
Haria Sortori requested the Harari partner Abdulmuhimen the 
meaning and function of wa (ª) in the poems, Abdul responds 

astonishingly, Ñ@Ã ðk`K? ¨_Óµ ª ›=”ታ “The beauty of gey 
fequr lies in ‘wa’.  To my realization from the response of Abdul, I 
maintain it, in fact, it is beauty to enshrine style. 
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Although I don’t deny the beauty that (ª) envisage to lines in 
poem, I also add to say wa (ª) is utilization of the poetic license 
maintained most often in poem writing. Sortori could have 
mentioned ‘aha’ (›ሃ) which also most frequently appear at the 
end lines and stanza, in Harari song scripts clearly noticed in 
‘melhad’ (SMNÉ) and responses to the ‘memses’ (SUee) 
substantiated in ‘Anqur Mehtab’ script provided in this text. 
 
In Harari language, some oral linguistics, relevant emotional power 
and may be verbs or words or morphemes are added by singers, to 
embellish a verse to complete a melodic line, to underline a 
statement or to balance metrically insufficient textual 
improvisation in reading or articulation. Among such morphemes 
the particle- ‘wa’ (ª) especially contribute to the beauty of a song 
that encouraged Abdul to declare “ge fequrle warergzo wainta “Ñ@Ã 

ðk` K? ¨_Óµ ª ›=”ታ::” The researcher Abdulmumieh idea 
is to “embellish the verse to complete balance metrically”. These 
words hint the utilization of poetic license in poem writing.  
What is the poetic license how is it manifested in Harar poem in 
this particularity? First, “Poet hold the license is the liberty which 
poets have assumed to themselves in all ages of speaking things 
in verse, which are beyond the severity of prose.” (Cudden: 
1979:560) 
The poetic license in Harari poems is functional to allow the adjust 

to the rhyme to verse it, and wa (ª) aha (›ሃ) words in the script 
to the Harari poem assume such liberty. And so we read Arafa 
song lines embedded with ‘wa’ (ª) in addition to ‘aha’ (›ሃ) in 
‘anqur mahtab’›”k` TQÖw script of traditional song.  
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Second, the grammatical function of wa (ª) and aha (›ሃ)in the 
pattern of the phrasing of poem other than the improvisation wa 
(ª) maintain to functions as the connector to flow smooth in lines 

and rhyme and reason in addition aha (›ሃ) plays the a conclusive 
role, to land on and leap to the next lines. One can read them from 
poem scripts provided. One more point to add to the improvised 
elements could establish chorus to echo the initial ‘memses’ 
(SUce) and melhad (SMNÉ) words to repeat to initial lines.  
 
The second function of improvisation as feature, relevance to wa 
(ª) in Harari poem, (ª) is operational on the stage, widely 
maintained the singer articulates to offer the sense of immediacy to 
build up freshness liveliness to issues on stage performance. The 
second element aha (›ሃ) not as frequent as (ª) bridged the gap 
by the singer on the stage the singer (ªK=) freedom to make the 
performance enlighten and delighting.  
One realizes words such as “ð“”” or “›Ã¤i” in addition to 
›?MÉ and N¿” are names by Abdusamad Abdosh in ›ÉÁÃ as 
such to improvisation are emphatic to communicate intimacy to his 
mugad team ‘Fenan’ and regard for the mother (›Ã¤i) who gave 
birth to the girl praised in (›ÉÁÃ ’ƒ ðk[i ›Ç=ÁÃ).  
 
Thus, Harari songs scripts are characterized to utilize poetic license 

as well as elements of improvisation such as wa (ª) and aha (›ሃ). 
These particular morphemes function as connectors. (Morpheme 
are linguistics meanings unit of a language that can not further be 
delivered.) To contextualize wa (ª) to lexical meaning of “and” 
aha, (›ሃ) to mean I “understand” and at time ‘ehey’ (›?N?Ã) a 
sort of awareness word to mean mind or notice are morphemes.  
Here is the mimses and malhad with expert definition followed by 
the applications. 
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“Performed by two “mamsas (መምሰስ) and malhad” (መልሀድ) the 
first voice “throws” the verse (mamsas, from masasa, to unsheathe and 
throw the melody) and the second voice “catches” it (malhad, from 
lahada, to catch.” Their specific denominations correspond to a double 
distinction, formal and historical: while galiyei songs, more ancient, 
are performed a cappella, “the kotankot style, established within the 
frame of last century’s mugad, is usually played with the rhythmical 
accompaniment of daf tambourine.   
                                                    (Kabir Abdumuheimen.2010:127)  
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ሐረር ጌይ መትፈቀር 
Collected by Gisti Nuria Abdulahi Jami in attribution from Yahya 

Abdulhi In Aner 

መምሰስ መልሀድ 

1. ደድሌ 
ደድሌ ደድሌ 
ወአሩዝ ደድሌ 
ወአሩዚት ደድሌ 
(አህሊ፣መሪኝ፣ሙጋድ..) 

ዋሳኒን ኤላ ጃልÂÃ 
ዋሳኒን ኤላ ጃልÂÃ  
ዋሳኒን ሀላ ጃልÂÃ 
ዋሳኒን ሀላ ÍልÂÃ 
ዋሳኒን ሀላ ጃልÂÃ 

2. አሩዞው አሩዝዋ 
       ጃK=ÂÃ 

ጃK=ÂÃ ›\µ¨< ›\´ª  
ዱራ ኡፌ¨< ቲመልካኝዜም 
ሳምµ ጋርቤም አሩ´ዋ አሃ፡፡ 

3. አሩዜይ አሩዜይ 
       ጃK=ÂÃ 

ጃሊÂÃ አሩዜይ አሩዜይ 
ዱራ ኡöይ ቲመልካኝዜም 
ሳምዜ ጋርቤም አሩ´ይም አሃ 

4. ሼልመና ሼምቀናዋ 
       ጃK=ÂÃ 

ጃK=ÂÃ  ባዱው አቦርዳናዋ 
ጃሊዩይ አረuኺይኩት ሹሉማትu?  
ባዱው አቦርዳናዋ አሃ 

5. ዘማን ይሊጣልዋ 
       ጃK=ÂÃ 

ጃK=ÂÃ  ዘማን ይርገብጋልዋ 
ኪልሀዳሮ ሄÏ ጠባን ይዲዕፋልዋ 
ዋÄልነት ይዲጃልዋ አሃ፡፡ 

6. አላም አይላየናዋ 
      ጃK=ÂÃ 

ጃሊÂÃ  ደዱዉ የድበለናዋ 
ጃሊÂÃ Ôይቴ ቁድራዞቤ 
ደÆው የድበለናዋ አሃ፡፡ 

7. ደንቦባ ኢሊያ‹ው 
      ጃK=ÂÃ 

ጃK=ÂÃ  ዘይትላይuÁ‹ª 
ጃሊÂÃ  ደንቦuማ ሄጅ ዘይትላይ 
መለሳይ ኤቡያ‹ዋ አሃ፡፡ 

8. አማኔይ አማንዋ 
     ጀK=ÂÃ 

ጃሊዩይ አማኔይ ኦማንዋ 
ጂሊዩይ አኑው' አማን# አን አኻሹው# 
ኮኦት ጌዩው ሰላምዋ አሃ፡፡ 

9. ሐርቢ ጁገል 
      ዋ አሩዝ ደድሌ 
      ዋ አሩዚት ዳድሌ 
      (አህሊ ደድሌ፣ መሪኝ…) 
      አው ሸሪፋች አመልቤ 

ኹጥባቤ ይጉድሪዋ 
ተማጅኹማ ዲጅኹዋ 
ተማጅኹማ ዲጀኹዋ 
ተማጅኹማ ዲጅኹዋ 
መለሳይ እኛ ሐሺም 

10 አሰሎ ከራትዋ 
      ጃK=ÂÃ 

ጃK=ÂÃ  ወረዶ ከራትዋ 
ነቤ ያጩኛል ናር ኢሳትቤ 
መዕሸር ¨ለገትዞቤዋ አሃ፡፡ 
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9.6 Inter and Intra Communication in Ada fequr ›Çðp` 
 

id Harari music, the traditional Ada (gey) fequr maintain to 
communicate any thing, horizontally with in the society? 

Could it pull the string from past and extend to posterity ? 
Numerous writers, authors and researchers have expressed and 
documented different ideas in myriad platforms. They ascertain 
that ‘gey fequr’ (Ñ@Ã ðk`) create connection; provide knowledge 
and describe the culture, more importantly gey fequr holds and 
promotes the tangible heritages of Hararis to continuity.     
 

The gey fequr, are framed in kind of formula substantially and 
consistently, in delivery and the technical writing, thematically it 
discloses definite aim and goals categorically. The ‘gey fequr’ by 
its very power is communicative, to get across to the social 
segment and creates the chain to link together the Harari society. In 
a conclusive remark documented on a basis of research on Harari 
music, Abdumuheimen, Haria Sortori have published it. In 
Collaborative Research on Songs of the City.” The condensed 
abstract of the study in the opening certain findings on, gey fequr 
and the role it plays in the society. Thus, gey fequr is “Expressing 
an important facet of Harar living culture synergy between local 
communities, scholars and cultural institutions may contribute to 
develop projects, reflections and activities to wards preservation 
and valorization tangible culture heritage.” Emphasis-A Naji’ 

A certain, classical old philosophers saying comes to my mind to 
propose that “ideas become material forces when the they grip the 
mass”. The finding of the independent scholar Abdulmuhiemin and 
Haria Sortori, the International researcher, confirm the Harari 
culture as phenomenon benefited the people.  

D
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Subsequently, the UNSCO and other projects of revitalization or re 
innovations of Harari in the current status quo are to the benefit 
due from such efforts in actualization. The cultural music pulled to 
itself the world towards the city to the benefit both its people and 
the walled city. But for Abdulmuhiemin, to my realization, it is 
more than that it is to paramount importance of an issue of 
prevailing, and existence in “to be or not to be of Harari” primarily 
goes beyond, profoundly to “exist or not to exist” of a society, to 
its foundation. As Abdul is quoted ðk` ²K?L ›?Lª# ðk` ²K?L 
›cc=” ›?L. “Those who have no songs have no foundation,” The 
idea is the gey fequr justifies the prevalence of the people and its 
society and so gey fequr too prevails by it. 
 
By extension, the disappearance of the music imply the disappearance 
the extinction of the society to remain with out ‘›ce’ foundation. 
Secondly we understand from the finding, that ‘gey fequr’ functionally 
link the educated intelligentsia, with the community, that could establish 
and  walk on the bridge. The ‘gey fequr’  help to create organization to 
serve its own purpose that attain others to assist the preservation of the 
culture. People from inside the country and abroad know the Hararis 
from the tradition and culture and subsequently benefit the people in 
numerous aspects.  
 
Further, the Harari traditional music ‘ada fequr’, (›Ç ðk`), composed 
from highly elevated poems, peculiar to fit and perform it in dance, are 
real manifestation of the Harari history and its socio economic system. 
The show on the stage indicates the level of consciousness of its people, 
in general to the confirmation of the generally established principle, 
“literature is reflection of the society”. The material and current notion in 
abstraction, in this case build the Harari self identification. The 
consultant Khabir himself ascertains that “gey fequr enclose in their 
melodies and texts an extensive portraits of multi faceted 
character of Harari culture”. 
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Functionally, gey fequr generally express the Harari society show 

the material reality, the facts and truth inherent inside to the 

cumulative of psychological make up of Hararis according to 

documentation. It is also revealed that Harari culture local tangible 

and intangible heritage, architecture, customs, gastronomy, craft 

work are in manifestations: The way people live, dress, feed and, 

the items, objects that describe the culture in fact and the reality as 

Hararis ipso facto are unfolded through. The uniqueness in its self 

identification profited to attract friends to the cultural exchange. 

People wanted to know Harar, and so early and current friends like 

Burton. Rambo, Cerulli, Leslaw, Wagner, Gideon inter alia came 

to it. The beautiful culture pulled them towards Harari history, 

language, tradition and culture.  

  
In my general attempts in exploring Harari songs, my focal points 
are the scripts. What is the benefit of probing scripts? Is viewing 
script phenomenon to any academic or pedagogic merit? In a study 
conducted on Harari music another researcher, Wube Kasaye, 
persists on the advantage of probing the music texts and the role 
they play in the society, “Texts are viewed as language behavior, 
an integral part of music and there is clear cut evidence that the 
language used in connection with music differs from that of 
ordinary discourse. …stated that song gives the freedom to 
express thoughts, ideas, and comments that cannot be stated 
boldly in the normal language situation. ‘song texts provide with 
some of the richest material available for analysis, but their full 
potential remain to be exploited: Emphasis -Writer. 
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Yes, indeed, language behavior of Hararis, and the freedom to 
express thoughts as instance of Fenans (Vocalists) are the 
unfinished source to study the Harari people. Accordingly I proved 
my personal interpretation to develop and orient the culture of 
artistic criticism or literary appreciator and the due appreciation of 
the literature to bring out critics.  
 
Having this axiom as principle of literature, to serve my aim, I 
picked Adiyay ›Ç=ÁÃ and ›ƒ^›=“ scripts to express the feeling 
and thoughts, to provide information about Harari people. Finally, 
I have Abdulmuhiemin to agree and wrap my discussion in 
comprehensive short fact telling description  
 
“gey fequr enclose in the melodious texts an extensive portrait of 
multifaceted character of Harari culture” (Abdulmuhiemin 
Abdunasir.) Harari “Young generation of pop singers (Finan) 
started performing on stages newly arranged Harari repertoire in 
these circumstances, traditional forms of gey fequr keep being be 
formed, within the city walls, mainly by mature women whose 
custodianship turned into the key of preservation, transmission 
and development of musical and poetical performance…” Haria 
Sortori.  
 
I would like to finish my brief assessment, of gey fequr the initial 
communication with the people and to others substantially. What 
‘gey fequr’ is with all its aspects to be summarized as fallows.  
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“Generally pervaded with by religious elements the verses of 
Harari gey fequr mainly focus on secular themes, the 
designation gey fequr in tact indicates an ample repertoire of 
traditional song, from an ancient and deeply rooted literary 
tradition that has been witnessed find transmitted for centered 
through both oral and written processes” (Sorority.)   
 
Then I do have the premise, to the narration to conclude that gey 
fequr is art, history, culture and if I am bestowed of power to 
abstract, then it is Hararis norm that established Harari Identity. 
People know the Hararis through this culture. The Harari music as 
culture describe the Hararis. So, “gey fequr encloses in their 
melody and texts an extensive portrait of multifaceted chapter of 
Harari culture” 

                               (Sortori Abdulmuhiemin:2010)  
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  TTEENN  
HHAARRAARRII  LLOOVVEE  SSOONNGGSS  

ABSTRACT: The 1950 Hararis wrote and composed various songs 
and love songs. The songs, based on scripts embodied surface and 
deeper meanings. The styles were appreciable in manipulating and 
developing the language. Two randomly picked, love songs (›Ç=ÁÃ 
’ƒôp[i ›Ç=ÁÃ) as well as (›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T”) perhaps 
characterize the writings. The text of love songs’ tell the inside feelings 
of Harari and endeavor to express freedom of taught’. 
 
KEY TERMS: script, meanings, style, merits of texts,  
                         freedom of taught       
 

he pre 1966E.C Hararis had traditional and modern love 
songs. The mugads, as the dynamic agent of change, had 

established their own modern musical teams (orchestra). Hilal 
Fananch, Adibach, Amashna Mugadach were few to mention from 
the list of such groupings. According to documentation, Harari 
music was released by Radio Ethiopia and VOA. [Shamitu’s 
Jaliyee (ÍK=ÂÃ)] were broadcasted in mid fifties.  

Hararis of the then time had numerous collection of love songs, 
recorded and accessible in formats of Reel Tapes, Radio Cassettes 
and currently in Compact Disc (CD), MP3 and MP4 formats.  

My interest in Harari love songs is to assess themes and style and 
offer a little in appreciation based on the script. My choices are 
‘Adyay Netefeqresh Adeyay’ (›Ç=ÁÃ ’ƒôp[g ›Ç=ÁÃ) and 
‘atraena hoji zeman’.(›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T”.) I display the poems 
text from audio tapes from (I politely request my readers to allow 
certain errors of consonants or vowels). 
 

T
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The very significance from the love songs is that they benefit the 
people addressed to artistically, socially and culturally. 
Functionally they entertain. It is believed, that texts show language 
features, express feelings of writers and serve as sources to study 
the language. The very chapter unfolds two Harari love songs, the 
improvisation features, and the inter and intra communication in 
‘gey fequr’ come to the end of the chapter.    
 

10.1 ‘Adeyay’ ›Ç=ÁÃ popular Love Song of fifties 

10.1.1 Adeyay is historical  

he “early bird catches the warm”, and so did Abdusamad 
Abdosh’s (›Ç=ÁÃ ’ƒôp[g ›ÉÁÃ) appeared in mid fifties 

that  historically favored it to have the audience of Harari for long 
time. Adeyay belongs to Fananach, (ð““‹) the Harari mugad in 
Dire Dawa.  

Adiyay was written by Adam Sherief, composed by Abdi Haji, and 
sung by Abdusamad Abdosh according to the information 
incorporated in the audio tape. Yes indeed, Adiyay was the early 
Harari song released by media. Hararis had nothing by that time on 
media, except the once in blue moon monitored Shamitu’s music. 
Adiyay from Radio Ethiopia and Shamitu’s jaliye (ÍK=ÂÃ) from 
abroad represented Hararis music on media for long period of time. 

According to an informal information, Adiyay was on media, to 
the efforts of Bule Ahmad Durar from Hilal in coordination to 
vocalist Abdusamad Abdosh from Fananach. The Harari music 
connected two mugads social concerns urged them and took it to 
Radio Ethiopia that became success manifests the dynamism 
embodied in mugads.  

T
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Interesting and impressive to the historical moment and the 
emotional feeling of the Hararis was in reflection as the music was 
released, so expressed by M.E, Suleiman, “›Ç=e ›uv _ÉÄ 

×u=Áu? Ñ@Ã ðk` T@ÑM ¨pƒK? ²=ƒôk[u?¨< ›ÁU”ታ:: c›µ 
cLƒu?N` ›QS^ u`“T>Ï ¨p+u? “`:: ²M+N?evª ³Mƒ›?kv 

¤<”+u? ²=ÇÐ”ታT Ãƒ[c›–<T@M::¤<”+µ ›<c<እ²=— ¨` S_ƒu? 
KNÈ¨< !›<²<”µu? ²=cT›?¨<T ðk\ ›NÉ ¢*ƒ ÅmnK? SS” 
›Vc?¨< }e+ Ù˜u? ²=u"! ²=ð²³! ²=c?Nn ²=²KKª' ›=K=M 
³¾U uÍN=” ::” (SNSÉ ›=w^H>U:1997: 271).  

I have to paraphrase M.E. Suleiman. The emotional feeling of 
Hararis in the event ‘gey fequr’ was released by Radio Ethiopia, 
that was a day during the afternoon, in the Amharic program, in 
unprecedented event was quite unforgettable for me. The rumor 
happened real, and unbelievably unfolded in dramatic 
phenomenon. The emotionally consumed silence, the dumb 
founded where words died in the mouth for minutes where few 
wept in joy, and others jumped and laughed hysterically, were 
incredibly  portrayed eventual feeling of Hararis.  

To my personal experience, I was in grade seven in the late fifties, 
Adeyays was heard every Saturday afternoon. I had observed the 
Hararis peoples connection to Adeyay and assured to my self that 
the song was warmly adored music. Its historical attribution was 
pivotal that Hararis prevail historically artistically. Such 
ingredients injected into Hararies cultural entity marked as the 
emotionally and rationally gratifying.  If only I could surmise, in 
juxtaposing, Shamitu’s represented the traditional and cultural 
aspect of Harari music and Abdusamad categorically 
complemented the development with modern music of Hararis.  
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10.1.2 Adeyay script and language usage  

The relevancy of the love song ›Ç=ÁÃ ’ƒôp[i ›Ç=ÁÃ 
substantially promoted Harari language through beautiful poem. 
The script enhances Harari literature in the craft and make up part 
and parcel of Harari writing. The words, expressions, sentences, 
the lines, and stanza comprehensively promote the language. The 
poem interestingly deserves literary appreciation for numerous 

reasons.   

The love song ‘Adyay’ 
›Ç=ÁÃ had attracted Harari 
audience for two important 
components. First, the time 
it appeared in its historical 
juncture was monumental in 
to the national feeling. It 
was song in Harari language 
depicting Harari custom, 
culture and the traditional 
way of life. Hararis 
welcoming of the song in 
gratification for it was some 
thing of their own language 
in expressing Harari feeling. 
The poem as script enhance 
and enrich Harari language 
and culture. The mugads 
themselves and informants 
persist the music in its 

essence promoted the language.                     

›Ç=ÁÃ ’ƒôk[g ›Ç=ÁÃ  
                       ›ÅU g]õ 

›ÅÁÃ ’ƒôk]i ›Ç=ÁÃ 
’ƒªÅÉ ²=›uÉ ›”+LÃ 
²T” Ÿ?uK?i (ð“”) ›¥g u=LÃ 
 
²T” Ÿ?uK?g (›?KÉ) ›¥i u=LÃ 
²T” Ÿ?uK?i (N¿”) ›¥i u=LÃ: 
}c+u?}”u` ›¤g< ²=¨KÉ+ ›Ã 
 
›ÇÁÃ 
›Ñ>´T@¦ S”u`+ ›¤i u=LÃ 
}c+ ÃcS›–@M ›¥i u=LÃ 
 
›Ç=ÁÃ ›ŸivQ Ç›=UµU ›”+ LÃ 
›=Ñ>´T@¦ S”u`+ ›¥i u=LÃ 
 
c<U¤gu? ÃÓKARM...ðk` u=cT>Lu? 
T>Í S”kM¤gK? ÚÑ`¤g ÅTu? 
 
²=ƒK¾¿ ’>w`  ð`H’>¾’ƒK? 
k`×  u<¦^ N`g= T>Ãµ¨< S¦“¤gu? 
 
ÜMTu? x+Ñ>` Ò\U u?[’K? 
ªÃ Ç=ª” N`+Ñ>` SÏK=e Nõv¾K? 
›ÇÁÃ 
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The second important component, is that, Hararis adored, the song 
for its theme of love, in universal message for dynamic mugad. 
Nothing is an issue for mugad, for that matter, for the youth, to 
preoccupy him than the prevalence of the issue of love emotionally 
and physically. Love song, love conversation and love description 
are real subject matters in the head and heart of youth. Adyay 
complemented to the anticipated to accomplish the deep intent of 
mugad. The inclusive elements of improvisation in Adiya, extends 
the dimension effectual to establish live delivery that listener 
enjoys fresh and new material every time.     

10.1.3. What does Adam Sherif tell in Adeyay? 

As poem script enshrines the surface and deeper meanings and 
discloses the technicalities in the writing. The surface meaning in 
‘Adeyay’ is in universal theme that comforts audience in romantic 
descriptions. ‘Adyay’ ›Ç=ÁÃ is describing the Harari girl’s beauty 
with the Harari local color. (ÜÑ`¤i ÅSu?/ Ç=ª” and SÏK=e) 
the Harari girls hair, and the court in the Walled City respectively.  

The significant and magnificent message lies in the deeper 
meanings contained in the poem lies “k`×› u<¦^ N`g=”, ‘the 
abandoned fallow land,’ and “T>Ãµ¨< S¦’¤gu?” the water to 
the fertility; expressions to make the complete line ‘k`×  u<¦^ 
N`g= T>Ãµ¨< S¦“gu?’. You are the one to save the 
abandoned. The character in the poem (as narrator) speaker, 
unfolds the pertinent problem, of fallow land, and the water to the 
fertility, implies the human relationship of two sexes. He is left 
abandoned in similar manner a fallow land, is abandoned and she 
is the solution to the water to fertility; as the girl he loved is for his 
life. The land in fertility yield production and so does he lives in 
life by her love. Thus, this is a call to have a mate (his lover) to 
make family. The love song Abeyay is telling the bell.    
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The quality of Adeyay is basically founded on the literary 
perspective in Realism. The "realist thought an artist should 
concern himself with the here and now, with every day events, 
with his own environment and with the movements (…) of his 
time" (Cuaden: 1979:538) Adam Sherif did not philosophize his 
poem rather tells the fact on the ground as the happening of the 
life as it is (²=ƒK=Á¾ ’>w]) Yes, indeed literature is mirror of life.  

Interesting and impressive as he describes the beauty in (T>Í 
S”kM¤gu?) the way you walk, and (ÜÑ`¤g ÅSu?) 
beautiful hair make the realistic. He does not abstract is image as 
super human angle or so. These elements in sensually are what any 
reasonable person feels and visualizes to the extent of creating the 
imagery in poetic descriptions. The realistic aspect is again he 
creates the ‘here and now’ in simple present tense and blending it 
with the improvisation words such as ‘ð“”’ to mean his mugad 
N¿” to name his lover ‘Hayun’ realism the sense of immediacy in 
place and time.    

There is a reason behind utilization of realism. "Fundamentally in 
literature, Realism is the portrayal of life with fidility". As 
reflected in poem of ‘Adeya’ is in determination to the unshakable 
‘love in fidelity’, portrayed in the words love commitment in 
consistency ‘›”+LÃ’ let us be together (Ç›=UµU ›”+KÃ), be 
together always “S”u`+ ›¥gu=LÃ  life with out you, 
indicative to the intensity in the love attachment, founded on 
unshakable rock, persistent to believe in “life with fidelity”. 
‘Adeyay’ remains in compulsive passion to switch on and off the 
quest to the determination, so unfolded in reality in universal  
domain bestowed in the historical love song. 
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10.1.4 The technical devices in writing Adeyay 

dams sherf utilizes, shifting point of view, powerful imagery 
symbols and simple present tense to make qualities in the 

poem to be enjoyed for always.   

One of the strength of Adeyay addresses readers in multiple and 
shifting point of view. First, in an interesting apparently dialogue 
character, imaginatively talks to his beloved, in close distance to 
create the “here and the now” in sense of immediacy. Reader 
visualizes and surmises she is with him, to engage the reader in 
concentration to get close to him.  

Second, Adam shifts his view (telling the story in third person) 
particularly in the last two lines, convincingly pronounces to 
declare her embodiment in conclusive lines and provides 
(audience) her power from every angle in skillful technique to get 
across his ideas. The omniscient view has furnished him the 
freedom to utilize and provide numerous tools to communicate 
comprehensively. The shifting of view facilitates to follow the 
narrated idea with out boredom. 

‘Adayey’ is powerful in imagery to visual effect. The initial first 
line (›ÉÁÃ), the swing with its movement in pro active motion 
through object of entertainment, comforts her in live movement. 
The (T>Í S”kM) the majestic stride in walking  (ÜÑ`¤g 
ÅTu?)– the blond beautiful hair dissected in Hararian in style and 
the ‘maglis’ (SÏK=c) law court, etc elements create sharp image 
to visualize, and appreciate her beauty in effectual image: the 
beautiful Harari slim, blond girl right in front of us.  

 

A
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The writer realizes and award of the power in words to make mood 
and atmosphere: (ÜMT) darkness, and the particular expression 

(k`×እ u<¤^ N`g=) unfertile dry land (Ò\U u?[’K?) bright 
and shining room in contrast to ÚKT and meglis SÏK=e to 
mean court in grace are images to visualize.     

The symbolic converted or implicit ideas k`×እ u<¦^ N[g= 
represents the man (the male) but the abandoned man; where as 
(T>Ãµ¨< S¦’ŸgK?) the woman (the female) the water in the 
representation of the savior from extinction. The significance 
understandable from image of the couple, “would establish family 
hood” per his aspiration to flourish his life and make family. The 
commitment, to swear in vow (›=K=Ö?¦ ›uÉ ›¥g u=LÃ) sheer 
in devout, be with her for always to remain up to wedlock. Adam 
utilizes the term T>Ãµ¨< purposely, “the water” is symbol. Water 
is life per se. 

The sustainable and prevailing love in Adeyay, is expressed in 
simple present tense sentences, clue to indicate, habitual and 
universal fact that holds continuity to the best of describing 
sustainable beauty and love. The present tense telling words 
(²=›uÉ) 'for ever'  (Ç›=UµU) for always ›=Ñ>´T@¦ no and 
never, to totality enhance the frequency of the occurrence and the 
themes in universal dimension, as in instances of love marriage 
and engagements in durability of life.  

Despite, the narrator’s pledges to his lover she could not offer him 

‘the water’ (her love). He frustrates and proclaims his claim, 

perhaps she is beautiful and too powerful for him. He resorts to try 

her in court to the anticipation ‘justice done’ for his love.  
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However, but she is one who enters dark room, to shine it in her 

beauty in glamour only strengthens her position. As so he is 

determined and persists to attain justice as love victims, to take her 

to court ‘dewan’ (Ç=ª”) but ‘justice denied’ to the worse due to 

her beauty, rather reversed and accused him perhaps similar to 

what Arabs tell in (Å[u’> ¨u"' cuk’> ¨g}"): She hurts him 

with her love and even accused him) the anticipated justice, in 

compensation denied instantly as he observed and announces 

(Ç=ª” N`+ Ñ>` SÏK=c Nõ vÁK? ). Unfortunate, that court 

panel surrenders for her beauty, so incompetent to render justice. 

He could not establish family (²=ƒKÁ¿’u=] ð`N”Á’ƒK?) 

doomed to failure. 

Generally, it is perhaps reasonable to label Adyaya historic and 
artistic work. It is artistic poem of beauty in skill and technical 
writing with out deviating from the Harari thinking and feeling. It 
has universal theme, not limited to particular segment of the 
Harari. With the condition of an average hearing of Harari 
language any one enjoys it. 

Imagery, point of view and symbols are elements of quality poem 
relevant and realistic description make of the love song adorable. 
The poem is historic in the time, the first of its kind in relentless 
effort of two mugad leverage and pivotal inculcated on Hararis of 
the fifties.    
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10.2. Atraena Hoji Zeman ›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T”  Love song 
10.2.1 Context and substance  
 

t was in 1958, forty six years ago, in Harar Ras Mokene school, 
seventh grade, music class; the teacher instructed us to deliver 

some thing audible to the class. Few delivered poems ads and jokes 
A student delivered Sudanese music Seberta (late Mahamed Werdi 
song) and another student by name Abdulwasi Muhammed sang. 
‘Atraeina Hoji Zeman’ (›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T”). He sang in 
confidence with body language that held the class to a pin drop 
silence. Sabarta and Atraeina in deliberation were in my class, time 
and again. Both the teacher and students as the whole wanted them 
and so did it remain in my mind for good. I did not establish the 
justification, why it remained in my mind. 

‘Atraiena Hoji zeman,’ (›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T”) is love song that 
integrates the universal theme of love with a value of time. Love 
themes actually  attain universality and transcend creed, color, and 
border. However, the emotional attachment love is governed by 
time. Love is not always the same in its deliberation nor is it 
consistent to occur in ad infinitum.   

The song, ‘Atraina Hoji Zeman’, reveals importance of time to love that 
love to prevails in time; yet, love confronts time and time too challenges 
love. In this particularity the love song (›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T”) is time 
value in urgency on one side, delay and arrest time on the other side, 
challenge the imaginary couple. The narrator, (I) pulls backward whereas 
(she,) the addressed in the poem pushes forward persists in unfolding 
time dimension. Time is persistent as in ‘Zeman’ (²T”)-time, ‘amatach’ 

(›Sታ‹) -years, ‘ayamatach’ (›ÁT‹)-days, and ‘Satach’ (dƒታ‹)-
weeks. The writer, I assume was not playing with words, but 
emphatically describes the intensity and magnitude of love 
integrated in time dimension. 

I
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The poem skillfully builds emphasis in ascending line of ladder: 
ayamatch, (days) satach (weeks) wahrach (months), amatach 

(years) (›ÁT‹: dƒታ‹ # ¨I^‹ and ›Sታ‹) respectively, 
and remains persistent in time. He (the character) telling the story 
was left and forgotten long time ago, that his love even faded away 
in vain and pain. In credible first person point of view (I) 
(›ƒ^›=“) tells the lamentations and believe him and so 
sympathize him.  

Atraeina communicates woe 
and lamentation similar to a 
demanding husband (women). 
The claim in gleaning 
manifestation, described the 
victimized lover’s torment as  
in expressions ‘arikhush 
mistiyam’ (›]¤<g T>c+ 
ÁU) I have not seen you for 
days, and tells his injury 
‘zedara qulbe’ (²=Ç^› 
kMu?) wounded in my heart, 
and ‘yichengnzal’   
(ÃÜ”k˜³M) tormenting 
me often; tell and confirm the 
subsequent to mistreatment of 

the shared love that remained and embarked to one side. The 
wisdom, perhaps to take, where there is incompatible one sided 
love, just anchored on one of the mates, consequently the other 
side suffers from imbalance, is the controlling theme, in ‘Atraina 
hoji Zeman’ (›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T”). In a presumably plausible 
narration, (›ƒ^›=“) casts the shade of the discontent despairs 
and yells to the last resort, to the highest degree of lamentation in 

›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T” 
›ƒ^›=“ JÍ= ²T” 
SƒªÉÉ ²=“ ÁU:: 
 
›]¤<g T>c+ "U ¨H^‹ø 
›ÁU µU ¥’u?˜ dƒታ‹ø 
óß¤<gT kuØ¤<i ¯Sታ‹: 
 
q[K=˜ ’ÈÏT ’K?Ø: 
q[K˜ ’[iT ’ÈËT ’K?Ø: 
 
ÃScK–<U “` ›’@` 
›¥g ²M  ›<Ç ³¦ ›?K–<U:: 
 
’ÃT H@Í=˜ vÃ+K?U ›Vc?˜ 
~m“g Vn Ñ>´T’@¨< [ch::  
²=Ç^› kMu?Â¨< Ãpw³M ’cuwµ  
ÅÅ¤g ›”vI :Ãª]T ÃÜ”k˜³M    
                           Scµ 
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'Neeylegn', Neylegn in  (’ÃM˜ ! ’ÃM˜ !) Come to me and, 
‘Neyma hejegn’ (’ÃT N?Í=˜) come and see me, ascend to the 
total yelling, louder demandingly to the ultimate desire, just to 
remind her, his pledge that he knows it faded away. We it learn it 
from, ‘gazmanew resesha’ (Ñ>´T’@¨< ^ch) disappointedly 
uttering.  

“You forgot my promise.” It is empathic that he bleeds deep in his 
heart for she dropped and let down his ultimate desire, perhaps he 
is too late for her, and found it so consequently remains in despair 
(¾Ü”k˜ ³M) and tormented  in confusion and illusion.     

10.2.2 Time value and observance of limitation as gist  

The poem of Atraiena as quality poem contained conflict, 
substantively disclosed in two love mates in misunderstanding, 
issue of time, that pulled them apart. The conflict is in time value 
in urgency and immediacy yet on one side, while the other side is 
in dead lock of “wait and wait”. The shared element love is in time 
that urges to take leap, “do something better” on her side 
‘quorelign ma nelet’ (q]M˜ T ’K?Ø) persisted in ad infinitum 
seldom to be sustained on his side while. However, she could not 
wait more, perhaps she has gone, as time is the factor and the 
reality but not can not be arrested by any body.  

What is the social implication of  ›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ²T”? Unaware 
of time as determinant factor logically, makes sense, in the love 
song. If delayed with out limit to what ever degree is an 
unacceptable and unproductiveness is the consequential 
presumption. The Lebanese poet, painter artist and writer, Khalil 
Gibran offers the wisdom we have to share in relevancy . 
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"Who among you doesn’t feel that his power to love is boundless? 
And yet who doesn’t feel that very love though boundless, 
encompassed which its centre of his being and moving not from 
love thought, nor from love deeds? And isn’t time even as love is" 
( Khalil Gibran: The Prophet) Emphasis- writer   

As an argument in discourse people might consider love could be 
prolonged in time on the basis of agreements is refute able in that 
‘love is time subservient’. Yes, indeed, there is limit in time scope 
that we have to acknowledge. Yabya Abdulahi Jami, in his essay in 
aforementioned magazine duly attributes to. Nuria Abdulahi Jamis 
collection offers is the maxim in single stanza of three lines.   
 
                        ²T” ÃK=×Mª  ÍK=ÂÃ ²T” Ã`ÑwÒMª 
                        Ÿ=MGÅa H@Ï Öv” ÃÇ=°óMª 
            ªÂM’ƒ ÃÇ=ÍMª:: 
One of limitation we have to grasp from Yahyas three lines in 
traditional Harari songs on love is perhaps, “the time limitation”. 
Many events undergo, to the need and observe certain limit, and 
that is “the time limit”. The  Persian poet is emphatic in his four 
lines, and symbolizes rose ,youth and  spring all subservient to 
express the time limit. 

     “Yet Ah, that spring should vanish, with Rose 
      That Youths sweet scented manuscript should close  
      The Nightingale that in branches sang  
     Ah, whence and within flown again, who knows”  
 
Reality in the current discussion of two lovers accordingly to 
Harari traditional norm, the ‘burden of responsibility’ in such cases 
falls on the shoulder of the male. One can learn from the 
sensational issue love embodiment, assumes limit, the girl’s side  
effectual to hectic and hovering even un revealing.  
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One of the two parties, (the girl) hardly take decisive measure with 
out the impact of the society and her family. Khahil Gubran is 
again summoned for witness for his wisdom persistent to instruct 
imperatively to the importance of time value in the context of love. 
 

Waste not your Hour, nor in the vain pursuit of 
This and that endeavor and dispute  
Better be joincund with the fruitful grape 
Than sadden after none or bitter fruit  

 

In Atraina, in spite of the love expressed in, (›¥g ²Mታ ›<Ç³¦ 
›?K–<U) “I have no body to love but you”, love melts down, 
inadequate and stuck in preliminary stage, and so needs an 
intervention from out side. Khalil Grbran serves me to wrap up in 
straight forward assertive classical express. 
"When love beckons to you follow him. Though his ways are 
hard and steep. And when his wings enfold you yield to him. 
Though the sword hidden among his pinious may wound. And 
when he speaks you believe in them.” (Khahil Gubran: The 
Prophet) 
 
Finally, ‘Atraina hoji Zeman’ (›ƒ^›=“ RÍ= ³T”) is a beautiful 
love song in universal theme to maintain the just and proper time, 
exclusive feature of love that neither early nor late is in 
appropriate. The thematic love sung by Abdulwasi Mahamed, (my 
classmate) or Shita (Dire Dawa) is memorial. For me both 
Abdulwasi Muhamed and ‘Atraina’ are always in my memory 
grade seven 1958.E.C. They are in my mind for good. 
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Appendix 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. 

S.N 

Types Themes Singer Performance      Viewers  Materials 

1 NKc  hals  
 

Beauty 
     

ªK=vocalist 
 

a girl in  circle  Listen to imitate ________ 

2 SeKQ 
meslah  

Identity ªK= 
 

two boys & a 
girl  

Clapping Drum and 
tambourine 

3 ÅvM debal  
 

Faith and 
Family 

ªK= Four persons 
(jumping) 

Respond to wali  Drum  
And kebel  

II 
 ÍK=ÂÃ 

jaliye  
 

Faith and 
family 

ªK= and  
co wali 

Attentive  
Listening  

Listening ull ul Tambourine 
& kebel 

 ¢›ታ”¢*ƒ 
(K?K?Ã) 

Beauty 
& 
personal 
praise 

ªK= and  
co wali 

conversational Listening and 
ullil 

Tambourine 

& kebel 

III.  ›=gm ðk`  (T>dMK?) 

1 ›Ç=ÁÃ 
adeyay 

Love & 
beauty 

ªK= 
(sole singer) 

Orchestra Show/stage 
audience 

Band 
instrument  

2 ›ƒ^›=“ Love ªK=  
sole singer 

Orchestra Show/stage 
audience 

Band 
instrument 

 Types Themes Singer Performance Viewers  Materials 

Harari ada feqerach (›Çðk^‹) and zeman (²T” ðk^‹) 

Tabular Aggregation 
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Appendix 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HARARI WRITING TRADITION   N[]c=“” S¡ታ}w  

Islamic faith writing 
Ç=’>Á Ÿ<~v‹ 

HARARI LITRATURE 

                        N[]c=“” Ÿ<~wc=’ƒ 

Prose Writing Creative Writings 

Harari History  (Ñ@Ã ታ]¦) 

Arabic, Italian, English 

Faraed  (Ÿ=ታu<M ð^›=É) 

Arabic Script in Harari language 

Oral literature documented  

          Folk literature 

 Harari Folk Lore (]¿ ©]) 

 Harari Riddles  (Åv Åv) 

 Harari  Proverbs  (S¦ T¥) 

Children Songs  

      (©Ï Sƒðk`) 

Harari Novel(?) 

Harari Short Story(?) 

Harari drama (?) 

Harari  Poems/poetry           

         (©p]Á‹) 

 Masnoy  (Se•Ã)  

 Ada fequr poem 

    (›Ç ðk`) 

Love song poems 

   (›=im ðk^‹) 

Miscellaneous poems 

 vÉ S¨ÅÉ ©p]Á‹ 

 ›Ã S¨ÅÊ ©p]Á‹ 

 c=Ád ©p]Á‹ 

  cuMuLƒ ©p]Á‹ 

Travelogue 

 (¾›Kƒ êG<õ õKÒ) 

 Foreigners exploration Harar  
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Appendix 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cluster Map of 

Harari Self Identifications 

4. Harari 

  Language  

Clothing  

Literature 

Harari Self 

Identification 

3. Ways 

of life 2. Harari         

     Arts 

Afocha 

Artifacts 

Dance 

Music  

History 

Education  

1. Traditional 

Associ 

Mother’s 

Afocha Mugad 

Elements to promote self Identifications 

Housing 

food 
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Appendix 4 

Recurring Harari Terms in the text 

1.afocha ( ) association of neighbors for wedding and funeral.  
2.bah ( P) Female Hararis associations based members contribution of 

money to obtain it in turn. 
3.aruz megba (›\´ SÓvእ) wedding day ceremony.  
4.aruz mewalel (›\´ SªKM) bride maids wedding invitation 
         (on foot) with gelach. 

5.aruz mewta (›\´ S¨<×እ) complete the honey moon period on 
Thursday.  

6.chat ( |) (Catha adulis) green leaf chewed by male Hararis. 
7.debisach (Èu=d‹) the protector, the defenders (mugad name).  
8.duwae (Æª ) blessing to Allah. 
9. firmatch (ò ) the historic pan afocha, to discuss Harari issues. 
10. gelach  (Ñ@L‹)  girls  friends who grew up together  
                   (hina gelach in wedding)  
11. gufta ( õ ) widow woman, (without husband,) perhaps to the 

second marriage. 
12. hina gelach (N=“ Ñ@L‹) close friends of “to be married girl” during 

wedding. 
13. inay gebata ( ) dried thin sheet of wheat bread with 

waqalim ( ¨nK=U) served on Tuesday morning by family of bride.  
14. mateleqa ( K= )  coins that  the surprise visitor drops for girls 

who make mo ot. (V*ƒ) 
15. mo ot (V*ƒ) grass made Harari artifacts products assumed to be 

source of income. 
16. moulud ( É recital, in appreciation of birth of prophet [PBU] 

from established book published for such celebration. 
17. mugad ( S<ÒÉ) boys / girls traditional associations, permanent 

groups of the same age. 
18. mutabaq ( ) oil seeds (in balls) made of honey, for women afocha 

members. 
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19.  kuta  ( )  thin cotton hand weaves worn by male dancer during 
(ScKQ).  

20. quran gebeta (  Ñuታ) food in provision by mothers afocha on 3rd day 
at the termination of mourning.  

21. qabri unn ( w ) rectangular stone wall established on 3rd day to 
identify the grave. 

22. tunsus  ( ) an informal wedding dances by boys and girls,  

23. rorisach (a]d‹) (mugad name). 

24. waqalim ( K= )  crushed meat with spice. 

25. wahachi   (ªPˆ) unmarried girl (feme sole). 

26. afer afer ( ›ð` ›ð`) friends (boys) ever since childhood. 

27. berti- berti (u`+u`+) fighting with stick and shield to learn skill of 
fighting on Ramadan 17th. 

28. qahwa mehaleq (nQª SNKp) contribution by women afocha on the 3rd  
day of mourning.   

29. zegen (²Ñ”) dowry in ceremony to “the would be aruzit” or wife. 

30. qelem mesber (kKU Scu`) Saturday mourning brides Quran reading 
ceremony symbolizes her graduation from Quran gey. 

31. anqer mahteb (›”k` TQÖw) Saturday evening songs (bride and groom 
house) with relatives.  

32. ala ala (›L ›L) Saturday mid night presumed confirmation, the couple 
visit each others.  

33. kusha chat (Ÿ<h Ýƒ) engagement ceremony, request bride groom and due 
acceptance of brides family. 

34. hals (NKe) Harari song the mugad in a circle, and a girl to be praised in 
the center.  

35. mikfach (U¡ó‹) the preparation of debal and otherwise known as derse 
(Å`c=). 

36. meslah (ScLQ) Harari traditional music, with danced by two boys and a 
girl.  
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Appendix 5           Non English & Non Harari  

 Terms in the text  
 

Terms Harari script  Meaning in English  Meanings in Harari  
1.ad hoc  ›É R¡ For the specific purpose    ¨p+ ocK? Ã¤<”³M 

2. ad infinitum  ›É 
እ”ò’>}U 

For ever, without limit  ²=›uÉK?: SƒN?KÉ ²K?Lu? 

3. bona fide x“ ó›=É In good faith  *` ታQcwxƒu? 

4. de facto Ç= ð¡„ In fact, in reality  ›¥ ³Mv # 
Ãƒ[¤<u³M ¤<”+u? 

5. de jure  Ç= Ì` Lawful, legitimate  n’<” ›ceu?: Ãƒ^¤<u³M 
(Ã¤<”³M) 

6. fait accompli  ôƒ ›¢U–
KÃ 

Accomplished, 
irreversible 

²=ƒN?KÅK?¨<T ²Ã+“¨Ø 

7. feme sole òT@ fM Unmarried woman, with 
out husband 

²M’c+!›x‹ u=LÃ ³K+ 
›=Ê‹ 

8. feme covert  òT@ ¢y`ƒ Married woman ²’c+: (Ñ<õ  µ›ÑÉ+)  

9. in leiu ›=” K=¿ In  place of, instead of ›}Ãµu?   (S“¨ØK?) ›LÃ 

10. inter alia ›=”}` ›?K=Á Among other things ›KÃ Ã’u`TU... 

11. lex non 
scripta 

K?¡c “” 
 እe¡`ýታ  

Un written law ²M+Ÿ v n’<” 

12. mala fide TL óÃÉ In bad faith or intention ¾Ñc=²=ታ : *`’ƒ²K?L 

13. modus  
     operandi  

VÇc 
*–[”ÇÃ 

Method of operating, ÃÅMÑ<x³MŸ<ƒu?:  

14. note bene  •} u?” Note well, in attention ›u?Ï (N?Ï) 

15. per se ý` c? (c=) By itself  SÖ<Øµu? 

16. pro se ýa c? (c=) For himself  \Iµ¨< Sõ`¡u? 

17. person non 
grata 

ý`c” •” 
Ó^ታ  

Unwanted person ²Ã+¤g ›<c እ   

18. prima facie ý]T óc= At first sight   Ãƒ]›³M Ÿ<ƒu? 

19. sin qua non  c=” ¤ÿ “” Essential, vital  Sƒ`¤w ³Mv 'g=›= 

20. status quo እcታ}e ¢ Existing state of affair ›¥³Mv Ÿ<ƒu?  

21. status quo 
ante 

እcታ}e ¢ 
›”‚ 

As it was previously  u?kÉ ²=“[u?¨<Ÿ<ƒu?  

22. venue  y?’< The court  Ç=ª”: SÏK=e 

Terms Harari script Meaning in English Meanings in Harari 
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The author Ali Naji born in 1943 EC, educated in 
Harar and trained for 2 years for primary school 
teacher. He taught for years: in rural area as well as in 
Harar: Sengaber and Medresa. He joined AAU studied 
literature, graduated and taught ten years in Dire 
Dawa. Later on he served as public relation officer for 
a year and half. 
He established private school, and published books for 
Dire Dawa. He Studied Law Km. University College (in 

distance education). He served as part time lecturer in Haramaya University, 
Faculty of Law, where he developed four modules for 2 courses, English for 
Lawyer I and II.   
 Now, in addition to Break Down of Hrarari Grammar (Intermediate 
level),  he offers VALUES, NORMS AND CUSTOMS in Harari self 
identifications devoted for Harar. 

 
REFLECTION FROM HARARI TRADITIONAL ASSOCIATION 

 Afocha (›ö‰) accomplishment in latent function. 
 Mugad (S<ÒÉ) dynamic agent. 
 Firmach (ò`T‹) Pan afochas. 

ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATIONS OF HARARI WRITINGS  

 Faraed (ð^›=É) Masony (Se•Ã) wirshatu (¨<`h„) 
 Prose Writing in History.   
 Poem & Poetry.  

HARARI TRADITIONAL MUSIC & MODERN SONGS  

 The halas (NKe), maslah (SeKQ) and debal (ÅvM).  
 (S<ÒÉ) in Edd & Arafa songs. 
  (እg=m Sƒôk`) two samples. 
 

“Ali Naji assesses Harari Writing before 66 EC through fundamental 

elements of literature. Thus, we now know Harari Poetry, Sonnet, 

stanzas and other classical writing. The book enables student of literature 

and others to understand, and writer prose and creative writing in Harari.”                                                                           

                                                                               Muyhyedin Ali Yusuf 
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